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NATIVE AMERICAN CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND
FAMILIES

(Part 2)

THURSDAY, JANUARY 9, 1986

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMIITEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Saatton, AZ.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 930 a.m., in the

Tribal Council Chamber, Gila River Indian Community, Sacaton,
AZ, Hon. George Miller presiding.

Members Present. Representatives Miller and Levin.
Staff present. Judy Weiss, professional etaff; and Mark Souder,

minority staff director.
Chairman Mum. Good morning. The Select Committee on Chil-

dren, Youth, and Families will come to order. This morning, we
will hear witnesses from the Indian tribes in the Phoenix, AZ,
area. .

The select committee has spent the last several days conducting
ihearings and site visits among reservation Indians n both the

Northwest and in the Southwest. We have been trying to put to-
gether an assessment and a status report on Native Americans,
and on the status of their families and on the children that live in
those families. This is part of a continued effort by the select com-
mittee to engage in a national assessment and a status report of
American families, and some of the problems that plague them and
some of the successes that they have shared.

I am Congressman George Miller, the chairman of the select
committee, and I am accompanied this morning by Congressman
Sander Levin from Michigan.

The first panel that the select conunittee will hear from will be
made up of Lt. Gov. Tom White from the Gila River Indian Com-
munity; and Mona Fernandez, who is the administrative director
for the behavioral services, Colorado River Tribe from Arizona;
and Phyllis Bigpond, who is ;he executive director of the Phoenix
Indian Center m Phoenix, AZ. If those individuals will come forward
to the witness table, we will start to take your testimony.

Your prepared statements will be put in the record in their en-
tirety. Feel free to proceed in the manner in which you are most
comfortable. The extent to which you want to summarize or devi-
ate from your testimony, feel free to do so.

It is my understanding that there are other people in the audi-
ence who have some written testimony that they would like to
share with the committee. that they would like to make part of the
record of these hearings. You can do that by giving that testimony
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to Judy Weiss, staff of the committee. And if you hear something
today that you think you would like to comment on, or pm think
should be explained more fully or differently, please feel free to
send comments or prepared statements to the select committee in
Wathington, DC. It is just the Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families, Washington, DC. It will find us. We would
certainly be interested in that. We will hold the record of this hear-
ing open for a 2 week period of time to allow that to take place.

Sandy, do you have any opening comments?
Mr. Ulm. No. We are anxious to hear the testimonies.
[Opening remarks of Chairman George Miller f011OVHS1

OPENING REMARKS OF ROIL GRORGt MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE or CALIFORNIA AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
Yowl', AND FAMILIES

Today's hearing marks a continuation of the House Select Committee on CMI.
dren, Youth, and Families' effort to investigate current conditions among Native
American Families, and their children.

We have already had extensive site visits, as well as a hearing in Seattle, Wash-
ington, where we had the opportunity to listen to elders, caregivers, administrators,
parents, and children from many tribes.

Fin delighted to continue this inveetigaticn today at the Gila River Indian tom.
munity.

The information we gather from our witnesses this morning, and this afternoon
when we visit the Papmo reservation, will be very important It will provide for
Congress a badly needed update on the realities of life among Native ikmericans.

We will learn about major problems such as child abuse and neglect, inadequate
juvenile services, alcoholism, and other health issaa. We will see how available
services and support programs to families and children are unnecessarily interrupt-
ed; how tribal cntrol o these programs affects their effectiveness; how traditional
practices can be successfully incorporated into many programs; and we will see how
the issues affecting urban Wiens are linked, in fact, to issues affecting all Native
American&

Finally, we will try to Iook underneath the day.to-day symptoms of family disrup-
tion to the underlying social and economic conditions which cause them.

Many of the tribal leaders who have been so helpful to us in planning this investi-
gation are meeting in Washington, D.C. and elsewhere this week. However, we are
leaving our record 1.7,0n for two weeks to receive any additional testimony they, or
others, may wish to submit.

We are building an important record. We are here to learn and to listen, to pay
greater attention to the needs of your families and children. I'm looking forward
very much to your testimony.

Chairman MILLER. All right. Governor White, we will start with
you. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF HON, THOMAS R. WHITE, LIEUTENANT GOVER.
NOR OF THE GILA RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY, SACATON, AZ

Mr. Warts Thank you. Congressmen Miller and Levin, staff
members, and representatives of all of the Indian tribes in attend-
ance today at the meeting, I welcome you to the Gila River Indian
Community. I want to thank you for this opportunity to express
the views of the Gila River In&an Community, regarding the very
important to_pics within the jurisdication of your select committee.

The Gila River Indian Community is comprised of the Pima and
Maricopa Indian Tribes, and we have lived on this land along the
Gila River for thousands of years. Our economy in past years, and
to a great extent today, is based on agriculture. The Gila River
once was a river which flowed throughout the year, and by divert-
ing this surface water, we were able to support ourselves, and were
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completely self-sufficient. Until the latter part of the 19th century,
we engaged in large-scale commerce in the sale of grain, vegeta-
bles, and other agricultural products. However, with non-Indian
settlement of Arizona, water from the Gila River was diverted for
use upstream, and the river ceased to flow, destroying our econ.>
my.

Pimas and Maricopas, like all Indian tribes in the State of Arizo-
na, must confront serious health and welfare problems of our chil-
dren, youth, and families. Like all Indian tribes, we are devoting a
substantial portion of our limited tribal revenues to remedy these
problems. But these often tragic human problems are of such mag-
nitude that even with Federal assistance, which is continually de-
clining, much more needs to be done.

I am sure that it is obvious to members of this select committee
that it is impossible, and even unwise, to consider dealing with
child, youth, and family problems separate and apart from each
tribe's total social and economic situation. Before even attempting
to identify and agree on possible solutions, an understanding of the
underlying tribal economic condition must be obtained.

On the Gfla River Indian Community, the unemployment rate
exceeds 38 percent. Housing is extremely limited, and there is a
waiting list for housing which exceeds 500 families. The average
family size occupying HUD housing is 4.6 persons. The average
level of education attained is completion of grade eight Pimas and
Maricopes have the highest rate of diabetes in the world. This dis-
ease usually leads to the end stage renal disease, which results in
expensive &alysis treatment, blindness, an increase in heart prob-
lems, and amputations. Complicating these problems and impairing
the delivery cf services, is the lack of a public transportation
system. This may seem relatively insignificant, but b" tribal mem-
bers may not easily travel from one end of the reservation to an-
other, a heavy burden is placed on the delivery of health and social
services. When you consider that our reservation* fairly large-
372,000 acresthe transportation problem is apparent.

All your deep interest in our situations is great!7 appreciated
and I hope that our concerns will be reflected in legislation which
will help us deal with these problems.

I will now provide you with an outline of areas which I think you
should be aware of. This listing is provided for your convenience,
and in no way is a complete listing of the social problems which
confront us. These seem to be the most pressing at this time.

Item 1 won't; be the Indian Self-Determination Act, which needs
to be amended, and the Indian Child Welfare Act, which must be
supported by sufficient appropriations.

The avowed purpose of the Indian Self-Determination Act, 25
U.S.C. 450 is to allow Indian tribes to take over functions of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian H talth Service. We strong-
ly support this purpose, because we believe that we can deliver
social and health services much more efficiently and effectively
than can the Federal Government For instance, we recently con-
tracted the total social service functions of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, but Federal officials refused to allow us effective control of
the program. Recently, under the guide of monitoring, the cost of
an unwanted Federal employee u as deducted from the administra-
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tive costa agreed upon and contained in the contract This issue is
now on administrative appeal within the Department of the Interi-
or. BIA officials in the Phoenix area office continually interfere
with individual case decision& Finally, there is no opportunity to
meaningfully negotiate the contract each year, since the BIA
merely informs us the amount of money available for the contract
on a take-it or leave-it basis.

Despite interference and limited money& we are providing tribal
members more services, and of higher quality than when the
Bureau of Indian Affairs administered the pmram.

The Indian Child Welfare Act was enacW in 1978. It has re-
solved the jurisdictional disputes in this area between the States
and Indian tribes. That act also authorizes programs, which are de-
signed to assist and strengthen Indian families, but the adequate
funds have never been appropriated. For instance, approximately
$800,000 was available during the past fiscal year for 14 Indian
tribes in Arizona, and this is clearly inadequate

Item 2 would be the mental health services and treatment that are
seriously neglected.

A lack of ffinds to provide mental health treatment and services
has become a major problem area. IHS and the State of Arizona
have seriously neglected this problem, and even now refuse to ad-
dress this situation. IHS does not have any serious intention of pro-
viding adequate mental health services for individual Indians re-
quiring services on either a voluntary or involuntary basis.

The tribe has contracted for the service of one psychologist who
is providing mental health services to a limited number of clients.
For a reservation population of approximately 7,500, the level of
services one psychologist can provide is obviously inadegmate. To
compound this problem the State of Arizona has denied reserva-
tion residents access to the Arizona State Hospital, and Maricopa
County has denied access to County Mental Health Service& These
funding and jurisdictional gaps must be bridged.

A copy of an article, which appeared in the Arizona Republic on
Dec-imber 29, 1985, which desctibes this problem, is attached for
yuur information. The article describes the plight of two children
caught up in this controversy between the tribe, the State and the
Indian Health Services. We are now attempting to persuade IHS
officials to address this problem in a serious manner.

Item No. 8: Child Sexual Abuse. The community w-is instrumen-
tal in closing a gap in criminal jurisdiction, which often allowed
tribal members who sexually abused Indian children to escape Fed-
eral prosecution. You will find attached an excerpt from the Con-
gressional Record of November 1, 1985, which described this com-
plicated jurisdictional situation. Senator DeConcini introduced
Senate bill 1818, which I believe has been enacted into law, amend-
ing the Major Crimes Act. This law is effective on Indian reserva-
tions, and provides for Federal felony prosecution of sexual child
abusers.

Sexual abuse of children is a family problem, not a problem
solely of the child or of the adult involved. Sexual abuse occurs on
and off the reservation, and counseling and prosecution represent
a financial burden which is difficult for the tribe to assume. We
need to be in a position to provide necessary resource& services,

8
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and treatment. This means making available funds to provide
mental health services, counselors, and treatment centers, all to
work with the entire family, and even with the extended family.

I believe that the establishment of a Family Resource Center on
our reservaticn, to deliver a comprehensive range of services to
families, is a necessity. We need to do everything within the tribe's
power to strengthen and preserve families. The Family Resource
Center could be the focal point for this effort. For instance, court-.
seling, teaching, sharing of cultural values, and therapy, all would
be conducted at such a center. Since Indian reservations often have
a high rate of suicides, suicide prevention programs logically would
be an important function of this center. The tribe is now in the
process of identifying and defining the suicide problem here at Gila
River. Once this initial study is completed, we soon should have
specific sugg.mtions available.

We do not have sufficient funds to construct or staff this center,
but with sharing of costs, a Family Resource Center could become a
reality.

The item No. 4 we address is Juvenile Delinquency. A great
number of problems fall in this category. However, my specific con-
cnn at this time is for these children who have been charged in
tlw children's court of the tribe, and have been found guilty of vier
lating tribal law. Our tribal court is also concerned with status of-
fenders, as well as these children considered to be neglected and
dependent. We lack the financial ability to adequately address the
needs of children who become involved in the tribe's offender
system. Obviously, attention must be given to the status of the
child's family and extended family situation. Again, funds to
employ people to provide these services are extremely limited.

The tribe is faced with a unique funding problem. We did not
have a juvenile rehabilitation and detention center located on the
reservation. Since the BIA has taw enforcement responsibility, we
were able to convince and persuade the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
construct such a center. However, the Bureau of Indian Affairs did
not request funding for staffing of this center, which may annually
cost about $450,000. So, we have a new, completed juvenile rehabih-
tation and detention center, but its doors are 'exited, pending fund-
ing for staffing. In fiscal year 1986, we understand that approxi-
mately $200,000 will be appropriated, but these funds, of course,
are not yet available.

If the tribe were able to, we would provide more day support pro.
grams for our children. This would mean recreational programs,
after school activities, and even employment opportunities. At this
point, we are unable to do so.

Item 5, alcohol and drug abuse. Abuse of alcohol and drugs is a
problem in every segment of American society. Gila River is no ex-
ception. Over 80 percent of the adult cases in the tribal criminal
court involve abuse of alcohol. More than 85 percent of the cases
handled by our Child Protective Services Program involve abuse of
alcohol. During the recent holidays, at least six knife stabbings ai.d
one death are directly attributable to alcohol abuse. In most of
these situations, children under 19 years of age were involved.

At one point, IHS provided substantial funding for our tribal al-
cohol and drug abuse program, but thi3 funding has drastically
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been reduced. More attention needs to be focused on this problem,
and certainly more funds need to be allocated to support tribal
ADAP efforts.

I thank you for this opportunity to express some of my views of
the Gila River Indian Community. And this statement will be sup-
plemented by additional tribal statements, which will be filed for
your record.

If I can clarify any issues I have raised, please let me know.
Chairman MiLLER. Thank you.
M& FERNANDF2. Mr. Chairman
[Discussion held off the record.)
Chairman MILLXR. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Hon. Thomas R. White plus the Congres-

sional Record and the news article follow.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP SWUM R. WHITE, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, GRA RIVER
INDIAN COMMUNITY, SACATON, AZ

Congressman Miller, members of the House Select Committee, staff members, and
representatives of all Indian Tribes in attendance today at this hearing I welcome
you to the Gila f' rer Indian Reservation. I thank you for this opportunity to ex-
press the views r; the Gila River Indian Community regarding the very important
topics within rtie jurisdiction of your Select Committee.

The Gila Diver Indian Community is comprised nf the Pima and Maricopa Indian
Tribes and we have lived on this land along the Gila River for thousands of years.
Our economy in past years and to a great extent today is based on egriculture. The
Gila River once was a river which flowed throughout the year and by diverting this
surface water, we were able to support ourselves and were completely self-sufficient.
Until the latter part of the nineteenth century we engaged in large scale oommerce
in the sale of grain, vegetables, and other agricultural products. However, with nom
Indian settlement of Arizona, water from the Gila River was diverted for use up-
stream and the river ceased to flow destroying our economy.

Pimas and Maricopas, like all Indian Tribes in the State of Arizona, must con-
front serious health and welfare problems of our children, youth, and families. Like
all Indian Tribes, we are devoting a substantial portion of our limited tribal reve.
nues to remedy these problems. But these often tragic human problems are of such
magnitude that even with fo.ieral assistance, which is continually declining, much
more needs to be done.

I am sure it is obvious to members of this Select Committee that K is impossible
and even unwise to consider deaiing with child, youth, and family problems sepa-
rate and apart from each Tribe's total social and economic situation. Before even
attempting to identify and agree on possible solutions, an understanding of the un-
derlyks 'Mal economic conditions must be obtained.

On the Gila River Indian Reservation the nnemployment rate exceeds MM. How-
ing is extremely limited and there is a waiting list for housing whkh exceeds 600
families. The average family size occupying HUD houses is 4.6 persons. The average
level of education attained is completion of grade eight. Pimas and Maricopas have
the highest rate of diabetes in the world. This disease usually kiwis to end stage
renal disease which results in expensive dialysis treatment, blindneu, increase in
heart- problems, and amputations. Complicating these problems and impairing the
dehvery of services is the lack of a public transportation system. This may seem rel-
atively insignificant, but if tribal members may not easily travel from one end of
the Reservation to the other, a heavy burden is placed on the delivery of health and
social services. When you consider that our Reservation is fairly large. 372,000
acres, the transportation problez . is apparent.

Your deep interest in our situation is greatly appreciated and I hope the, our :An-
cerns will be reflected in legislation which will help us deal with these problems.

I will now provide you with on outline of areas which I think you should be aware
of. This listing is provided for your convenience and in no way is a complete listing
of the social problems which confront us. These seem to be the most pressing at this
time.
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THE INMAN SELF-DETERMINATION ACT NERDS TO BE AMENDED AND ME INMAN CHILD
WELFARE ACT MUM' IIE SUPPORTED By SUFFICIENT APPROPRIATIONS

The avowed purpou of the Indian Self-Determination Act, 25 U.S.C. §450 et. seq.,
is to allow Indian Tribes to tske over functions of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIM
and the Indian Health Service (INS). We strongly support this purpose because we
believe that we can deliver social and health servicer much more efficiently and ef-
fectively than can the federal government. For instance, we recently contracted the
total social service function of the BIA, but federal officials refuse to allow us effec-
tive control of the program. Recently, under the guide of monitoring, the cost of an
unwanted federal employee was deducted from the administrative costa agreed upon
and contaiaed in the contract. This issue is now on administrative appeal within the
Department of the Interior. BIA officials in the Phoenix Area office continually
interfere with individual case decisions. Finally, there is no opportunity to meaning-
fully negotiate the contract each year since the BIA merely informs us the amount
of money available for the contract on a "take it or leave it" basis. De-spite interfer-
ence and limited monies, we are providing Tribal members more services and of a
higher quality than when the BIA administered this program.

The Inlian Child Welfare Act, 25 U.S.C. §1903 et. seq., was enacted in 1978, 25
U.S.C., and has resolved the jurisdictional disputes in this area between the States
and Indian Tribes. The Act also authorized programs which are designed to assist
and strengthen Indian families but adequate funds have never been appropriated
For instance. approximately 3800.000 was available during the past fiscal year for
14 Indian Tribes in Arizona. This is clearly inadequate.

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES AND TREAT/4@NT IS SERIOUSLY NEGLECTED

A lack of funds to provide mental health treatment and services has become a
major problem area, 11.1S and the State of Arizona have seriously neglected this
problem and even now refuse to address this situation. IHS does not have any seri-
ous intention of providing adequate mental health services for individual Indians
requiring services on either a voluntary or involuntary basis.

The Tribe has contracted for the services of one psychologist who is providing
mental health services to a limited number of clients. For a Reservation population
of approximately 7400, the level of services on.: psychologist can provide is obvious-
ly inadequate. To compound this problem, the Stata of Arizona has denied Reserva-
tion residents access te the Arizona State Hospital awl Maricopa County has denied
access to County mental health services. These funding cnd jurisdictional gaps must
be bridged.

A copy of an article which appeared in the Arizona Republic on December 29,
1985, which describes this problem, is attached for your information. The article de-
scribed the plight of two children caught up in this controversy between the Tribe,
the State, and 1HS We are now attempting to persusde IHS officials te address this
problem in a serious manner.

CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE

The Community was instrumental in closing a gap in criminal jurisdiction which
often allowed tribal members who sexually abused Indian children to escape federal
prosecution. You will find attached an excerpt from the Congressional Record of No-
vember 1, 1985. which described this complicated jurisdiction situation. Senator
DeConcini introduced S 1818, which 1 believe has been enacted into law, amending
the Major Crimes Act. This law is effective on Indian Reservations and provides for
federal felony prosecution of child sexual abusers.

Sexual abuse of chinlren is a family problem not a problem solely of the child or
of the adult involved. Sexual abuse occui., on and tiff the Reservation and counsel-
ling and prosecution represents a financial burden which is difficult for the Tribe to
assume We need to be in a position to provide necessary resources, servica, arid
treatment. This means making available funds to provide mental health services,
counselors, and treatment centers, all to work with the entire family and even with
the extended family.

I believe that establishment of a Family Resources Center on our Reservotion to
deliver a comprehensive range of services to families is a necessity We need to do
everything within the Tribe's power to strengthen and preserve families The
Family Resources Center couici be the itA4,11 paIrit fa; thIn effort

For instance, counseling, teaching. sharing of ct.itural values, and therapy all
could be conducted at such a Center. Since Indian Reservations often have a high
rate of suicides, t +tide prew-rition programs logically would be an important furor-
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tion of this Center. The Tribe is now in the process of identifying and defining the
suicide problem here at Gila River. Once this initial study ts completed we soon
should have specific suggestions available.

We don't have sufficient funds to construct or staff this Center but with sharing
of costs. a Family Resources Center could become a reality.

.1UvRNILE DELINQUENCY NEEDS AITENTION

A great number of problems fall in this category. However, my specific concern at
this time are those children who have been charged in the Children's Court of the
Tribe and have been found gelilty of violating a Tribal law. Our Tri"tal Court is also
concerned with status offenders as well as those children considered to be neglected
and dependent. We lack the financial ability to adequately addras the needs of chi!.
dren who become involved in the Tribe's Gffender system. Obviously, attention must
be given to the status of the child's family and extended familysituation. Again,
funds to employ people to provide these services are extremely limited.

The Tribe is faced with a unique funding ptoblem. We did not have a juvenile
rehabilitation and detention center located on the Reservation. Since the ISIA has
law enforcement responsibility we were able to convince and persuade the BIA to
construct such a center. However, the BIA did not request funding for staffing of
this Center which may annually cost aboui $450,000. So, we have a new completed
Juvenile Rehabilitation and Detentien Center but its doors are locked pending _fund-
ing for staffing. In Fiscal Year 1986 we understand that approximately U00.000 will
be appropriated but these funds, of eourse, are not yet available.

If the Tribe were able to we would provide more day-support programs for our
children. This would mean recreational programs, after-school activities, and even
employment opportunities. At this point we are unable to do so.

ALCOHOL AND DRUG Amuse

Abuse of alcohol and druiim is a problem in every segment of American society.
Gila River is no exception. Over 80% of the adult case, in the Tribal Criminal Cant
involve abuse of alcohol. More than 85% of the cases handled by our Child Protec-
tive Service Program involve abuse of alcohol. During the recent holidays at least
six knife stabbings and ene death are dirwtly attributable to alcohol abuse. In most
of these situations chAdren under 18 years of age were involved.

At one point IRS provided substantial funding for our Tribal Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Program but this funding has drastically reduced. More attention needs to be
focused on this problem and certainly more funds need to be allocated to support
Tribid ADAP efforts.

I thank you for this opportunity to express some of the views of the Gila River
Indian Cemmunhy. This Statement will be supplemented by additional Tribal State-
ments which will be riled for your record. If I can clarify any issues I have raised,
please let me know.

[From the Coogreemona1 Recent Noe L 19ILS]

By Mr. Derrtom (for himself and Mr. DLO:mom:
S. 1818 A bill to prevent the sexual molestation of children in Indian country, to

the Committee on the Judiciary.

PREVENTING THE SEEHAL MOLESTATION t*.T CHILDREN IN INDIAN COUNTRY

Mr. Damon. Mr. President, I rise today, along with my distinguished colleague
from Arizona, Senator DeConcini, to h..roduce a bill to prevent the sexual moiestre
tion of children in Indian country.

Specifically, the bill is designed to fill a gap in the Major Crimes Act. /8 U.S.C.
1153, with regard to serious sexual concluct directed at children. Currently. section
1153 reaches the crimes cf rape. involuntary sodomy, and carnal knowledge of a
female under the age of 16, when those crimes are committed by an Indian in
Indian country Although recently amended by Public 1..aw 98-473 to add the offense
of involuntary sodomy. the statute still lacks adequate coverage of nonforcible
sexual conduct involving children.

Serious offenses that are not covered include various types of sexual contact with
male or female children other than carnal knowledge. Many U.S. attorneys have
'`r-ol4A heualino increase in incidents on Indian reservations. Amendment of the7 "
Major Crimes Act is necessary to permit effectiNc enforcement, since without the
amendment these serious offenses, which nearly all &sees treat as felonies. are

OAR MAN
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prosecutable only in a tribal court, which may administer punishment only up to 6
months' imprisonment according to 25 U.S.C. 1302(7).

Moreover, amendment of the Major Crimes Act is necessary to increase the pro-
tection for children on Indian reservations and to equalize the punishment for sucn
crimes between Indian and non-Indian offenders. A non-Indian who commits the
crime of sexual molestation of a minw in Indian country is punishable under the
far more stringent provisions of State law, either in State court when the victim is a
non-Indian, or in Federal court by assimilation under 18 U.S.C. 1152 when the
victim is an Indian.

The bill adds the onense of "felonious sexual molestation of a minor" to section
1153, thus permitting State law to be used in Federal court to prosecute Indian as
well as non-Indian sexral molesters of children in Indian country. The description
of the offense as "sexual molestat II of a minor" is, like the recent addition of "in-
voluntary sodomy," meant to be generic in nature. Thus, it would not matter wheth-
er the particular State denominated its offense as "sexual molestation" or by some
other title such as "indecent liberties" or sexual contact" with children.

So long as the State has on its books a felony offense that proscribes the conduct
of nonforcible sexual abuse of the person of a minor, also as defined by State law,
that offense will be incorporated into section 1153. The offense must, however, be a
felony. This qualification ensures that, as with all other offenses in section 1153,
only the major varieties of the offense will be subject to Federal 3urisdiction, main-
taining exclusive tribal jurisdiction over the lesser offenses.

Mr President as the U.S. Surreme Court noted in the famc .stse of New York
versus Ferber, .1the prevention of sexual exploitation and abuse of children consti-
tutes a Government objective of surpassing importance. It is with that objective in
mind that Senator DeConcini and I intreduce this bill to prevent the sexual molesta-
tion of children in Indian country and to give those children the same protections
enyed by non-Indian children.

The bill has the strong endorsement by the National Congress of American Indi-
ans. as indicated by a reaolution adopted at their recent annual meeting The bill is
also endorsed by the Alabama Indian Affairs Commission and the U S Department
of Justice.

I ask unanimous consent that the text of the bill and the resolution b,v the Na-
tional Congress of American Indians be printed in the Record.

There being no objection. the material was ordered to be printed in the Record, as
follows:

S 1818

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Stales of
Arnenca in Congress assembled. That sc.:Hon 1153 of title 18, Uiited States Code, is
amended by inserting ' relonious sexual molestatior of a minor after "involuntary
sodomy," each place it appears

RESOLUTION No T-86-46/H

NATIONAL CONGRESS Or AMERICAN INDIANS

A resolution urging Congress to amend the Major Crimes Act by adding the crime
of child smal molestation

Whereas, recognition of Child Sexual Abuse Problems on Indians Reservations
and Alaskan Natives is an important initial step in facing and taking steps to re-
solve this pervasive social problem; and

Whereas, Child Sexual 4%buse situations disrupt families and causes serious and
permanent psychological damage to Indian children; and

Whereas, Tribal Social Services Offices, Tribal Prosecutor's Offices, and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs ane Tribal Law Enforcement Office, must cooperate to
fully prosecute persons committing child sexual abuse crimes on Indian Reserva-
tions, and

Whereas, at the present time many Tribes do not have specific Child Molestation
laws in their criminal codes and if an Indian is convicted of child sexual molesta-
tion, the maximum penalty available in Thbal Courts is six months' incarceration, a
five hundred dollar fine, or both; and

Wnereas, an Indian committing a child molestation crime which is not considered
Rape. Assault wtth Intent to Commit Rape, or Incest may not be charged with a
federal Major Crime pursuant to 18 U S C. l 153; and

ti 3
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Whereas, it is necessary and crucial to effective law enforcement on Indian Reser-
vations and to protect the mental health and physical well-being of Indians to have
the United States Congress enact into law as part of the Major Crimes Act Molesta-
tion law.

Now therefore be it resolve&
I. The National Congress of American Indians hereby urges the United States

Congress to enact into law an amendment to the Major Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. 1153,
making child molestation by an Indian to an Indian child occurring on an Indian
Faser,ation, a federal crime justiciable in the federal courts and providing the fed-
eral courts the power to punish Indian offenders.

2. The National Congress of American Indians hereby urges the United States

g'illrenlarging the penalty and punishment power of tribal courts to imprison-
to enact into law an amendment to the Indian Civil Rthts Act, 25 U.S.C.

ment for a term of one year or a fine of $1,000, or both.
3. The National Congress of American Indians hereby authorizes its duly elected

officers to take all appropriate steps to urge Indian Tribes, Indian organizations, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Department of Justice, and the United States Con-
grew to support amending the Mefor Crimes Act to include the crime of Child Me
iestation.

..1=1IM

Wrom the Arizona RepublIc. Dec 29. 198S)

INDIANS SUFFERING MENTAL ILLS FACE THREE RED-TAPE Timis

STATE, COUNTY DENY JURISDICTION; U.S. PROVIDES warn SERVICES

(By Mark Shaffer)

SACATONThey are different, dangerous and have fallen through the cracks in
the system.

Mentally ill Indians on reservations who are in need of long-term psychiatric care
are facing a bleak present and an ominous future.

On one hand, state and county hospitals will not accept them, saying they don't
have jurisdiction On the other, the federal Indian Health Service provides only
short-term care and has no facilities for the worst cases.

Many afflicted Indians are staying at home with relatives ill-equipped to handle
them, a situation one official of the Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona calls "a ticking
time bomb."

Saitistics compiled by the council in a survey of the state's 20 reservations last
summer paint a gloomy picture.

Violet Mitchell, a spokesman for the council, said that there are about 900 chron-
ically mentally ill patients on Arizona's reservations and that about 35 need invol-
untary inpstient psychiatric care.

But little assistance has been forthcoming. Two recent cases involving juveniles
on the Gila River Indian Reservation, south of Phoenix. illustrate the problems. The
juveniles' names have been changed for this article.

Charles, 14 has been in and out of tribe's juvenilecourt system Ibr years, primari-
ly on burglary raps and crimes involving violence.

While in detention, Charles tried to twist a finger off his right hand, Tribal Attor-
ney Rodney Lewis said. The youth was rushed to the emergency room of Phoenix
Memorial Hospital, where attendants stitched the finger back together. WhPe in the
emergency room, Charles took a scalpel and attadmd one of the detentiol officers.
Later, back in detention. Charles pulled out the stitches, and doctors had to ampu-
tate the finger. He remains on the reservation without a permanent home.

"We could never get him in the State Hospital because they said lie didn't have
mental problems, that h. was chemically dependent," Lewis said. "But that was just
an additional excuse. The county, state and Indian Health Service distort facts be-
cause they don't want the responsibility."

Officials at the Arizona State Hospital in Phoenix would not comment on the
case.

Deborah began sniffing Liquid Paper at age 9. In the past three years, she has
made numerous false reports to the tribal Police Department, has been expelled
from school, has run away from home repeatedly and has attempted suicide at a
tribal detention facility. Family members said they no longer could care for her.

She bounced in and out of custodial homes and hospitals, finally running away
from the Arizona Children's Hospital in Tucson, where she ended up on the roof of

SOW rook 14
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a downtown restaurant, according to Deidre Short, tribal supervisor of Child Wel-
fare Services.

"The county was claiming lack ofjurisdiction, the State Hospital said she was too
young, and IHS was trying to tell us that she needed custodial care only, which they
knew was our responsibility," Short said.

After Child Welfare Services rehaquished aontrol of Deborah, Child Protective
Services on the reservation took over because "no family or custodial service would
monitor her:' Short said.

Later, the State Hospital finally accepted Deborah.
The position of the state and counties on the matter has evolved out of a U S.

District Court judge's 1977 ruling in South Dakota in the case of White v. Cahfano.
Judge Andrew Bogue ruled that state aad county officials do not have jurisdiction

over involuntary commitments by tribal courts of Indians living on reservations
Arizona officials refused to comment directly on the issue.
"The issue of Indians and mental-health treatment is under study," said Jon

Schwartz, an assistant attorney general
Charles Gatewood, a Maricopa County deputy attorney, said that the county is

treating Indians who do not live on reservations but that "we have to be aware of
Califano."

"Plus, we have no way for the sheriff to pick them up and serve process (on reser-
vations)," Gatewood said.

Lewis responds that reservation Indians have been consistently deemed state resi-
dents in court decisions, most notably in the Harrison v. Lciveen case of 1948, which
upheld the r.ght of Indians on tribal lands to vote in state elections, and that IN li.
ans have equal right to state services.

"The state could do it in one of two ways. They could recognize a tribal-court
order or the State HosNtal could enter into agreements with the various tribes,"
Lewis said.

But state, county and tribal officials all feel that the federal government should
play a larger role in solving the problem.

In an opinion written by a US. Court of Appeals in the White v. Colifano case, it
was noted, "The federal defendants (IHS) are free to call themselves 'resklual sup-
pliers' if that fits in better with their policy statements, but where the state cannot
act, they must."

The HIS has determined that it is responsible for acute mental-health care but
that it cannot be the primary provider. It will provide psychiatric care to those who
are committed voluntarily and only for up to 10 days at a time.

"We have to rely on contract health facilities like the State Hospital and other
state and local resources (for lonwterm care)," according to John Hubbard, head of
the social-service department of the Phoenix area Indian Health Service. "We don't
have an inpatient psychiatric-care facility. The closest thing is the Gallup (N.M.)
Indian Medical Center, and that's an (nen unit, not closed. For involuntary commit-
tals, you need a closed unit."

Hubbard added, "It would be nice if they (the State Hospital, would give full faith
and credit to tribal courts" and accept commitments from them, but the Califano
case says they don't have to.

"One thing that bothers me is that, sure, we can have all kinds of disagreements
among governments, but there are sick people, dangerous people that can threaten
the lives of themselves and others out there."

Two other states with Indian reservations have come to grips with the problem.
John Guin, an assistant attorney general in South Dakota, said the state, despite

the Cah fanodecision, will accept reservation residents committed by tribal courts
New Mexico does not respect decisions of tribal courts, "but our internal policy is

that we will accept Indians from reservations," said Beth Schaefer, ..r. attorney for
the state Health and Environment Department.

There have been rare occasions in Arizona when reservation Indians have been
committed to the State Hospital Hubbard said that one resident of thc Fort Apache
Indian Reservation was committed routmely by a Navajo County Superior Court
judge two years ago.

"This may come down to who is going to pick up the tab," Lewis said. "But there
are lives at stake here."
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STATEMENT OF MONA FERNANDEZ, ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR
FOR BEHAVIORAL SERVICES, COLORADO RIVER TRIBES, ARI-
ZONA

MS. FERNANDEZ. My name is Mona Polacca Fernandez. I have
been authorized to present testimony on behalf of the Colorado
River Indian Tribes of Parker, AZ.

The Colorado River Indian Tribes is approximately 45 miles long,
and 12 miles wide, consisting of 268,694 acres. Over half of the res-
ervation is in LaPaz County, AZ, and the remaining land is locat-
edwithin the San Bernardino Riverside Counties in California.
The Colorado River Indian Tribes is a consolidated nation of four
tribes: The Mohave, Chemehuevi, Navajo, and Hopi, which was es-
tablished through a Relocation Act on March 8, 1895. Tribal enroll-
ment is 2,906, as of June 30, 1985.

The Indian tribes are relatively young. The median age is 22
years old, the child-bearing age group. There are 866 tribal mem-
bers under the age of 18 living on the reservation, 412 male, 454
female. The need for services for children, youth, and families of
our community can be demonstrated by these statistics, and com-
ments presented at this hearing.

The education levels of our community of our population, 10.4
percent have completed grade six, but less than eighth grade.
Those that have completed high school, and no further education is
15 percent. The family income under the Federal "low and moder-
ate" levels is 76 percent.

Children placed outside of their natural home due to neglect and
family disruption in 1981 was 86. In 1984, it increased to 62. Undu-
plicated number of children formally before the tribal court in 1981
was 20. Then, in 1984, it increased to 91. Child welfare cases,
brought to the attention of the Tribal Swial Services in 1981 was
60 cases. In 1984, increased to 152.

The Behavioral Health Services reported these statistics in the
past 6 months, unduplicated primary presenting problems: Alcohol
misuse. 51; adult-child relationships, 40; depression, 28; marital
conflicts, 27; anxiety, 9; and chronic physical illnesses, 8.

The Colorado River Indian Tribal Court reports that for the year
1984, the arrest record for tribal juveniles totaled 122. This repre-
sents 86.2 percent of our youth between the ages of 11 to 18 years
old.

The Colorado River Indian Tribal students attend public school
or off-reservation Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding schools. The
Parker School district has one high school and three elementary
schools. Tribal students have a difficult time adjusting to public
school. In 1984, the dropout rate was 85 percent. Of 66 students be-
ginning in 1979, 8 made it to their senior year.

There appears to be many reasons for the high school drop out
rate. Poor relationships within the school community, bicultural
conflicts, low self-esteem, poorly developed decisionmaking and
problem solving skills.

The Indian boarding school affected the children and families of
native people. Many of the common effects are loss of language,
cultural identity, alienation between the older and younger genera-
tions, severe psychological trauma for a whole generation of young
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people and their parents. The effects of these experiences are being
felt, in terms of social problems: Child abuse and neglect, loss of
good parenting skills, alcoholism, and unemployment.

The continuous erosion of cultural and traditional customs and
beliefs where conditions led to a loss of self-worth, identity prob-
lems and in the extreme, a sense of hopelessness and despair. De-
pression, divorce, alcoholism, and family violence, and other prob-

. lems which occur in the general population, are greatly acceleratcti
and further irritated under the conditions found in the reservation
setting. Traditionally, the medicine man was the community re-
source, who would assist in reestablishing harmony within and
with the universe, thus relieving the symptoms of a troubled
family. His practices were among the first to be outlawed and dis-
counted. Today, there are few practitioners who are effective with
those who most identify with tradition. In his place are a number
of specialists, who dr not work with the whole person in relation to
his universe. Those available are those that are far too few, and
budgets too small, to minimize any effective impact on problems
among the native American children and families.

Considering the severity of these statistics, the limited education
levels, the depressed income and presence of crucial domestic prob-
lems, the tribal government provides coordinated services for tribal
youth, which includes: alcohol and drug prevention; after-school tu-
toring; juvenile probation; educational counseling; cultural and rec-
reational activities; summer youth employment; Indian Child Wel-
fare Coordinator/Court Liaison services; Indian Chill Welfare spe-
cialist services; Foster Care placement services; Head Start; and
Day Care Services.

The above-stated services are supported by a variety of resources,
including tribal revenue funds, Arizona Department of Health
Services funds, Indian Education Act title IV funds, law mforce-
ment funds, and Johnson-O'Malley funds. Health care is provided
by the U.S. Health Services IHS Hospital, which is located on the
reservation.

The approaches that are being used to look at ways that native
people can regain their connection with the wisdom which guided
their development in the past, while at the same time incorporat-
ing the knowledge available through the insights, discoveries, and
innovations of modern times. This reconnection with traditional
wisdom does not mean going back in time, and living like people
did many centuries ago. What we can do is to use that strong foun-
dation for traditional wisdom and values, to look at today's world.

The steady growth of native culture, interrupted by the harmful
effects of many of the things that have happened in the last 400
years, can be continued again, by using the principles that guided
life for such a long time.

The principles of proper living, as taught through the traditions,
respect, kindness, willingness, action, vision, hope, faith, and hones-
ty, to create conditions for native American children, youth and
families to practice healthy lifestyles. To have all segments of the
community develop an understanding, and becoming knowledgea-
ble of the need. Thereby, the children, youth, and families would
understand that the community is the support system.
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Your concern and involvement, however, is the crucial element
for the protection of our future generations.

I thank you for giving the Colorado River Indian Tribes an op-
portunity to present our concerns before your committee.

Mr. Chairman, what I have presented here mainly is some of the
missions and needs that our community has. And what we have
been doing in the past 2 years on our reservation is trying to im-
plement the statement that I just closed with.

Some of the community activities that we have begun to make
available to our community are workshops that are geared specifi-
cally to the community, having involvement from the total commu-
nity. That has been suicide intervention and prevention, cross-cul-
tural conflicts resolution, fetal alcohol syndrome workshops,
womeies support group services, youth and elder conferences, and
also teaching the people about what a community-based approach
is, for the people to gain an understanding of what the needs of
their own conununity is. That is the approach that we have begun
to take.

When I first heard of' this hearing, I was asked to present a
model of what some of the communities are doing, and this is what
our community has been doing in the past 2 years.

It is going to take some time to see what the effect is going to be,
but I am really grateful that your committee has a concern for our
Indian children, and I thank you for this time.

[Prepared statement of Mona Fernandez follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MONA FERNANDEZ ON BEHALF OF 1:12 COLORAL". RWER
INDIAN TRIBES OF PABEER, AZ

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Mona Polacca Fernan-
dez. I have the authorization to present testimony on behalf of the Colorado River
Indian Tribes of Parker, Arizona.

The Colorado River Indian Tribes reservation is approximately 45 miles long and
12 miles wide, consisting of 268,694 acres. Over half of the reservation is within
LaPaz County, Arizona. The remaining land is located within the San Dernadino
and Riverside Counties in California. The Colorado River Indian Tribes is a consoli.
dated nation of four tribes; the Mohave, Chemeheuvi, Navajo and Hopi, which was
established through a Congressional Act on March 3, 1985. Tribal enrollment is 2906
as of June 30, 1985.

The Colorado River Indian Tribes members are relatively young, the median age
is 22 years. the child.bearing age group. There are 866 tnbal members under the
age or 'A living on the reservation, 412 male and 454 female. The need for services
for eiildren, youth and families of our community can be demonstrated by these
statistics and comments presented at this hearing.

Percent of Colorado River Indian Tribes population
Education Levelsti

Completed grade 6. but less than grade 8 10 4
Completed high school, no further education ... ........

Family income:
Annual income tinder Federal "low and moderate" levels t$14,9119i 76.0

' Source 1979 CRIT Demographic Study
I Source 1982 CRIT Demographic Study

I'M MN

Chddren plated oulode natural home due to neglect and family &mho
Unduplicated number of chitdren formally before the MN! court

DIM *eve cases brought D the allentinn 01 the tribal sooal sources

36 62

23 SI
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Behavioral Health Services reported these statistics in the past six months, undu-
plicated Primary Presenting Pro lems:
Alcohol misuse 51
Adult-child relationships 40
Depression 28
Marital conflicts 27
Anxiety 9
Chronic physical illness 8

The Colorado River Indian Tribal Court reports that for the year 1984, the arrest
record for tribal juveniles totaled 122. This represents 36.2% of our youth between
the ages of 11 to 18 years old.

Colorado River Indian Tribal students attend public school or off-reservation
Bureau of Indian Affairs Boarding Schools. Park-7 School District has one high
school and three elementary schools. Tribal students have a difficult time adjusting
to public school. In 1984 the dropout rate was 85% (of 56 students beginning in
1979, eight (8) made it to their senior year).

There appears to be many reasons for the high school drop-out rate: poor relation-
ships within the school community, bieultural conflicts, low self-esteem, poorly de-
veloped decision making and problem solving skills.

The Indian boarding scbool affected the cbildren and families of native people.
Many of the common effects are loss of language and cultural identity, alienation
between the older and younger generations, severe psychological trauma for a whole

neration of young people and their parents. The effects of these experiences are
felt in terms of social problems; child abuse and neglect, Imo of good parent-

ingslduls, alcoholism and unemployment.
The continuous erosion of cultural and traditional customs and beliefs where con-

ditions lead to a lose of self-worth, identity problems, and in the extreme, a sense of
hopelessness and despair. Depression, divorce, alcoholism and family violence and
other problems which occur in the general population are greatly accelerated and
further irritated under the conditions found in this setting. Traditionally, the medi-
cine man was the community resource who would assist in re-establishing harmony
with the universs thus relieving the symptoms of a troubled family. His practices
were among the lint to be outlawed and discounted. Today there are a few practi-
tioners who are effective with those wbo most identify with tradition. In his place
are a number of specialists who do not work with the whole person in relation to his
universe. Those who are available are far too few and budgets too email to minimize
any effective impact on problems among the Native American chikiren and families.

Considering the severity of these statistics, the limited education levels, the de-
pressed income and the presence of crucial domestic problems, the Tribal govern-
ment provides coordinated services for tribal youth which include: Alcohol and Drug
Prevention (education and counseling); After School Tutoring; Juvenile Probation;
Education Counseling; Cultural and Recreational Activitio: Summer Youth Em-
ployment Indian Child Welfare Coordinator/Court Liaison Services; Indian Child
Welfare Specialist Services; Poster Care Placement Services; Head Start; and Day
Care Services.

The above stated services are supported by a variety of resources including: Tribal
revenue funds; Arizona Department of Health Services funds; Indian Education Act
Title IV funds; Law Enforcement funds; and Johnson-O'Malley funds.

Health care is provided by the U.S. Health Services Hospital located on the reser-
vation.

The approachai that are being used to look at ways that native people can regain
their connection with the wisdom which guided their development in the past, while
at the same time incorporating the knowledge available through the insights, dis-
coveries, and innovation of modern times.

This re-connection with traditional wisdom does not mean going back in time and
living like people did many centuries ago. What we can do is use that strong founda-
tion of traditional wisdom and values to look at today's world. The steady growth of
native culture, interrupted by the harmful effects of many of the things that hap-
pened in the last four hundred years, can be continued again, by using the princi-
ples that guided life for such a long time.

9
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The principles of proper living as taught through the traditions, respect, kindness,
uillingness, action, vision, hope, faith, and honesty. To create conditions for Native
American children, youth and families to practice healthy lifestyles. To have all seg-
ments of the community develop an understanding and becoming knowledgeable of
the need. Thereby the children, youth and families would understand that commu-
nity is the support system.

Your concern and involvement, however is the crucial clement for the protection
of our future generations. I thank you for giving the Colorado River Indian Tribes
an opportunity to present our concerns before your committee.

PREPARED STATEMENT OP THOMAS STEVENS, COLORADO RIVER INDIAN TRIBM3

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Thomas Stevens, a
Mohave born in 1909 at a place along the Colorado River in western Arizona. By
heredity and clan, I am of the Chieftain lineage, as such, I have been asked to com-
ment on the conditions both past and present which have had an impact on the
Mohave people's way of life.

The old people told me of the many changes that were going to come to our
people. "You might live long enough to see these changes take place." The old
people said our customs and culture would change and may discppear altogether.
Our homes will be like white man houses. Our religion will weaken and our lan-
guage will be forgotten The foods that our people eat would also change. Hunting of
rabbit and quail would cease. No longer would the women -iain"-iin the home,
gather the mesquite beans to dry and pound for the making of ade to drink and
cakes tc eat.

The old people said that we would put on the whiteman's clothing thus becoming
educated, this has come to pass, but at great cost to our people. There was a time
when those of us natives that were sent off to schools, we were severely punished
for speaking our native language. Today few if any of our young people can under-
stand or speak our language. They also said that we were not to intermarry for four
generations. Whenever this happened, the old people wept Today our young people
clon't even know their relatives, now we see our people marrying second generation
relatives and we don't even cry anymore."

It is very important for our children to know who they are, and to know their
relatives they must understand their relationship to this land, also they must be
told of the historically sacred landmarks that surround them. It is imperative that
they (the 3routh) spend time with the elders, because the elders are the ones who can
pass on this information to them. I have been asked by many people how did the old
people know of these changes that were to come? I asked, and was told that these
prophecies came through a dream vision.

I came to this time of much change, I have experienced this vision. I have seen it
rome to pass The children, youth and families need to be reeducated on how to live
long lengthy lives. I think this is where you white people can help our people to
believe in themselves once again by listening to what my relatives have to say here
today I want to thank you for your considerations in Wialf of my people Thank
you for the time and effort that you put into this matter. Thank you again.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Ms. Bigpond.

STATEMENT OF PHYLLIS BIGPOND. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PHOENIX INDIAN CENTER, PHOENIX, AZ

Ms. BIGPOND. Congressman Miller and Congressman Levin, Fed-
eral policies and programs, such as the Relocation Program and
the Vocational Training Act of 1956, had a very significant role in
the development of urban Indian populations. In the early days,
they were presented as opportunities, but the histury has shown
that the experience was not all that it was intended to be, and the
inadequacies of those programs, early on, have had very long-term
effects.

Today, we find it very difficult to get governmental entities
Federal, State, or otherwise, to recognize this population and its
uniqt.eness. I thank you for the Jpportunity to address the situa-
tion.
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Arizona &es have the third largest off-reservation Indian popu-
lation in the Nation. This is from the census. And the census also
reports 16,292 Indian people in 1980 in Phoenix. However, we
always consider the that is an undercount. Maricopa County esti-
mates place the figure at 18,196. Then our own needs assessment
estimates set it at 23,000. This allows for a high rate of mobirsil,
because of our proximity to the reservation community, census un-
dercounting of multiple families living in one household, which
happens frequently in the city, and the counting of Indian people
in other ethnic group categories, because there are many Indian
people who have Spanish surnames.

There has been a steady wittern of growth in the urban Indian
pulation; each decade in l'hoenix that population has doubled.

The makeup of the population is diverse, with many tribes repre-
sented, mostly from the Southwest, but also, we see people there
from all over the country. About 80 percent are from Southwestern
tribes.

I have also attached a copy of our last year's Service Population
Profile, for your information and consideration.

Looking at that data, we come up with the following profile: 55
percent of the population is female, many of those are single heads
of household; 30 percent are married, half of those have depend-
ents. Of the others who are single, divorced, widowed or separated,
34 percent have dependents. The average number of dependents is
2.5. This is a very young population, with 46 percent less than 25
years old. The average education level is surprisingly the 12th
grade. That does not always mean, however, that people are pre-
pared adequately at that level.

The main reason that people are migrating to the cities has to do
with the lack of enough job opportunities or educational training
programs on the reservation. Most of them come to the city looking
for new opportunities. Most of them come with expectations of re-
turning to their home community. There are very few who actually
expect that they will stay in the city permanently. Their expecta-
tions, generally, are to gain some experience, perhaps some em-
ployment, to complete a training program, or educat'sonal program,
and return to their home community. Many of those people will. A
lot more, we are finding, though, however, are staying in the cities
for longer and longer periods of times. Recent trends show that the
number of people are mcreasing the stay in the city on a long term
basis. Our last needs assessment in 1983 showed that 66 percent
had lived in Phoenix at least 5 years, and 35 1:ercent were buying
or owned their own homes, which is a sign, I think, of some perma-
nency.

However, many still maintain very close cultural ties with their
home communities, with their reservation and the tribes. Tribal
identity is very important to Indian people in the city, and mem-
bers of several Southwestern tribes are still likely to use English as
a second language.

The early experience of those who migrate to the cities is very
significant to what happens to them eventually, whether they
make the adjustment, or whether they An not make the adjust-
ment. Now arrivals frequently are totally unprepared for the
abrupt change in lifestyle. The support systems that have been
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a7ailable on the reservations, such as the extended family and the
traditional coping mechanisms, healing ceremonies, and other fa-
miliar community resources, do not exist in the city. Many have
come with insufficient resources to meet their basic needs, such as
shelter and food. Many do not come with the idea that they are
going to have to pay rent deposits, for instance, which could take
up their resources very quickly. There are a significant number
who are not job-ready. They have not had skills training, they do
not have the work experience, or perhaps even the job-seeking
know howthat is, how to do a job interview, or maybe to fill out
..in application or a resumé.

The general community, itself does not always provide a welcom-
ing atmosphere. There are still many myths, stereotypes, and mis-
information, which continue to abound. Media attention continues
to focus on negative and sensational events. Service providers or
employers operate on misinformation or lack cultural sensitivity.
There are still many who believe that Indian people who move into
the city have access to many of the Federal resources that might
have been available on reservations, such as the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. But generally, once a person crosses the reservation line,
they do not have access to those services anymore.

There are many barriers which must be overcome to make a si.-
cessful adjustment to the urban experience. Those who are unable
to overcome those barriers are among those who are very highly
mobilewho may return to their home community as a result of a
very negative experience. Or, they may become so frustrated that
other dysfunctional behaviors are manifested, such as alcoholism,
family disruption, or abuse. For those who are able to survive,
there are still barriers to overcome.

The rate of unemployment is very high for the Indian population
in the city. There are no Federal measures or State measures
which actually distinguish the unemployment of Indian people in
the city. So we have developed our own model which excludes those
who are not looking for work, who are unemployable or transient.
Our own model sets the current rate at 18 percent, over the last 6-
month period.

But beyond satisfying those basic survival needs, such as food
and ihelter, there are many other barriers facing Indian people
who are seeking employment This may include, as 1 mentioned,
the lack of basic job-seeking skins, problems of substance abuse,
lack of competitive occupational skills, or employer's prejudices,
which reflect negative images of Indians as employeesthis is es-
pecially true with Indian menor, transportation.

Another very critical factor, which adds to all of that is the state
of Indian education, which has been plagued by high drop out
rates, low achievement levels, failure to achieve minimal educa-
tional standards, and feelings of social and cultural isolation within
school systems. All of this contributes to the continuing unemploy-
ment situation which I just described. In the Phoenix Union High
School District, the 1983-84 drop out rate was 27 percent among
Indian students. The school attendance problems were high.
Achievement levels were below State and distrot norms, and Eng-
lish and math, both basic requirements, were the courses most
often failed. Students often have a very difficult time in identifying
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career goals, and family support for their education goals is often
limited or missing. Many of those families are struggling to sur-
vive. And these things, perhaps, do not always become the major
priority.

There are Indian people who are overcoming the barriers. The
numbers are at least 24 'percent who have achieved a college or
professional education. Although there are more Indian people
holding higher level positions, there still is a vely insignificant
number in skilled, technical, and professional positions. A recent
survey that we did, showed that in the major public and private
sector employers in Phoenix, there were less than 1 percent of
Indian people in middle-management and above positions held by
Indian people.

The role of the family is critical. While many in Phoenix have
successfully, adjusted to the urban environment, and function well,
both outside and within the family unit, there are too many others
who fall victim to a variety of problems which affect family stabili-
ty. As a result, the children of these families get a poor start in
life, which may have lasting effects.

In the past year, our counseling Form-ems at the center docu-
mented 120 families with actual or high at-risk potential for child
abuse and neglect. Of this number, 79 percent were single parents,
usually femate-headed, who were 16 to 21 years of age with 1 to 3
children. A total of 200 children were identified as having been
emotionally, physically, and/or sexually abused or chronically ne-
glected. Families with children may also be affected by the clash-
ing values of two cultures. For example, the extended family,
which is important to lian culture, and which still exists, to
some extent, on reservations, has had a very important role in the
care of children. In the cities, families are left without this re-
source. They may look to other kinds of alternatives, which are an
assimilation of that, but somehow it does not always work out quite
the same.

The working parent may be accused of neglect when leaving
younger children in the care of older, underage siblings, a practice
which might not be uncommon in their home community, but they
have the additional support of extended family. In the city, this
practice could lead to intervention by Child Protective Services.

. In most large urban centers, there are Indian organizations com-
parable to the Phoenix Indian Center, which have developed in re-
sponse to the needs of the community. They have taken a variety
of forms. However, they do have roles which are similar, which in-
clude direct service provision, coordination and referrals to other
agencies, advocacy for access to existing services, which has not
always been easy for Indian people, advocacy for needed new serv-
ice% education and the development of culturally relevent pro-
grams and services, which is frequently very important for Indian
people. When they first come :n, thsre needs to be some degree of
comfort, in knowing, or being able to identify with other Indian
people. That is a factor which is always present in urban Indian
communities.

In our own center, we have a wide va. 'Ay of services that in-
clude employment and training, one of the primary services
needed, which includes counseling, urban survival and job-seeking
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skills. We consider urban survival skills a key to making a success-
ful adjustment for those who have come into the city very unpre-
pared. Also included are off-site training, job development, and
placement and support services.

We have an Individual and Family Counseling Program, in
which we help families with social problem-solving casework, and
emergency assistance. We have an Aging Program. There is getting
to be a larger number of older people who are in the city, as a
result of that more permanent population.

We have alcohol and mental health counseling. Our Child Wel-
fare Program provides advocacy, home studies, case management.
parent aide, foster care placement, Talking Circle, which is a tradi-
tional Indian group therapy. And one of the things that we have
found is that there is a mal need for some of those traditions as a
way of coping in the city. While they may not all be specifically
related to t particular tribe, we have found that it is a very effec-
tive way Gf dealing with some of the problems, particularly in
areas such as alcoholism, or working with parents.

Legal serviceswe provide legal advice and representation in
civil matters, and community education in areas which might lead
to legal problems, such as landlord/tenant laws, or consumer laws,
which many people have difficulty with.

We have youth services, which provides advocacy, student repre-
sentation, parent and student training, tutoring, social-cultural ac-
tivities, anti a summer day camp. Unfortunatdy, our youth activi-
ties area is one that we have a very difficult time developing -in a
permanent basis, because there are few resources for that area.

We are also trying to develop some new opportunities, because
we do see that as part of our role, in the area of economic develop-
ment. So that we address the situation of getting Indian people in
higher level positions, we have developed a professional skill tech-
nical placement service. We are also doing some small business de-
velopment training for Indian people, who may be interested in
getting into the area of business.

In summary, trends show that the Indian copulation in Phoenix
is increasing and becoming more permanent. It tends te remain,
however, a hidden minority. The economic conditions on reserva-
tions still make it necessary for Indian people to seek jobs and edu-
cational opportunities off the reservation, and this willbe a continu-
ing trend. Mobil.e, diverse in tribal affiliation, with language differ-
ences, outnumbered by all other ethnic groups, drawn to the city
from mostly Tural settings for a variety of reasons, their status as
citizens ..11" the city and State still often questioned, Indian people
continue to struggle to improve opportunities for themselves and
their chadren.

It is not my intent to paint a totally bleak picture, because I feel
hopeful. I feel hopeful that positive growth is possible and is neces-
sary. There are many positive cultural strengths to be regained
and used to guide ur When people feel good about themselves, they
can be expected t-, function accordi:gly. There needs te be more
support for buildbig such images. F eral policy should recognize
the nthqueness of the urban Indian population. Generally, it is not
a culture unto itself; rather, it is an extension of the culture from
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which they originated. Families in the city are extensions of fami-
lies on reservations and other Indian communities.

I would like to say fUrther that we work very closely in affili-
ation with other urban programs throughout the State of Arizona,
and that we would like to present in addition to my statement here
some additional information, related to the situations in other
Indian communities. Because they do vary. In Phoenix, because we
have such a diversity of tribal groups, we may function somewhat
differently than, say. Flagstaff, where they are bordering on the
reservations, and they have some other unique problems. There is
also a center in Tucson, and there are some developing in some of
the smaller communities, such as Winslow, and some of the other
areas, as the Indian population in those communities are also
growing.

Thank you.
(Prepared statement of Phyllis Bigpond followsa

PREPARED ST/armour OF PHYLLIS J. Stceo Na, Executive Doutcroe, PHOENIX INDIAN
Czarza, INc.

Federal policies and programs, such its the relocation program in the late '40s,
and the Vocational 'framing Act of 1956, had a significant role in the development
of the urban Indian population. While presented as opportunities, history shows
that their experience was far from glowing and the early inadequacia of the

have had long term effects. Toilay it ts difficult to get governmental entities,
ferirmrraaloar otherwise, to recognize the uttiqueness of this population and its character-
Mks. Thank you for this opportunity to address the situatton.

Arizona has the third largest ofkeservation Indian population in the nation, ao
oording to the 1980 Census. The census reported the Indian population in the Phoe-
nix Metropolitan area at 16,292 in 1980. However, 1982 Maricopa County estimates
place the figure at 18,796. The Phoenix Indian Center's 1983 Needs Assessment
Survey estimates the population a 23,000 which allows for the high rate of mobili-
ty, census undercounting of multiple Indian families living in one household, and
counting of Indian people in other ethnic gmup categories

There has been a steady pattern of tirt.mi Indian population growth; each decade
the Indian population in the Phoenix area has doubled. The makeup of the popula-
tion is diverse, with many tribm represented. About 80% are fr7ni Southwestern
tribes, according to Phoenix Indian Center estimates. A copy of our Service Popula-
tion Profile for the period July 1, 1984 - June 30, 1985 is attached, whkh we consid-
er to be a fairly accurate inchcator of the characteristics of the total Indian popula-
tion in the Phoenix Metropolitan area. This data provides the following profile: 66%
of the population is female, many of whom are single heads of household; 30% are
married, half of whom have dependents; of the others, single, divorced, widowed, or
separated, 34% have dependents; the average number of dependents is 2.6; the popu-
lation is young, with 46% less than 25 years old; and the average education level is
the 12th grade.

The lack of enough job opportunities, and/or educational and training facilities on
reservations are the major reasons that Indian people migrate to the cities. Most
have come looking for new opportunitim Few come with expectations of making the
city their permanent home. Their expectations generally are to pin employment
experience or complete training or an educational program and return to their
home communities. Recent trends show, however, that the number of Indian people
living in Phoenix on a long term basis is increasing. The Center's 1983 Needs As-
sessment showed that 6C% had lived in Phoenix Ave years or more and 35% were
huying or owned their own homes. Still. most maintain close ties with their home
reservations and cultural backgrounds. Tribal identity is important and members of
several Southwestern tribes are likely to use English as a second language.

The early experience of those who migrige to the city is very significant to their
eventual adjustment or lack of adjustment. New arrivals frequently are totally un-
prepared for the abrupt change in lifestyle. Support systems available on the reser-
vation, such the extended eamily. traditional coping mechanisms, healing ceremo-
nies, and other familiar community resources, to not exist. Many have come with
insufficient resources to meet their basic needs, such as shelter and food. A signife
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cant number are not job-ready, lack skills, work experience, or job-seeking know.
how. The general community itself does not always provide a welcoming atmee-
phere. Myths, stereotypes and misinformation continue to abound. Media attention
continues to focus on negative and sensational events. Service provider% or employ .
ers operate on misinformation or lack cultural sensitivity. There are many barriers
which must overcome to make a successful adjustment to the urban experience.
Those who are unable to overcome the barriers are generally among that highly
mobile group who return to their home community or become so frustrated that
other dysfunctional behaviors are manifested, sucn as alcoholism, family disruption,
or abuse. For those who are betto able to survive, there are still barriers to over-
come.

The rate of unemployment is high for the Indian population. Because no Federal
or State measures of unemployment distinguish the urban Indian pnpulation, the
Center developed its own model which excludes those who are not looking for work,
unemployable people, and transients. According to the Phoenix Indian Center's ure
employment model, the current rate is 18%. Beyond satisfying basic survival needs,
barriers facing Indian people seeking employment may include the following

Lack of basic job seeking skills, such ss interviewing, resume development, etc.;
Problems of substance abuse;
Lack of competitive occupational skills;
Employer's prejudices, which reflect negative images of Indians as employees, es.

pecially Indian men; and
Transportation.
Another critical factor is the state of Indian education, which has been plagued

by high dropout rates, low achievement levels, failure to achieve minimal educe.
tional standards, and feelings of social and cultural isolation within school systems.
All this contributes to the unemployment situation previously described and is a
continuing problem. In the Phoenix Union High School District, the 1983-84 drop-
out rate was 27% among Indian students. School attendance problems were high;
achievement levels were below state and district norms; and English and Math, both
basic requirements, were the courses mevt often failed. Students often have a dim.
eult time identifying career goals, and family support for education goals is often
limited or missing.

The number of Indian people who have successfully overcome these barriers is in.
creasing. At least 20% have achieved a college or professional education. Although
there are more Indian people holding higher level positions, there is still an insig-
nificant ember of Indian people in skilled, techr.ical and professional positions. ln
a recent survey of major pcblic and private sector employers in Phoenix, the Center
foiend that lees than 1% of potitions in middle management and above are held by
Inoiar people.

The role of the family is critical. While many in Phoenix have successfully adjust-
ed to the urban environment and function well both outside and within the family
unit, too many others fall victim to a variety of problems which affect family stabili-
ty. As a result, the children of these families get a poor start in life which may have
lasting effects. In the poet year, counseling programs of the Center have document-
ed 120 families with actual or high at risk potential for child abuse/neglect. Of this
number, 79% were single parents, usually female-headed, 16-21 years of age with
one to three children A total of 200 children were Heirtified as having been emo-
tionally, physically, and/or sexually abused, or chronically neglected. Families with
childred may also be affected by the dishing values of two cultures- For example,
the extended family has had an important roie in child rearing. Left without this
resource in the city, parents develop alternatives which may not be acceptable. A
working parent may be accused of neglect when leaving younger ch,idren in the
care of older, underage siblings, a practice not uncommon on the reservation, but
usually with support of the extended family. In the city, this practice could lead to
intervention by Child Protective Services.

In most large urban eenters, there are Indian organizations comparable to the
Phoenix Indian Center which have developed programs in response to identified
needs of the 'Indian community. These Centers have varied roles in the comenunity.
including (1) direct service provision, (2) coordination and referral to other agencies,
(3) advocacy for access to existing services, (4) advocacy for needed services, (51 edu-
cation, and (6) culturally relevant programs and servie.s.

The Phoenix Indion Center currently has an array of services as follows:
Employment and Trainingcounseling, urban turvival and job-seeking skills

training, off-site training, job development and placement. and support services.
Individual and Family Counselingsocial problem seeing casework, emergency

assistance.
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Aging & Behavioral Servicesalcohol and mental health counseling, senior citi-
zens center.

Child Welfareadvocacy, home studies, case management, parent aide, foster
care placement, Talking Circle-traditional Indian group therapy.

Legal Serviceslegal advice and representation in civil matters, community edu-
cation.

Youth Servicesadvocacy, student representation, parent and student training,
tutoring, social-cultural activities, and a summer day camp.

Economic Developmentprofessional, skilled technical placement services, small
business development training.

In summary, treads show that the Indian population in Phoenix is increasing and
becoming more permanent, but urban Indians remain a hi&len minority. Economic
conditions on reservations still make it necessary for Indian people to seek jobs and
educational opportunities ofkeservation, and this will be a continuing trend.
Mobile, diverse in tribal affiliation, with language differences, outnumbered by
other ethnic groups, drawn to the city from mostly rural settings for a variety of
reasons, their status as citizens of the city and state still often questioned, Indian
people continue the struggle to improve opportunities for themselves and their chil-
dren.

It hes not been my intent to paint, a totally bleak picture, because I feel hopeful
that positive growth is necessary andpossible. There are positive cultural strengths
to be regained and used to guide us. When people feel good about themselves, they
can be expected to function accordingly. There needs to be more support for build-
ing such images. Federal polizy should recognize the uniqueness of the urban Indian
population. Cleneralb, it is not a culture unto itself, rather it is an extension of the
culture from which they originated. Families in the city are extensions of families on
reservations and other Indian communities.

SERVICE POPHIATION PROFILEPOR PHOENIX INDIAN CENTER

Period: July 1, 1984-June 80, 198$
Sex: Percent

Males 45
Females 55

Marital status:
Married 30
SingIe 54
Divorced 9
Widow I
Separated 6

With dependents:
Married 49
SingIe 23
Dioorced 38
Wiaow 44
Separated 43

Age:
17 and under 2
18-25 44
26-44 47
45-55 4
56 and up. 3

Tribal affiliation:
Navajo 49
Pima 10
Apache 6
PaPatto 5
Hopi 6
Sioux 3
Yaqui 1

Other 20

Single parent families
Male 26
Female 74
Average dependents per family 2.50
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Male
Female
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Average education level

Yearly income

Om&
12
12

PelOtits
$6,000 and urder 79
$6,001 to $12,000 15
$12,000 and up 6

Client makeup
Numkr

Employment services, alcohol treatment, individual family services 1,944 .
Dependents 690
Urban Indian Law Project 698
Mental health 374
Senior Citizens 137
Youth activities 257
Talking circle 862-

Total 4,962

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. It is not your testimonyat least
as I understand what you are sayingthat the migration of the
Indian population from the reservation to the city, in and of itself,
is bad? There are some very logical reasons why young people
might make the decision to go there, in terms of employment and
other opportuai'es that might possibly be there. But it seems to
me what you are suggesting is that in terms of their skills or edu-
eAtional attainment, or youth, that these are more the problems. It
is not the migration, in and of itself that is the problem. Is that a
fair statement of what you are suggesting to the committee?

Ms. BIGPOND, It is notno. The migration itself is not the prob-
lem. That will continue to happen. The job opportunities are there,
educational opportunities are there. However, there are probably
many Indian people who would prefer to stay in their home com-
munities on the reservation, and many who will return to that.
They may need to come to the cities to get some experience and
training. But the reservation communities also need people who
have those skills.

Chairman MILLInt. I understand that. But I spent a day at the
Yakima Reservation. They have in excees of some SOO young maple
in the various institutions of higher education around the State c'
Washington, and around the country. They made it very clear that if
all SOO of those people came back to the reservation, they could not
put them all to work, with whatever skills they brought back, even
though in some caries they may greatly need those ski Rs. As a result,
some of those young people wili have to live and work in Seattle, or
the city of Yakima. They hope to be able to make the reservation a
continued cultural attraction. And for those people that do have the
resources that they can use, they hope they will return to give that
talent back to the tribe.

And so, I worry sometimes that a picture is painted of the
migration of members of Indian tribes to cities for a period of time,
as a betrayal, or bad, and is something that should concern us. I
think it should concern us when we see people with no education, no
skills, no ability, going to the city, out of desperation, with no
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resources in the city to receive them and to help them. That is a
great concern to me. But for someone to go there to get an education,
or to take advantage of an opporhurity for jolitraining is also a very
logical decision. Especially in the case of some of the reservations
that I visited earlier in the week where 85 percent of the people on
the reservation are unemployed. There are no opportunities for
career employment on those reservations, and there is not likely to
be in the foreseeable future. Now, there are other questions of
importance here in terms of economic development. But I just
wanted to nuke sure that I understood what you were saying.

Please feel free to correct me if I am wrong, here.
Ms. BIGPOND. Well, in my mind, I think that there needs to be

options and choices, and that Indian people need to be able to
make some of those options and choices. Frequently the migration
has happened as a result of not having opportunities on reserva-
tions. There are those who are coming to the city who are going to
choose to stay here, because they decide that this is a good expeA-
ence for them. That is fine. We are not in the business of trying to
make that decision for them, and say "you should stay in the city."
If there are opportunities on the reservation, then that is where
they should be. I can agree that migration, in itself, is not the prob-
lem. It is the preparation for migration, I think, and what happens
to them once they get there that is the major problem.

Chairman Musa. Let me ask a question of all three of you,
please be candid, and tall us what is on your mind.

After spending several days on various reservations in the West,
two things seemed to come across. First, that you have tribes that are
deeply concerned about the erosion of the family, about the future
of their children, and have translated that concern into a rather
sophisticated social services delivery system. This is not the case on
every reservation, but in many instances they have tried to deal
with mental health problems, with out-of-home placement, with ju.
venile justice problems. But second, as sophisticated as the system is,
it clearly appears to be inadequate and underfunded, and unable to
meet the demands that the community places on that system. They
are simply not able to deal with all of the families that are in
crises, the children at risk, and the problems that the tribe confronts
because of the economic situation within the reservation, and other
problems that occur.

Ms. Fernandez you said your goal was to help create conditions
for native American children, youth, and families to practice a
healthy lifestyle, and that that purpose and those principles are
imbedded in the culture of your tribe, and I suspect, other tribes.

The question really is, is that possible under current conditions?
And I, again, want to state that Congressman Levin and I and the
committee, have seen time and again, tribes that are making an
incredible effort. They are simply overwhelmed, and after making
this effort for a period of years, the statistics would still shock any
person of any sensitivity, in terms of the number of children that
are being consumed by poverty, by alcoholism, by drug abuse, and
families that are being consumed by just simply the inadequate re-
sources to support its members. I th,nk we need a realistic assess-
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ment of whether, if you continue doing everything you are doing
today, with the resources that are currently available, whether, in
fact, you really do believe that you can dramatically increase the
opportunities for success, and for healthy families on those reserva-
tions.

Ms. Fernandez, or Ms. Bigpond, or Governor White?
MS. FERNANDEZ Well, I do believe that it is possible. I believe

that it is possible to create conditionsthese conditions by pro-
grams that are presently odsting, by coordinating what they are
doing with one another. By what was stated by Ma. Bigpond, the
process of a talking circle. It is a process of people who sit down
and listen to one another, and they have that opportunity to prac-
tice these traditions that I mentioned: to listen, to have respect, to
take action, to have a vision. They have that opportunity. And
many of the Indian communities are beginning to use this talking
circle approach, to getting people to sit down and to take a look at
themselves, and what kind of visions they have for their own fami-
lies and for their people. I believe it is possible.

The programs, such as WIC, such as the Early Development
Early Child Development Programs that some of the reservations
havethey are beginning to work with young mothers of child-
bearing age, and helping them to become aware of their responsi-
bility as parents. So, I believe it is possible that this cycle of the
cultural erosionI believe it is possible to make a change there.

Chairman Maxim. You can do that with the current resources?
Ms. FERNANDEZ. No. It is very limited, of course. It is very limit-

ed, butit is a beginning. It has been many years that our imple
have been suffering, and it is beginning to make a change, through
the resources that are now available, and also through some of
theas was stated earlierthrough the Indian Child Welfare Act,
through the Indian Health Care Improvement Act. We have seen
some programs that have been developing and helping our Indian
people begin to become educated, so that they could educate their
community. Because, as was stated before, it is very important to
have a program that is culturally relevant to the people that live
in that community. Those people have to have an opportunity to
have a voice in how those programa are going to be deliveredhow
those services are going to be delivered to them. Each community
has their own specific needs. Each tribe has their own specific
needs.

Chairman MILER. MS. Bigpond.
Ms. $10POND. I think she made a couple of very key points. One

is that whatever the community is, they have to have a very strong
voice in determining how to address those needs. I do believe that
communities have to assume responsibility for making many of
those decisions. I do not believe that there are enough resources.
We hear all the time that we do not have enough to do this or
thateither money or manpower, people, or whatever it takes to
carry something cut

Programs we have developed have developed on the basis of what
resources we were able to put together. In the city, we put together
everything that we can, because we do not have the same kind of
status as tribes, and we are always looking for other resources. We
feel very strongly that one of the areas that we are not addressing
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very well, because we do not have the kind of resources we need,
relates to children and youth. We keep scraping to try to put to-
gether programs, because we do see situations t,ccurring now that
we have not seen in the past, child abuse and neglect, for instance.
Neglect has been a problem, a continuing problem over the years.
Abuse, however, is something that had not been highly identified
in the past, and we are now beginning to see that in the city. We
have documented cases of abuse, and it is growing. That is of great
concern to us.

We do not have enough money to address that. We just very re-
cently tried to develop a project whichwe said we need this much
money for it, and the funding source said "we have got this much,
we will give you this." It was not enough. We are continually
scraping to put those resources together.

It is important that we, ourselves, take some of the responsibility
and the resources, and develop programs.

I do feel that we are making some difference. I do see people who
are making those adjustments. I think it is important for us to be
working together. One of the things--

Chairman Mum. There is no question that there are people
who are making a difference. I have met all week with people who
are making a difference. But at the end of the year, they'd seen 10
percent of the families that were in crises, and the other 90 percent
of the families that were in crises were left to hang out, and do the
best they can. It simply was not there. This is not a question of
passing judgment on the system, because I was pleasantly sur-
prised at the degree of development of the social service delivery
system, within the reservation. But, I was overwhelmed by the
numbers of people who needed help, who simply were not getting
it, and had no prospect of getting it, any time in the near future.

One of the things I have learned being chairman of this commit-
tee, is that when you are 2 years old, 6 months is a long time. It
may not be a very long time when you are 70 years old, but it is a
real long time when you are 2 years old, because it is a quarter of
your life.

I saw an awful lot of children who had no prospect of receiving the
services they needed within the next quarter of their life. That is
whA worries me.

I have got to tell you that these hearings have encouraged me,
seeing what is available within the tribes, m terms of dealing with
these problems, but I am really discouraged about the prospect of
delivering services to all of the people that are in need. This short-
fall exists in other areas, and in the county that I represent, which
is a wealthy suburban county. We do not meet all of the needs of
the people there, some of whom are in desperate crises.

But these statistics that you just cited to us, and that Mrs. Fer-
nandez has cited, and that Lieutenant Governor White has cited to
us, really are frightening. And one of the things I thought I was
hearing when I was in Seattle was that a number of tribes were
starting to panic about the loss of this young generation, that they
were going to lose these kids to most of the social evils that con-
cern all of us as parents. But they saw the potential that this gen-
eration would not carry on the culture, an4:1 that this generation
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would simply, basically cease to function, if they could not get to
them in greater numbers, and with more comprehensive services.

That sounds a lot like a three-alarm fire. That is what worries
me. It is not the question that there are not people that are trying
to make a difference. We traveled all day, yesterday, with people
who have committed their entire life to making a difference for
other members of their tribe, and are some of the most exciting
people that I have met. But I am really terrified about their ability
to reach enough people.

Ms. BIGPOND. Well, there is no question about that. I would agree
with you, fully.

Chairman MILIER. Well, I just wanted to
Ms. BIGPOND. We have not
Chairman MILER. One of the things Congressman Levin and I

believe, the reason we're here, is to do a real assessment. My as-
sessment, at this point, is that any notion that the Federal Govern-
ment is contributing enough, whether it comes from the BIA, or
any other source, in terms of targeting resources on the population
in trouble on Indian reservations is false. There is no evidence that
that is true when you visit reservations, and you see the numbers of
people who are in desperate straits. Most of them are very young
children. They did not pick to be born into those families. They were
born into those families, and they arrived with an awful lot of
trouble already preexisting. That is what I rind so frightening. Ent it
is not to suggest that there are not people trying.

Governor-White,
Mr. WHITE. I would just like to comment, that I think for a

number of years, the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health
Services have acted in a paternalistic manner, and apparent from
that--

Chairman MILLER. If they were all our parents, I tell you, I think
none of us would grow up.

Mr. WHITE. Well, a lot of community members have learned to
rely and be dependent on the Federal Government for a number of
years. I remember when I went to school, I had to go to school to
team English. Now we send our kids to school, and they try to in-
doctrinate tho Pima language. So there is that existence that we
have lost some of that culture. We are beginning to lose it, through
our language. One of the things that has derived from it, is
mostly from the education of the parents.

At this time, as I have stressed, within the housing areas, there
may be three generations of families living within one household.
That is very unbecoming to the outside world.

People are reluctant to go off reservation for employment, be-
cause they have never been stressed the idea, or given the opportu-
nity to be aware of what the job interview is, and orientated in
that manner.

The educational systems, the drop out rates that you have heard,
are that at one Tioint we had a 55-percent rate. This was within our
surrounding schools, and we are right in the middle of a metropo-
lis, and it is expanding. I think our next best efforts would be made
to conduct ourselves to off reservations and applying to those areas
of development.
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But, again, it goes back to parents. I think the council at one
time, maybe 7 or 8 years ago, stressed a point that parents should
be taught how to be parents. And with clevelopmental programs,
such as social services, and other areas of educational needs, we
tried to go into that area. And I think that we have surfaced some
of these problems at the present. But again, you know, inadequate
funding makes it impossible for some of these things to be taking
place. A resource center would be one of the basic things that
would be a starting point within any Indian community.

My belief that the resources that we have right hen:, they are
adequate to do the job. But again, take 8 or 4 years ago when we
had adequate funding within all services and programs of educa-
tion, before the reduction started. I think that we were meeting the
needs, and that sometimes we were also administratively heavy. At
this point, I could see that parents are still dependent on the Fed-
eral Government But again, where is that dollar? Where is that
dollar point that goes to the funding or goes to the services, that
goes to the projects in Indian communities?

It is all gown into an administrative function. Once your appro-
priations leaves Congress, it goes to a department, it goes to an
area office, it goes to an agency, and what is left for the tribe, once
it gets down here? It is basically what I remarked in m_y statement
on Social Services. You are given a dollar figure to do what you
can with, after 90 percent of it is gone up in administrative costs,
up and down the line. I think there has to be some address to re-
ductions in either Bureau of Indian Affairs or the Indian Health
Services.

So, the other tribes, and also the urban Indians could share
within the funding possibilities and services to be provided.

Chairman MELEE. Thank you.
Mr. LEVIN. Your question, I think, is so germane that I am not

sure that I should ask anything further at this point. But let me
try.

I think the question really is that would more of the same really
work? And I have only been on the trail, now, this is my second
day. I come from Michigan. I have traveled more outside of the
country than I have within Arizona. I do not pretend to be very
knowledgeable, but the question that the chairman has asked
jumps out at every stop, it seems to me. Will more of the same
really work? Is the structure such that it will allow enough
progressthe structure of relationships?

The testimony of the three of you refers, in each case, to more
resources. But here is my fear. Washington is saying there is not
very much in Washington. I think this is the dilemma that every-
body faces. We are going to have to cut programs. So, to the extent
that the plea is for more Federal resources, it is going against a Iot
of the currents, and bumps up against a $200 billion a year deficit.

Well, Washington is sa_ying "let the States do more." But, as the
testimonyLieutenant Governor White's testimony, and others,
has made so clear, the States, when it comes to mental health
problems on reservations, says, "that is not our responsibility." Ap-
parently, that is what they are saying. Thatand I am not trying
to comment too much, because I do not know enough. And I hesti-
tate, anyway. We are talking about relationships that go back long
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ago, right? And I am not one to say let's comment on them lightly.
There is a lot of history in the response of the State.

In Michigan, we cannot say that. i there is a mental health
problem anywhere, the State cannot say, well, they cannot point to
any statute or treaty, or whatever. It has the responsibility. Well,
so the State and the Federal Government are saying, let it be done
within the community. That strikes some resonant notes among
people like us, because we do believe in initiative and self-help, and
in cultural sensitivity, and community involvement, and communi-
ty participation, and the importance of cultural tradition. Very
much so.

But my reactionagain, I am just a 1-day expert. That means I
do not know very muchis that that is a dodge, to some extent, to
just say "leave it to the community." Because, if that is the sole
answer, I think it is not going to be veryit is not going to be good
enough. I think what sparks the chairman's question, and mine
the two of us were talking, just before the hearing, about the r.9ed
for comprehensiveness. It is hard to attack these problems, just by
one or another. If people are trjing, and their efforts are so admi-
rablebut then we bump into these statistics, and they are terribly
sobering. In Ms. Fernandez' testimony, the increase in the number
of children placed from 36 to 62 in 3 years, and the number of chil-
dren before the tribal court, and the number of child welfare cases
brought to the attention of the Social Services Department, they
have just skyrocketed in 3 years. I think that forces all of us to ask
this very question that the chairman posed. Is there something
that has to be done, beyond the intensification of what we are now
doing?

I am an optimist, but I think it is folly to use optimism to ob-
scure the basic questions. You end up with pessimists that way.
Your responses are helpful, but I think that this select committee
needs to discharge its responsibility to keep asking that difficult
question.

Under present circumstances, will more of the same really work,
when it is so difficult to just maintain the status quo, for example,
in terms of Federal resources? So, I have not, I guess, asked a ques-
tion, but reasked the one of the chairman. I think your testimony
is so striking that it raises these basic questions. Do you have any
comment, further? Perhaps not.

Ms. BIGPOND. Well, you have presented the dilemma that we are
dealing with. We recognize some of those things. In terms of what
you might expect in the future causes us to look at all of the other
resources that are possible, and the kind of relationship that we
are dealing with is a very different kind of situation than the
tribes. So, we do deal more with the State or the city, and those
kinds of entities. We have a different relationship with them.

Mr. Levor. But you rely, substantially on Federal resources,
right? I mean, you mentioned legel services, job training. The pro-
posal has been, f'or example, to eliminate the Job Corps.

Ms. BIGPOND. A very significant amount of our resources are
Federal, yes, which has been very important. We utilize all other
levels to the extent possibg. Most of them do not recognize the
urban Indian population as a unique population, so we have to



work within those systems, in order to bring those resources to our
community.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Lieutenant Governor White, on
page 3 of your statement, you say that the tribe recently contract-
ed with the BIA to do all the social service functions and how the
federal officials refuse to allow you effective control of the pro-
gram. And recently, under the guide of monitoring costs an un-
wanted Federal employee was deducted from the administrative
costa agreed upon, and contained in the contract Could you tell me
exactly what happened there?

Mr. WHITE. I would like to have my tribal attorney respond to
that Rodney?

Chairman Miu .'R. Could you just come over here?
Mr. RODNEY LEWIS. I think the situation reflects the gradual

changeover which is occurring in the Country, not only on the Gila
River Indian Reservation, but throughout the United States. And
that is the factit is a fact that the Bureau of Indian Affairs is
slowly, but surely, because of the Indian Self-Determination Act,
relinquishing its authority and control and jurisdiction of Indian
reservations. In many parts of the Country, I am sure. that this
whole process is going easily. In other parts of the Country, it is
not.

On this particular reservation, as far as the Social Service func-
tion was concerned, k is a little difficult for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to relinquish control of that particular function. It is a
fairly large function of the Bureau. It is something which allows
them to maintain some supervision over what happens on the res-
ervation. So, what happened, when the tribe contxacted for the
entire social services progTam, they had an extra employee, with
no place to go. And so, this employee was retained here, to monitor
the program when the tribe took it over. This meant a substantial
salary. In fact we have $25,000 at stakeas does the Papago Res-
ervation, south of us, and I am sure their representatives will testi-
fy to that, too. They have a case on appeal within the administra-
tive procedures of the Interior Department. I think theirs was
something like $35,000. Here, what happened, as far as the tribe is
concerned, the monitoring function which was not needed at all.
This could have been done by a course of checking the files, on-site
visits from time to time, as the Bureau does, to monitor their con-
tract We have no opposition to monitoring the contract. All we are
concerned about is why should they deduct the cost of a Federal
employee, and other benefits, simply because they could not find a
place for this extra social services worker?

Weil, that is on appeal, and we think we are going to win that
case. But I think I would like to take this opportunity, just to
expand further on the question--

Chairman MILLER. %at is the size of the contract?
Mr. RODNEY LEWIS. The total size of the contract? The adminis-

trative cost was, 1 think, something like $150,000. But that is
simply the cost that we have to run the program.

Chairman MILLER. But you are administering what siZe pro-
grams?

Mr. RODNEY LEWIS. I am not sure exactly the total of those pro-
grams--
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Chairman Mum You can give it to us later.
[Discussion held off the record.]
Mr. RODNEY LEWIS. $2.3 million. That incl,ides general assist-ance
Chairman Want. I wonder if we assign a full-time monitor to

every $2.2 million in the Pentagon?
Mr. RODNEY LEWIS. We very probably do.
Chairman nun. I do not think we do. You are getting very

special treatment. I am not sure it is a very good use of f'unds.
What you are suggesting is that during this period of withdrawal
and transition, mid the growth and the self-determination of ail of
these different programs, that there is an effort to keep the Bureau
of Indian Affairs alive by charging those costs against the contract,
even though that may be more intensive, or more excessive than
would be necessary. Because, I assume the terms and the condi-
tions of the contracts spell out your obligations, and if you do not
meet your obligations, they have a right to come back against you
in the ensuing fiscal year, when you want to renew the contract.
Is that correct?

Mr. RODNEY LEWIS. Exactly. And we have audits all the e.
Auditors come down and

Chairman MILISR. You get auditors, too. I see.
Mr. RODNEY LEWIS. Absolutely. Any time you get Federal money,

they take over a room, they take over our tiles, and run through
the entire program, not only for the costs of the program expended,
but also for whether or not we axe properly performing the nine.
tions. Of course, the functions and standards set by the BIA are
fairly low, so there is absolutely no problem in attaining those
kinds of performance standards.

Chairman MILLER. What is the administrative cost of this con-
tract?

[Discussion held off' the record.]
Mr. RODNEY LEWIS. I think one other point I would like to make

is what looks like throwing a lot of good money after bad in the
child welfare situation, or the social services situation. I think you
have to recognize, first of all, that at least here, as far as Gila
River is concerned, and probably a lot of other tribes in Arizona, is
that with the Federal Governmenes assistance and cooperation,
economiea on reservations were simply destroyed. This case took
place 100 years ago, and now you are coming back to us and
sayingwhat it appears to me is thatwhy aren't you doing
better? You just eliminated the economy, or the agrkultural base,
which is a basic economic base for the community, and 100 years
later, you come back and say why haven't you actually brought
things up to standard.

The other thing, too, is the continual difficulties we have with
the State of Arizona. I think it is very clear that in the past there
is a lot of racial discrimination, as far as Indians are concerned,
which, in these days, its economic discrimination. We are in court,
at this point, attempting to get a fair amount of water, which will
provide a substantial amount of employment through the agricul-
turalthrough our agricultural enterprises. And we have been pre-
vented from doing this. So, it is difficult, I think, for us, or for me,
to understand why the implication here is that why aren't you



doing better? Why hak en't you eradicated poverty? Why are not
the social conditions of Gila River like those in the greater Phoenix
area?

The other thing, too, is that we must have the opportunity to de-
velop ourselves economically. Acts, like the Tribal Governmental
Tax Status Act, enacted back in 1983 by Congress, is the kind of
legislation which is very helpful to us, and to other Indian tribes. It
places us on the same par as State governments. One good example
is if we borrow money, as does a State, a bank does not have to pay
income tax on the amount of interest we pay on that, and that is a
substantial savings to us, as it is to all the other local governmen-
tal entities who are forced to borrow money. That kind of legisla-
tion is a kind of, I think, direction you ought to think about. Con.
gressman John McCain's recent bill will help economic activity on
a reservation.

But, I think the final point I would like to make is that rt Gila
River, we are in the changeover. We recently assumedthe Social
Services Program that the Lieutenant Governor mentioned took
place only 2 years ago.

We are now just beginning to take over the functions of the BIA
and run these programs in a much more efficient and effective
manner than they evpr dreamed of doing. And I am sure that is
the same kind of testimony you will get from all other tribes. So,
what we are looking at is we are in the processyou caught us in
the middle of a process, as we begin to assume and take over these
functions from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health
Service.

So, I think that is something I think you ought to think about in
developing policy, as far as Indian children, family and youths are
concerned.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much, to all of you for your
time and your help to us. We appreciate it.

The next panel will be made up of Mr. Forrest Cuch, who Ls the
education division bead for the lite Tribe out of Fort Duchesne,
UT, and Robert Lewis, who is the director of tribal social services
for the Salt River Indian Community, and Lynn Rusch, who is the
WIC director from the Gila River Indian Community.

Welcome to the committee. And again, your prepared statements
will be put into the record in their entirety. To the extent that you
want to summarize, feel free to do so. We have some time for ques-
tions, and the extent to which you want to comment on what you
have heard before, please feel free to do that, also.

Forrest, we will start with you.

STATEMENT OF FORREST S. CUCH, EDUCATION DIVISION HEAD,
UTE TRIBE, FORT DUCHESNE, UT

Mr. CUCH. Honorable Chairman Miller, and members of the
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, I am pleased
to have the privilege of presenting this testimony on behalf of my
tribe, relative to children, youth, and families. My name is Forrest
S. Cuch, education division head for the Ute Indian Tribe. I have
held this position since 1973. My testimony lends itself to the edu-
cational needs of our young people because it is believed that im-
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proved educational opportunities are the only viable way for chil-
dren, youth, and families to overcome the hardships of their
present condition.

At the present time, the lite Indian Tribe is experiencing grave
hardship. During the past year, 1985, the Ute Indian Tribe, with an
enrollment of 1,700 people, experienced the loss of 51 of its mem-
berk or 3 percent of its membership. 28, or 55 percent of these
deadls, were the direct result of alcoholism. Other problems, such
as self-inflicted death, child abuse, spouse abuse, and incest, are on
the rise.

The tribe is encountering some major econ mic_problems as well.
The present unemployment rate is 57 percent. Four major tribal
enterprises have failed and are no longer in operation. These failed
businesses have had a devastating impact upon the social and eco-
nomic stability of the tribe and individual households. Consequent-
ly> education programs have been aimed at retraining the young
adult population, and preparing them tt, begin operating small
businesses and benefitinF from employment opportunities in the
local area. This reeducation is necessary because of the document-
ed failures of the local public school system.

In 1980, educational research by the tribes education division in-
dicates that the Ute Tribe has not progressed nor benefited signifi-
cantly from the public school system. An independent needs assess-
ment survey conducted in 1978, which compared Indian student
achievement over a 20-year period, 1958 to 1978, revealed that
there were no significant gains in average academic achievement.
Ute students continue to suffer 3 to 4 years academic delay at the
secondary level. Over an 11-year period, 1972 to 1983, the local
high school dropout rate has averaged 31 percent The local public
high school has only graduated 25 percent of Ute high school stu-
dents during this time.

One of the more shocking tmdings is that while the tribal Head
Start project has been relatively successful in preparing Ute .....hil-
dren to enter the public schools, it is the public schools that have
failed to carry out their responsibility in educating the children. A
graph of achievement scores, comparing Indian to non-Indian stu-
dents in 1982, reveals that most Ute children enter the public
schools near the national norm, and shortly thereafter, they begin
a steady decline in achievement, an obvious disparity by the third
grade, in comparison to their non-Indian peers.

Consequently, in this time of budget constraint, it is critical that
our Nation not repeat the mistakes of the past Many of the past
Federal policies failed because they were based upon the premise
that the only barrier to the successful education of Indan children
was their culture, and that if it was possible to erradicate an
Indian child's culture, all that would be necessary is to provide the
child with a regular classroom program of instruction.

We painfully came to realize that the loss of our spiritual beliefs
and moral principles constituted the eventual destruction of the
Indian race. By reestablishing our dignity as Indian people, we
have come to understand that we really do have something to offer
our country. Memory of our sacred relationship to the land has
given us the strength and confidence to say,9 am ready and will-
ing to share the ancient knowledge of my ancestors with you."'



Consequently, we have entered a new era of discovery and refine-
ment in our Indian education programs. We have exercised the
recent self-determination policy by operating our own education
programs. More importantly, we have adopted and implemented a
holistic philosophy which supports the spiritual, as well as the in-
tellectual ard physical development of each child. This concept, al-
though indigenous to most Indian people, was reacquired from the
Four Worlds Development Project University of Lethbridge, AB,
Canada. The significance of ibis concept is that it evolved as a
result of combining the best and most current knowledge from the
technological world with the ancient knowledge of Indian spiritual
leaders. A monumental meeting of top professionals and native
spiritual leaders took place in 1985. The meeting was called in re-
sponse to the alarming increase in alcohol and drug abuse occur-
ring among young Canadian Indian youth. It is painful to note that
it was another neighboring country that recognized the value of
the knowledge possessed by traditional leaders of Indian people,
Consequently, it was the Four Worlds Project and the University of
Lethbridge that has acquired the blessings of this great knowledge,
and they intend to share it with anyone who desires it.

We have alco researched the latest innovations in teaching, and
we have identified appropriate teaching styles for Indian children.
We are finding success in the programs that we have been able to
operate or influence. In the 1980's, we have learned how to promote
and sustain this growth throughout the latter yearc of an Indian
child's development. However, at this most opportune time, we
have encountered some major barriers, not of our own.

We have found the present trend in education disasterous for
Indian children. The timings of the National Commission on Excel-
lence in Education point to the need for upgrading the standards of
an already rigid and inflexible public school system, which over-
looks the needs of the disadvantaged children, culturally different
children in particular. Our position is that the National Commis-
sion overlooked the needs of students at risk, or the disadvantaged
students, that comprise a growing percentage of the school popula-
tion throughout the Nation. Further, we find the p:esent Reagan
administration pursuing efforts to reduce or aptly eliminate effec-
tive educational and social programs which benefit disadvantaged
youth. Further, much of the talk about the Federal deficit and the
need for a balanced budget overlooks the dire consequences of the
growth of illiteracy throughout the Nation. In our opinion, the Fed-
eral Government can either invest in the future of young people by
continuing effective social and educational programs now, or con-
tribute to a growing national deficit, which will be an even greater
burden upon future generations, as a result of the costs to society
due to the moral destruction of all children, youth, and families.

We do not mean to sound ignorant or unappreciative of the good
will of the Federal Government to improve our condition in the
past. We only wish to make it clear that the present system and
many of its intended programs are not working for Indian people.
Many of these programs are only glazing the surface and applying
bandages to wounds that are very deep and serious. Indian tribes
need to be given the opportunity to not only succeed, but to fail as
well. We need to be allowed the opportunity and responsibility to
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help our people on our own terms. If something is not working,
then we nee, to change the entire scope or thrust of the program
without losing fearfear of losing our financial support. We need
to be able to combine the most appropriate knowledge of the tech.
nological world with the best traditions and beliefs of our ancient
Indian culture. We need financial assistance to operate our own
schools and experiment with this new holistic approach without
harassment nor reaction from the dominant culture. At this criti.
cal time, tribally controlled health, social, and educational pro-
grams need 'ncreased appropriations. We can no longer tolerate
the restrictions of operating our programs on continuing resolu.
dons. We need congressional commitment, and we need this help
immediately. Further, we need your understanding and trust that,
in time, we win become the strong, self-sufficient people we once
were. We strongly believe that if such an opportunity was permit-
ted Indian people, it is quite possible that we, someday, would have
a wonderful wealth of knowledge to share with all people of this
great country.

Thank you for this opportunity.
[Prepared statement of Forrest Cuch followsl

PaseARED STATEMENT OF PARTS, S. CUCH. EDUCATION DITISION MEAD FOR THE UTE
INDIAN TAME OF THE LIMAN AN: URAY EESERTATION

HOnOrable ChairMan Miner and Members of the Select Committee on Children.
Youth, and Families. I am pleased to have the privilege of presenting this testimony
on behalf af my tribe relative to children, ysi:th, and families. My name is Forrest
S. Cuch, Education Divisiop Head for the Ute Indian nibe. I have held thir position
since 1978. My testimony lends itself to the educational needs of our young people
because it is believed that improved educational opportunities are the only viable
way for children, youth, and families to overcome the hardships of their present
condition.

At the present time, the the Tribe is experiencing grave hardship. During the
past year (1985). the Ute nibe, with an enrollment of 1700, experienced the loss of
51 of its members or 3% of its membership. 28 or 55% of these deaths were the
direct result of alcoholism. Other problems such as self-inflicted death, child abuse,
spouse abuse and incest are on the rise. (Tribal Health Division, Annual Report and
Tribal Ute Bulletin).

The tribe is encountering some major economic problems as well. The present un-
employment rate is 57%. Four maior tribal enterprises have failed and are no
longer in operation. These failed businesses have had a devastating impact upon the
social and economic stability of the tribe and individual house-holds. C,onsequenily.
education programs have been aimed at re-training the young adult population and
preparing them to begin operating small businesses and benefitting from employ-
ment opportunities in the local area. This re-education is necessary because of the
documented failures of the local public school system.

In 1980, educational research by the tribe's education division indicate that the
Ute Tribe has not progressed nor benelitted significantly from the public school
system An independent needs assessment survey conducted in 1978 which corn-
pared Indian student achievement over a twenty-year period, 1958 to 1978, revealed
that there were no significant gains in average academic achkoement. Ute students
continue to suffer 3 to 4 years academic delay at the secondary level. Over an
eleven-year period, 1972 to 1983, the local high school drop out rate has averaged
81% The local public high school has only g Actuated 25% of Ute high school stu-
dents during this time.

One of the more shocking findings is that while ihe Tribal Head Start Project has
been relatively successful in preparing Lite children to enter the public schools, it is
the public schools that have failed lA3 carry through their responsibility in educating
Ute children A graph of achievement scores comparing Indian to non-Indian stu-
dents in 1982 reveals that most Ute children enter the public schools near the na-
tional norm and shortly thereafter they begin a steady decline in achievement, an
obvious disparity by the third grace in comparison with their non-Indian peers
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Consequently, in this time of budget constraint, it is critical that our nation not
repeat the mistakes of the past. Many of the past federal policies failed because they
were based upon the premise that the only banier to the successful education of
Indian children was their culture . . . and that if it was possible to eradicate an
Indian child's culture, all that would be necessary is to provide the child with a reg-
ular classroom program of instruction.

We painfully came to realize that the loss of our spiritual beliefs and moral prin.
ciples constituted the eventual destruction of the Indian race. By re.establishing our
dignity as Indian people, we have come to understand that we really do have some-
thing to offer our country. Memory of our sacred relationship to the land has given
us the strength and confidence to say, "I am ready and willinn to share tbe ancient
knowledge of my ancestors with your

Consequently, we have enterso .. new era of discovery and refinement in our
Indian education programs. We ..ave exercised the recent selfeletermination policy
by operating our own education programs. Most importantly, we have adopted und
implemented a holistic philosophy which supports the spiritual, as well as the intel-
lectual and physical development of eacb child. This concept, although indigenous to
most Indian people, was re-acquired from the Four Worlds Development Project,
University of -Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada. The significance of this concept is that it
evolved as a result of combining the best and most current knowledge from the
technological world with the ancient knowledge of Indian spiritual leaders. A monu-
mental meeting of top professionals and native spiritual leaders took place in 1985.
The meeting was called in response to the alarming increase in alcohol and drug
abuse occurring among young Canadian Indian youth. It is painful to note that it
was another neighbormg country that recognizeci the value of the knowledge me-
sessed by traditional leMers of Indian people. Consequently, it was the Four Worlds
Project and the University of Lethbri+ige that has acquired the blessings of this
great knowledge and they intend to share it with anyoie who desires it.

We have also researched the latest innovations in teaching and we have identified
appropriate teaching styles for Indian children. We are finding success in the pro-
grams Oa we have been ablc to operate or influence. In the 1980's we have learned
how to promote and sustain this growth throughout the latter years of an Indian
child's development. however, at this most opportune time, we have encountered
some major barriers not of our own.

We have found the present trend in education disastrous for Indian children. The
findings of the National Commission on Excellence in Education point to the need
for upgrading the standards of an already rigid and inflexible public school system
which overlooks the needs of the disadvantaged children, culture% different chil-
dren in particular. Our position is that the National Commission overlooked the
needs of students at risk or the disadvantaged students that comprise a growing per-
centage of the school population throughout the nation. Further, we find the
present Reagan Administration pursuir, efforts to reduce or more aptly eliminate
effective educationel and &jai programs which benefit disadvantaged young
people. Further, trlit 47t of the talk about the federal deficit and the neeo for a bal-
anced budget overlooks the dire consequences of the growth of illiteracy throughout
the nation In our opinion, the federal government can either invest in the future of
young people by continuing effective social and educational programs now or con-
tnbute to a growing national deficit which wifi be an even greater burden upon
future generations as a result of the costs to society due to the moral ststruction of
all cnildren, youth, and families.

We do not mean to sound ignorant or unappreciative of the good will of the feder-
al government to improve our condition in the past. We only wish to make it clear
that the present system and many of its intended programs are not working for
Indian people. Many 01 these programs are only glazing the surface and applying
bandages to wounds that are very deep and very serious. Indian tribes need to be
given the opportenity to not only succeed, but to fail as well. We need to be allowed
the opportunity and responsibility to help our people on our own terms. If some-
thing is not working, then we need to change the entire scope or thrust of the pro-
gram without fear of losing our financial support. We need to be elite to combine
the most appropriate knowledge of the technological world with the best traditions/
beliefs of our ancient Indian culture. We need financial assistance to operate our
own schools and experiment with this new holistic approach without harassment or
reaction from the dominant culture. At this critical time, tribally xintrolled health,
social and education programs need increased appropriations. We can no longer tol-
erate the restrictions of operating our prcgrams on continuing resolutions. We need
Congressional commitment and we need this help immediately. Further, we need
your understanding and trust that, in time, we will become the strong, self-suill-



dent people we once were. We strongly believe that if such an opportunity was per-
mitted Indian people; it is quite possible that we, someday, would have a wonderful
wealth of knowledge to share with all people of this great country.

Thank you very much for this opportunity.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT LEWIS, DIRECTOR, TRIBAL SOCIAL
SERVICES, SALT RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY, SCOTTSDALE, AZ;
CONVENOR, SOCIAL SERVICE WORKING GROUP, ARIZONA
INTERTRIBAL COUNCIL

Mr. LEWIS. Congressman Miller and Congressman Levin, I am
Robert Lewis, and I am the director of the Salt River Pima-Marico-
pa Indian Community Social Services.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify at this hearing. I would
like to ofler my perspective, based on my responsibilities with the
Tribe. I think I will reflect the question that you had in my testi-
mony as we proceed, and I think it is a good question that you
raised, Mr. Miller.

I would like to etart from a different tact. As you have perceived
from these hearings, and as you have gone through different com-
munities, you willi be advised of specific problems and concerns
that are being experienced in the communities. This will be inform-
ative, and should create a deeper awareness and understanding for
you in the matters at hand today.

I would like to first, begin by reviewing some backpound, which
I think has been touched on, about how Indian communities have
come to respond to these concerns we are talking about today. First
of all, I would like to remind you, again, that Tribal governments
have limited experience in providing formal services. Until 1975,
when the Public Law 93--633, the Indian Self-Determination Act,
was enacted, services were provided mostly by non-tribal entities.
Tribes have been encouraged to develop and direct programs since
that time. But really I do not think a lot of that development took
place until 1978, when another historic law, the Indian Child Wel-
fare Act gave Indian tribal governments the right to legal responsi-
bility for all their children, and was the major impetus for tribal
involvement in child welfare services. Therefore, most tribal serv-
ices have only been established within the past 7 years, and many
within the past 5 years.

Tribal programs are at a critical Ionia in their development. I
think our initial efforts have been largely focused on developing
basic social programs and gaining experience in their administra-
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tion. Many tribes are now beginning to venture into the develop-
ment of creative, innovative programs, because they realize that
these programs have got to be effective in meeting the problems we
face in our communities. However, having the responsibility and
ability to provide services does require resources. And I think we
will keep mentioning that, because it is going to be this require-
ment to sustain the development that has taken place in a relative-
ly brief period of time, and that has got to be appreciated.

Few tribes do have the resources to support all of the necessary
services, and this makes Federal and other resources essential. A
continued trend of Federal cutbacks is a major concern and an
issue. The development of private sector support is a new area of
emphasis that most tribesmany tribes are beginning to look at,
and efforts at economic development within communities are
taking.place.

Realistically, reliance on Federal sources as a base of support
will continue for the near future.

Strengthening of families continues to be a major concern of
service programs of Indian communities. It is a major concern ad-
dressed in title II of the Indian Child Welfare Act, which provides
for the development of programs to address this need. Yet, this
part of the law has never been adequately funded, and has resulted
in tribes competing with each other for limited funds. Much of the
innovative program development of tribes has been initiated by
means of these funds, but program continuity is uncertain under
the current funding mechanism arrangement.

I believe that service programs cannot operate effectively in a
vacuum, and must be a part of a comprehensive community devel-
opment program. I think, touching on your question there, our
social programs or any program in and of itself is not going to re-
solve any problems that we face, or deal with with that in mind. To
illustrate this point, we can see, first of all, the stability of families
is greatly affected by the high unemployment rate that exists in
most reservations. Factors causing this include, a lack of job skills,
which we have talked about, lack of transportation, and the fact of
isolation of many reservations. This indicates a need for more
effective employment training programs and the development of
more jobs on the reservations. There is a need for some type of
community work programs as an alternative to dependency on
public assistance. Indian communities have a distinct and unique
need for more comprehensive programs in this area.

More adequate housing is another essential need that must be
considered when we talk about families, children and youth. These
needs are well documented, and we see the effects of this problem
in our daily work with people. A concern, here again, is the reduc-
tion in HUD housing, funds which will reduce the number of units
that will be constructed in the near future.

Other essential needs we could talk about include health and
education needs, and so forth. We are sure you are aware of them.
However, my purpose in reviewing them is to show that there is no
one solution to the problems and concerns about children, youth,
and families in Indian communities. With this in mind, I believe
that many tribes and Indian communities have the ability to allevi-
ate problems and to make reasonable progress toward their solu-
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tion, but they must have continuing resources and support to do
this.

If the family is the basic building block of a society, our focus on
it is valid, and must be continued. The Indian family has endured a
long period of destructive forces and events and has been greatly
weakened and disorganized. We have a family structure that has
been drained of much of its traditional cultural strengths. We are
seeking what remains of these strengths to build on. I believe that
we, as Indian communities, must first determine a contempormy
definition of our family and societal structures, in order to give di-
rection to our program efforts and to community involvement in
this process.

I realize that the Federal Government faces a budget deficit
crisis that requires constraints in all programs, and unnecessary
programs should be reduced. But there are funds and services
within the BIA and the Indian Health Services that are vital to
tribes and communities, and their efforts to cope with the concerns
we talked about today. They can stand little, if any, reduction.

I would suggest more efficient funding mechanisms for existing
funds that will continue to be available to Indian people. Mecha-
nisms are needed to integrate funds from various Federal agencies,
or at least coordinate these resources so that comprehensive pro-
gram planning and implementation can be done by tribes.

I would like to stray, a little bit, from my testimony by adding a
little, because I think it is stimulated by your question.

I think we have pointed out the fact that we are just beginning
an involvement in the destiny of our communities, and develop-
ment of institutions. And I think there is a part here that I person-
ally believe is an important part of what is going to happen in
Indian communities. And that is the involvement of the communi-
ty, themselves, in this developmental process. I have been a social
worker for many years, worked with Indian communities for many
years, and have come to realize that programs are not going to re-
solve the issues. It is only one part of the puzzle that we have got
to put together.

The other part, which I believe we have net really touched upon
is thereally, stimulation of the community, itself. I3ecause, in the
end, I think the community is going to save itself. This is going to
require, I think, a lot of innovativetype thinking, leadership, the
development of our economic base supports; a whole array of ener-
gies and activities, I think, are going to be required if we are going
to affect changes in our Indian communities.

So, I think my response to the question you have is I am not sure
exactly what it all is. I think I have some ideas and indicators of
what must happen in Indian communities. But it is not going to be
in one program, or one area of government. But I think these that
we do have are a base from which to start the process of communi-
ty development. I go back to the point that tribal governments
have had, really, only real control over their communities in the
past 20 years. That is a very short time to build leadership, and to
build government structures that are going to be responsive to the
community. To even be able to define the problems and to strike at
them in an effective way.
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So, these are some of the insights I would like to leave with you,
and this concludes my testimony.

I appreciate your concern, which you have demonstrated by hold-
ing these hearings, and your attention, as Representatives of the
Congress, is important. And we hope that the information you re-
ceive over this period of hearings you are having, will help you to
advocate for our concerns.

Thank you.
Chairman Mtuan. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Robert Lewis follows]

PREXARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT R. LEV/IS, DIRECTOR, SOCIAL SERVICES, SALT RIVER
PIMAMARICOPA INDIAN COMMUNITY

Thank you for the opportunity to testify at this hearing. I am an administrator of
a tribal social services program which includes social work services to children,
youth, and families. It is from this perspective that I offer my testimony.

As you proceed through these hearings, you will be advised of specific problems
and concerns that are being experienced in Indian communities. This will be in.
formative and should create a deeper awareness and understanding for you in these
matters at hand.

I would like to begin by reviewing some background on how Indian communities
have come to respond to concerns about children and families. Indian tribal govern-
ments have limited experience in providing formal services. Until 1975, when Public
Law 93-638, the Indian Self-Determination Act, was enacted, services were provided
by non-tribal agencies. Tribes have been encouraged to develop and direct programs
since that time. In 1978, another historic law, The Indian Child Welfare ikct, gave
Indian tribal governments the right to legal responsibility for alI of their children
and was the major impetus for tribal involvement in child welfare services. There-
fore, most tribal services have only been established within the past seven years.

Tribal programs are at a critical point in their development. Initial efforts have
largely been focused on developing basic social services and gaining experience in
the administration of such programs. Many tribes are now beginning to venture
into the development of creative, innovative programs because they realize that pro-
grams must be effective in meeting the problems in the communities that they
serve. However, having the responsibility and ability to provide services also re-
quires resources to sustain the development that has taken place in a relatively
brief period of time.

Few tribes have the resources to support all of the necessary services and this
makes federal and other resources essential. The continuing trend of federal cut-
backs is a major concern and issue. The development of private tr,ctor support is t.
new area of interest for tribes and efforts at economic development are taking place.
But realistically, reliance on federal sources as bases of support will continue for the
near future.

Strengthening of families continues to be a major concern of service programs of
Indian communities It is a major concern addressed in Title II of the Indian Child
Welfare Act which provides for the development of programs to address this need Yet
this part of the law has never been adequately fancied and has resulted in tribes
competing with each other ior limited funds Much of the innovative program
development oi tribes has been initiated by means of these funds but program
continuity is uncertain from year to year under the current funding mechanism
arrangement

Service programs cannot operate effectively in a vacuum and must be part of a
comprehensive community development program. To illustrate this point, we can
see that the stability of families is greatly affected by the high unemployment rate
that exists in most reservation communities. Factors causing this include a lack of
job skills among many Indian people, lack of transportation, and the fact of Isola.
lion. This indicates a need for more effective employment training programs and
the development of more jobs on reservations. There is a need for some type of corn-
munity work programs as an alternative to dependency on public assistance. Indi-
ans have a distinct and unique need for more comprehensive programs in this area.

More adequate housing is another essential need that must be considered in the
process. These needs are well documented and we see the effects of this problem in
our work with people. A concern here is the reduction in funds for HUD housing
units which only increases this problem.
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Other essential needs that could be addressed here include health and education
and you are probably a mre of some of them. However, my purpose in reviewing
them is to show that there is no one solution to the problems and concerns about
children, youth, and families in Indian communities. With this in mind I believe
that many tribes and Indian communities have the ability to alleviate problems and
to make reasonable progress toward their solution but they must have continuing
resources and support to do this.

If the family is the basic building block of a society, our focus on it is valid and
must be continued The Indian family has endured a long period of destructive forces
and events but has been greatly weakened and disorganized We have a family
structure that has been drained of much of its traditional. cultural strengths We are
seeking what remains of these strengths to build on and I believe that we must
determine a comtemporary definition of our family and societal structures in order to
give direction to program efforts and to community involvement in this process

I realize that the federal government faces a budget delicit crisis that rectuires
budget restraints on all programs and unnecessaty programs should be reduced but
there are funds and services within the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health
Services that are vital to tribes and communities in their efforts to cope with the
concerns we are discussing can stand little if any reduction.

suggest more efficient fun mechanisms for certain existing federal funds
that are available to Indian peop . Mechanisms are needed that intepate funds
from various federal agencies or at least coordinate these resources so that compre-
hensive program planning and implementation can be done by tribes.

This concludes my testimony. You* is demonstrated by holding these
hearings and this is appreciated. Your attention as representatives of the Congress
is important and we hope that the information you receive will help you to advocate
for our concerns.

Chairman MUM. Ms. Rusch?

STATEMENT OF LYNN JEANNE RUSCH, WIC DIRECTOR, GILA
RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY, SACATON, AZ

RUSCH. I am the director and nutritionist for the Gila River
Indian Community Special Supplemental Feeding Program for
Women, Infants, and Children, better known as the WIC Program,
and would like to take this opportunity to comment before the task
force.

The WIC Program is a health program which provides nutrition-
al assessment, nutrition education, and specific nutritious foods for
pregnant, breastfeeding, and postpartum women, infants, and chil-
dren, up to their fifth birthday, based on health needs, residency,
and income. The program is intended to be an adjunct to health
care during critical times of growth and development to prevent
the occurrence of health problems, and to improve the health
status of high-risk, low income women, infants and children.

At December 31, 1985, 1,138 women, infants, and children were
enrolled on the Gila River Indian Community WIC Program. Each
month, from 50 to 90 new participants are enrolled, and 30 to 50
are graduated. Current staffing includes one full-time director/nu-
tritionist, whose principal responsibilities include planning, evalua-
tion, trainkig, will consultation; three full-time, and one part-time
paraprofessionals, who are responsible for assessment, education,
and food delivery through the voucher system; and one part-time
clerk.

We believe that it is the right of every woman and child to re-
ceive services to obtain optimal health and information necessary
for the development of knowledgeable and responsible parenting.
We believe it is the responsibility of the staff to maintain current
knowledge; provide accurate identification of existing health prob-
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lems; prevent further health problems through reliable nutrition
information and provision of supplemental foods, tailored to meet
the needs of the family; present available alternatives and re-
sources; respect and support the right of the family to make in-
formed choices; refer to other programs or agencies for further as-
sistance, based on individual needs; and be sensitive to cultural be-
liefs and practices.

About 900 infants and preschool children are enrolled in our pro-
gram. This represents about 50 percent of the preschool 1..opulation
in the community. Principal health and nutrition problems seen
during infancy and in the preschool years are frequent respiratory
and/or diarrheal infections, and abnormal growth patterns. As of
September 30, 1985, the incidence of nutritional problems was as fol-
lows: Frequent respiratory and/or diarrheal infections, 29 percent;
overweight and babies born large for gestational age, 19 percent
(generally because of the high rate of diabetes); short stature, 10
percent; underweight and low birth-weight babies, 4 percent;
anemia, 4 percent; severe dental caries, 3 percent; child neglect and
abuse, 1 percent (however, that only reflects the known cases); and
other problems and potential problems, 30 percent.

The incidence of health and nutritional risks seen at screening in
prenatal participants as of September 30, 1985 include overweight,
65 percent; interparturn pregnancy within 16 months, 33 percent;
anemia, 26 percent; four or more pregnancies, 19 percent; teenage
pregnancies, under the age of 18, 12 percent; and other risks were
26 percent.

All of the risks are continuing at approximately the same rate as
the previous year, except the number and rate of teenage pregnan-
cies is lower this year than it was during the previous year.

For the pregnant teenager, and/or teenage mother, education is
usually interrupted, either temporarily or permanently. Many
teenagers never return to school, although some do go on to get
their GED. Many young mothers lack knowledge of parenting sialls
and caring for and feeding the infant and small child.

A multitude of related problems are seen on a daily basis. Some
of the more common ones are listed below:

Low income and high unemployment; inadequate, and/or over-
crowded housing conditions; lack of a refrigerator; lack of running
water.

No washers, dryers, dishwashers, garbage disposals, trash com-
pactors, or other modern day conveniences, taken for granted by
the general population.

No telephones; inadequate or no heat; no electricity; inadequate
or no transportation; alcoholism and drug abuse.

The WIC Program attempts to address these issues. First, health,
nutrition, and social problems that affect the health status of the
person or family, neecl to be identified through accurate measure-
ments and history intake. After the problem or problems have been
identifiei, an individual care plan is developed for each client, and
education is provided. We believe that helping people learn more
about nutrition and food quality is particularly important. Poor
eating habits have been linked to a wide spectrum of diseases and
disorders. Wise and nutritious food selection can be an effective
way to cope with inflation by getting the most out of the food
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budget and can also contribute to maintaining good health. Igno-
rance about nutrition is found at all socioeconomic levels. The need
to combat this ignorance is critical at the lowest income levels, be-
cause the poor can least afford food waste, and are more likely to
have health problems.

Counseling and guidance is provided. For example, although we
believe that mothers' milk is biologically the best milk for the baby,
and have an active breastfeeding program, we also believe that the
woman should be able to choose how she wal feed her baby. Once
the choice has been made, the staff fully supports the woman in
her decision. It is our responsibility to provide the most reliable in-
formation available to our people, but it is their responsibility to
implement the action. A part of counseling and guidance is to pro-
vide referrals to other programs or agencies, and to provide special
supplemental foods to meet the needs of the individual.

Whenever possible, as special needs are identified, or requests
are made, these needs are addressed. For example, last summer a
summer program for pregnant teenagers and teenage mothers was
initiated. This program included food selection and preparation,
fetal development, infant growth and development, infant care,
self-esteem, family planning, and paternity issues. It was jointly
sponsored by the Gila River Indian Cr.ommunity, March of Dimes,
and the Summer Food Program. Although the WIC Program VMS
instrumental in the developuent and implementation of the pro-
gram, nursing, family planning, health education, and social serv-
ices participated in this program.

Finally, the WIC Program provides encouragement. When a
woman has a sick baby, has no money for food, or any one of a
hundred crises, she knows she can come to the WIC office for en-
couragement.

Approximately two years ago, health providers from several
tribal health programs met to discuss options in management of
the WIC program. The advantages and disadvantages of becom-
ming an Inter Tribal State WIC Administrative agency were exam-
ined. I represented the community on that committee, and also as-
sisted as a consultant, to help define the impact at the local level,
of the changes that would be made when becoming an Indian State
Agency. The Inter Tribal Council of Arizona State WIC Plan was
prepared, with input from the local level,

This Inter Tribal Agency has resulted in more effective and effi-
cient WIC services, because technical assistance, training, tribal in-
volvement in planning, policy development, and program evalua-
tion have been directed toward the needs of the tribal programs.
Tribes have control over policy development and planning and
evaluation, and tribal program information has been able to be
used as a data base for the long range health services planning
with Indian Health Service.

Thank you.
(Prepared statement of Lynn Jeanne Rusch followsi
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PREPARED SfPATEMENT OF LYNN JEANNE RUSCH, WIC DIRECTOR

ROLL OP THE WIC PROGRAM

I am the director and nutritionist for the Gila River Indian Community Special
Supplemental Feeding Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) and would
like to take this opportunity to comment before the Task Force of the Select Com-
mittee on Children, Youth, and Families. The WIC Program is a health program
which provides nutrition assessment, nutrition education, and specific nutritious
food for pregnant, breastfeeding, and postpartum women, infants, and children up
to their fifth birthday based on health needs, residency and income. The program is
intended as an adjunct to health care during critical times of growth and develop-
ment to prevent the occurrence of health problems and improve the health status of
high-risk, low-income women, infants, and children.

At December 31, Platt HIS women, infants and children were enrolled in the
Gila River Indian Community WIC Program. Each month from 50 to 90 new partici-

lities include planning, evaluation,
pants are enrolled azd 80 to 50

responsibiraduated.

Current staffing includes a full time
director/ nutritionist whose princi
training, and consultation, three ull time and one part time paraprofessionals who
are responsible for assessment, education, and food delivery through a voucher
system, and one part time clerk.

PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY

We believe that it is the right of every woman and child to receive services to
obtain optimal health and information necessaq for the development of knowledge-
able and responsible parenting. We believe it is the responsibility of the staff to:

I. Maintain current knowledge.
2. Provide accurate identification of existing health problems.
3. Prevent further health problems through reliable nutrition information and

provision of supplemental foods tailored to meet the needs of the family
4. Present available alternatives and resources.
5. Respect and support the right of the family to make informed choices.
6. Refer to other programs or agencies for fUrther assistance based on individual

needs.
7. Be sensitive to cultural beliefs and practices.

CONCERNS AMONG THE WIC PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

1. Health and nutrition problems during infancy and early childhood
About 900 infants and preschool children are enrolled on the Gila River Indian

Community WIC Program. This represents about 50 percent of the preschool popula-
tion of the community Principal health and nutrition problems seen during infancy
and in the preschool years are frequent respiratory and/or diarrhea) infections and
abnormal growth patterns. At September 30, 198E, the incidence of nutritional prob-
lems was as follows:

Percent
Frequent respiratory and/or diarrhea! infections 29
Overweight and babies large for gestational age 19
Short stature 10
Underweight and low birth weight babies 4
Anemia 4
Severe dental cares 3
Child neglect and abuse 1 I
Other problems and potential problems 30

3 This percentage reflects only the known cases

2. Health and nutrition problems among prenatal women
The incidence of health and nutritional risks seen at screening in prenatal par-

ticipants as of September 30, 1985, was:
Percent

Overweight 65
Interpartum pregnancy within 16 months 33
Anemia 26
Multipara >4 pregnancies 19
Teenage pregnancies ( <18 years) 12
Other risks 26
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All the risks are continuing at approximately the same rate as the previous yeas
except the number and rate of teenage pregnancy is lower than it was a year ago.
3. Education problems

For the pregnant teenager and/or teenage mother, education is usually interrupt-
ed, either temporarily or permanently. Many teenagers never return to school al-
though some do go on to get their GED. Many young mothers lack knowledge of
parenting skills and caring for and feeding an infant and small child.
4. Other problems

A multitude of related problems are seen on a daly basis Some of the more
common one:: are listed below.

1. Low income and high unemployment
2. Inadequate and/or overcrowded housing conditions
3. Lack of refrigerator
4. Lack of running water
5. No washers, dryers, dishwashers, garbage disposals, trash compactors and other

modern-day conveniences taken for granted by the general population
6. Inadequate or no heat
7. No electricity
8 Inadequate or no transportation
9. Alcoholism and drug abuse

How THE WIC PROGRAM ADDRaSRS THESE PROBLEMS

First, health, nutrition, and social problems that affect the health status of the
person or family need to be identified through accurate measurements and history
intake After the problem or problems have been identified, en individual care plan
is developed for each client and education is provided We oelieve that helping
people learn more about nutrition and food quality is particularly important. Poor
eating habits have been linked to a wide spectrum of diseases and disorders, and
Americans waste billions of dollars of food annually. Wise and nutritious food selec-
tion can be an effective way to cope with inflation by getting the most out of the
food budget and can also contribute to maintaining good health. Ignorance about
nutrition is found at all socioeconomic levels and is not limited to those at certain
income levels. The need to combat this ignorance is critical at the lowest income
levels because the poor can least afford food waste and are more likely to have
health problems.

Counseling and guidance is provided. For example, although we believe that
irothers milk is biologically the best milk for a baby and have an active breast feed-
ing program, we also believe that a woman should be able to choose how she will
feed her baby. Once the choice has been made, the staff fully supports the woman in
her decision. It is our responsibility to provide the most reliable information avail-
able to our people, but it is their responsibility to implement the ection. A part of
counseling and guidanc.-. is to provide referrals to other programs or agencies and to
provide special supplomental foods to meet. the needs of the individual.

Whenever possible as special needs are identified or requests are made, these
needs are addressed. For example, last summer a summer program for pregnant
teenagers and teenage mothers was initiated. This program :ncluded food selection
and preparation, ihtal development, infant growth and development, infant care,
self esteem, family planning, and paternity ibsues. It was jointly sponsored by the
Gila River Indian Community, the March of Dimes and ti e Summer Food Program
Although the WIC Program was instrumental in the development and implementa-
tion of the program, nursing, family planning, health education, and social services
participated in this program.

Finally, last but not least, the WIC Program provides ekcouragement. When a
woman who has a sick baby, has no mor.sy for foal, or any one of a hundred criseb,
she knows she can come to the WIC Office for encouragement.

INTER TRIBAL ADMINISTRATION OP THE WIC PROGRAM

Approx.mately two years ago health providers from several tribal health pro-
grams met to discuss options in management of the WIC P ram The advantages
and disadvantages of becoming an Inter Tribal State V. Administrative State
Agency were examined. I represented Gila River Indian Community on that com-
mittee and also assisted as a consultant to help define the impact at the local Ite .1
of the changes that would be made when becoming an Indian State Agency. he
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Inter Tribal Council of Arizona State WIC Plan was prepared with input from the
local level.

The Inter Tribal State WIC Administrative Agency has resulted in more effective
and efficient WIC services because technical assistance, training, tribal involvement
in planning, policy development, and program evaluation have been directed toward
the needs of tribal programs; tribes have control over rooky development and plan.
'sing and evaluation; and tnbal program information has been able to be used as a
data base for long range health services planning with Indian Health Service.

Chairman Mum& Thank you. Ms. Rusch on the second page of
your testimony, you stated that about 900 infants and preschool
clhildren were enrolled in the WIC program, and that represents
about 50 percent of the preschool populations of the community.

MS. RUSCH. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. If I understand the WIC Program, and I think

I do, the basis for continued enrollment of children is that they are
at nutritional risk

MS. RUSCH. That is correct.
Chairman MILLER. And participation in the program is basically

essential to combat the nutritional risk and health problems that
confront those children.

MS. RUSCH. That is correct.
Chairman MILLER. You are telling us that 50 percent of the chil .

dren on the reservation fall under that category?
MS. RUSCH. That is correct. There are six priorities in the WIC

progTam, based on the level of need. In the last 4 months, we have
no longer been able to serve the lower priorities.

Chairman MILLER. You are not serving the older children?
Ms. Rusai. We are not serving the ones who are at potential

risk for developing nutritional problems.
Chairman MILER. Right.
Ms. RuscH. Usually those are the 3. and 4-year. olds. We have some

severely health impaired 3- and 4-year-olds, but mostly we
are concentrating our efforts on the younger child.

Chairman MILLE'R. So when the administration comes to us again
this year, as they have every year since they have been in officft to
suggest we can save money by cutting back in those categories, it
would not make any difference in your program, because you are
not serving those children anyway.

MS. RUSCH. That is correct.
Chairman MILLER. Nationally, in the WIC Program we serve

about 35 percent of the eligible population. What is your situation
with respect to eligible people who are waiting for the program? Or
are you able, in this particular site to take care of (with the excep-
tion of what you just said about older children in lower categories)
those who are eligible?

Ms. RuscH. We are currently serving approximately 65 percent
of the eligible population.

Chairman MILLER. What about pregnant women?
MS. RUSCH. That is our first priority. Pregnant women are our

top priority.
Chairman MILLER. What percentage of the pregnant women on

the reservation do you think come to you?
Ms. RuscH. About 95 percent,
Chairman MILLER. About 95 percent of the pregnancies during

the year would come to you. What percentage are then eligible?
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MS. Itut3CH. I would say probably all except about 5 percent who
are ineligible because of income rather than because of health
needs.

Chairman Musa. That is worse than the answer I expected.
What you are suggesting is they may all have health problems.

MS. MACH. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. But some of them may have an income that

deprives them of the eligibility.
Ms. Rusox. That is correct.
Chairman Mum. So you are also suggesting that perhaps 100

percent of the women who come to you are, in fact, eligible, under
the health criteria.

MS. RUSCH. Very close to 100 percent, yes.
Chairman MILLER. It is hard for me to believe that the communi-

ty can pull itself together to solve these problems, but a community
that has 100 percent of its pregnant women at nutritional risk, or
55 percent of its people unemployed, as Mr. Cuch's community has,
or 38 percent of the people in this reservation unemployed, or 82
percent, as the Yakimas have unemployedyou know, there is an
argument about bootstrapping yourself in this country. There is
also a response that says if you do not have any boots, it is a little
hard to bootatrap yourself.

I am a little concerned that there is a certain representation
being made, here, that it will all sort of work out. That once the
community gets itself together, it can kind of work itself out If 82
percent of the people in a community are unemployedand those
people were not unemployed for 30 daysthey are unemployed for
somewhere between 11 and 12 months a year. I do not know quite
hox you ge the resources. We visited a community yesterday that
has no electricity, no telephone, in most of the dwellings, and some-
where betweenI would say somewhere between maybe 7 to 11
people living in 1 or 11/2 rooms, it is hard to say how those people
have resources to lend to the community to have the community
get itself together.

I do notagain, do not doubt the spirit, but I think what this
committee needs, and we also have a staff person from Senator
Melcher's office here, today, isand she had done a lot more work
in this than this committee has, but I think you need a realis-
tic assessment. Because, I get one picture in this room, and I get
another picture walking around the reservation. And I do not see
people who have the wherewithal. I visited with young people
yesterday who were in as deep a state of depression as I have ever
seen. In my community, those people would be put in a state run
institution. I am just a little bit concerned.

WIC, to me, is a great indicator of a community, because it tells
you an awful lot. That is why I think the program has such credi .
bility in the Congress of the United States. Because it tells us an
awful lot about the environmental status of that commut /. This
is a disaster report.

We know what WIC means. What you are really telling us is,
absent this program, we know that 100 percent of these women in
this commtmity that get pregnant have about a 30.percent better
chance of having a low birth weight baby that has 40 times the
chance of dying in the first year. That is the award for getting
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pregnant in this community. This is a program that the administra-
tion would abolish. I just do not know quite how you reach down and
grab your bootstraps afte :. that happens. I do not think it will be
abolished, because a has such credibility.

But that is the status in this community. That is just talking
about the chance of that child dying in the first year. We also
know what they will lose in brain development, in size, in stature,
and they are more likely to need special education, 10 times as
often as other children. That is after we have saved that child,
should they encounter all the problems associated with low birth
weight and v.smaturity.

So, again, I ask the question, given current resources, I want to
know whether or not we can do better to bring out what is so
deeply ingrained in the Indian community, and that is the survival
of the family and the culture. Because, I think that is where we are,
in terms of a decision in our society.

Would you care to comment Mr. Cuch?
Mr. CUCH. First of all
Chairman Mum First of all let me thank you for coming all

the way down here. We thought we were going to go to Fort Du-
chesne, but nobody can predict the weather. So, we appreciate your
coming here. I hope that sometime in the future we have the op-
portunity to visit with you.

Mr. Cucm. I thank you, and apologize for being late.
Chairman MILLER. Given the distance you traveled, we will for-

give you.
Mr. Cum. First of all, I would like to simply point out that it is

important to realize also, though, that the previous Federal policies
have failed as well. The most disastrous being the forced assimila-
tion policy of the 1950'sthe assimilation era.

Chairman MILLER. Like the road to hell, you know, this one is
littered with good intentions and bad policy.

Mr. CUCH. That is right. But I understand. And I believe that es-
sentially we are beingwe will probably have very little choice at
some point, because the American public is pressuring the Govern-
ment, as well, to balance the budget. But I think if there is no
choice, and it comes to a situation where Indian tribes have got to
assume more responsibility, then I would recommend that even
though it is a simplistic kind of concept, that as much funding be
deliveredappropriated directly to tribal governments as possible,
and to eiiminate the bureaucracy that occurs. Mr. Lewis referred
to that earlier. That is one possibility.

Chairman Aaiun. I would like tc jump in, too. I do not mean to
interrupt you, but again, if yoti would comment on two points that
we have heard continuously. One ii this notion that the Indian
nation is just losing an awful lot of available funding through the
current mechanisms through which money is sent to the tribes.
Two, that Indian Child Welfare Services, through competitive
grants, can't develop a child welfare service system under 1 year
competitive grants. Once you get underway, having spent all your
time writing the grant and getting it approve& you lose it. There is
no continuity. Ansi that was just universal in the Northwest among
the tribes. So if you both could comment on those notions.
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Mr. COM The problem is also the regulations, the restrictions
imposed by some of those program& What it comes down to is
simply, if you look at this philosophically, we have entered a new
era. I wouloi like toI would like the Government to give us a little
bit of time to experiment here. This new era involves this:

On one side, one extreme, we have the traditional people, who
have said we do not want anything to do with the dominant cul-
ture; any of their values, ideas, or any knowledge whatsoever. They
are somethnes referred to as blanket Indian people. Over here, we
have the.progmesives. The progressives say, our people, our culture
is dead. We have got to go out, and we have got to become imita-
tors of the white man. l'here has been a continual struggle be-
tween these two groups over the year& OK?

You se& only until these past few years have we started to see a
new generation. This new generation are some real special people.
These are people that take the best of our own traditions and
values, as well as the best that the dominant culture has to offer,
and they combine them. What I see is a lot stronger, confident indi-
vidual. Men and women whothese are people -wh
the people you have been talking to, I am sure, during your visits
to the various reservations. The reason they care is they have in-
tegrity. They have their hearts back. We have what you have. Con-
fidence. Once a person has that, it is pretty hard for them to serve
on a tribal council and allow people out there in their community
to starve and suffer, OK?

You see? When we say we have got these programs, we have got
tribal governments, and everything, a lot of things are being as-
sumed. One thing is we are assuming that that tribal govern-
menteven the tribal government is appropriate for that particu-
lar tribe or culture. That is a wrong assumption, there. With my
trib& my people operate according to group consensus. The general
council, always generai sessiongeneral council consensus form of
government A major decision, they call the people together, and
they talk for day& until they finally decide what to do. We used to
frustrate the Federal Government, I know, because I teach Ute his-
tory on my reservation. It used to frustrate them, so that was part
of the idea. Every time you give it to the Indians, it takes days for
them to arrive at a simple decision. That prompted the tribal gov-
ernment system. You get a couple of Indians to represent certain
groups, you sit down with them, and come up with a decision. We
do not have to do this.

Well, you see, it has come to me that at some point if our tribal
government ie not working, then maybe we need to take a look at
the tribal government structure itself, and see if we can find a
more culturally appropriate, and a more responsive governmerst,
not one that is going to be reactionary to the federal system or any .
thing like that. I am not talking about that But I am talking about
a more culturally representative, appropriate government. A more
appropriate representative school system. A more culturally appro-
priate representative social service system as well.

That is the era I am talking about. We are entering this era, and
I think we need to be gi'Ven the opportunity to do it.

The only reason I hesitate when I talk about local control appro-
priations left to the tribes is that it has to be made very clear to
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the present administratio-i that that means direct appropriations
to the tribes. Because the public partisan interpretation is that
local control means control by county and State government,
devoid of tribal government So it has to be really distinguished
there. So, I would like to offer that.

I would like to say that we have forgotten our elders all these
years. Those of us who became progressive and went out and got
educationthat hart them. Many of them are dying. There are
yen, few left. We are going back to them. We are talking to them,
ard by doing that, we are acquiring a lot of knowledge, a lot of
strength, and it raakes them feel gocd. And one of the things we
have to do ie if we say, eliminate BIA.

Give usgive the tribes the money directly. We have to assure
the traditional people that the treaty agreements will be honored,
that the land base will be protected Because to the traditional
the old people, BIA represents protectionrepresents Federal pro-
tection of the land base, you see. The State will not come in and
take over, or ranchers and eveiyone. So, we have to assure those
people of this. And if we can do it in a good way, it may work. I see
at some point we will not have a choice. But I would like to see
that happen, because I think that at some point things are going to
change. I think we are entering a new era. It is just going to take
some time.

Allow us to fail. Because we will win that way, see?
Chairman Miura. Mr. Lewis?
Mr. LEWIS. I do not think anyone is trying to minimize the condi-

tions on Indian reservations because I think we have moved out of
the assumption that we have to do with what is available to us. Ba-
sically, to be quite blunt about it, we are at the mercy of the Gov-
ernment and the Congress. There are some things which are
beyond our control. And as to the question that you pose, certainly
I do not think any of us will deny the conditions on a reservation.
But again, they are relative, too. You go back a few generations,
where we have people starving and dying. And that is not to say
you have to accept the fact that we have standards of living and
mortality and health that is well below par. But if youwhen you
talk in those terms, you must talk in relative terms also. If you
came here 15 years ago, there would not be any Indian folks sitting
here testifying to you. They would be all of a paler variety, and
would have a lot to say about people they have no investment in.

So, I think we have towhen you put it in the philosophical
terms that you have, and also the reality that we all know and live
withand 1 do not thinkyou know, I think maybe the impression
you get is that we are being "Polly Anna's", or we are not appreci-
ative of what is tho conditions we live in. I think that isI think
you have to alsofor your informationbe aware that most of us
probably did live in homes where two or three families out here,
most of us did live in one room adobe shacks. I did not remember
any running wat4r or other conditions. So that, I see the fact that
we have been able to advance some, given what is available to us,
what we are able to assume, at least some direction.

The answer to your question is, I think -unanswerable right now,
given the fact that we are not controlling the U.S. Government. We
can influence it, and it is folks like you, the decisionmakers, that
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will have some impact, maybe. We have to look at things in the
long term process, is the only way I keep my sanity. I have been
doing social work in Indian oommunities for a number of years,
and non-Indian communities as well. We must think in those terms
for you. I think it is a matter of perspective that you have to look
at when you are dealing with the human condition.

We have unresolved problems all through America, if you want
to expand that scope. We talk about Appalachia. We talk about the
situation in the southern States. But we must concern ourselves
with who we represent right now. So, I think there are many unre-
solved problems, but I think it has got to take a partnership of
those, we, the clients of the government, and you, the representa-
tives who have access to the power and the funds, and maybe make
some impact at that point. It is going to take this partnership.
Where it leads, I am not sure. But certainly we cannot stand still
and ignore what is here. We have got to deal with what is here,
and the small victories and the small gains do not change the
whole picture overnight but I think it is a step. And I think we
keep building on those steps, realizing that it is going to be a con-
tinuing problem. It is certainly not going to be solved in our life-
times. But I think we have got to set a direction, and move towards
that, and I think that is the philosophical base that most of us
have to operate on.

Chairman MILLER. In your testimony, you raise a concern about
your ability to change programs, and rot have that interpreted as
a failure of the program, or lead to a loos of funds. Could you elabo-
rate on that a little bit?

Mr. Cumi. OK.
Chairman MILLER. On nage 4, "If something is not working, we

need to change the entire scope or thrust of the program without
the fear of losing our fmancial support."

Mr. Cum'. OK. An excellert example is the Tribal Alcoholism
Program. We have operated the project for the last 15-16 years.
And it has a terrible success rate. It has come under a lot of criti-
cism and attack from the tribal membership. It even developed into
a halfway house, at one point. In other words, the level of services
went up, and still the cure rate was pathetic. Nowand then it
was closed last year. It was shut down and reorganized. And even
after it was open, not much had changed.

You see, what I am talking about is this. The regulations say we
have to have a trained, certified alcoholism counselor, et cetera.
OK? Over here, what we have come to learn is what we need to do
is employ some traditional practitioners, and some medicine men
from time to time, to be able to work in cooperation with the coun-
selors, in helping our people. And then even conduct ceremonies.
where necessary. This is the kind of thing we are talking about.
Your regulations are not going to allow that kind of thing, much
more even pay this traditional personeminent person, an hono-
rarium, or even any kind of payment of any kind. So that is what I
am talking about.

I was talking to a colleague of mine from Arizona State, here, at
Tempe. She said up in the Wind River Reservation, one of the
things they did is recently the people came together, and they con-
ducted a traditional ceremony up there, in response to the suicides
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that have occurred on that reservation. That was kind of a reawa-
keninga reemergence of the culture. And the people are coming
together, now, and they are starting to practice their songs and
pray. They are starting to believe in themselves again. They are
starting to meet in groups. They are starting to take care of them-
selves.

Ultimately, I think we all know thisultimately, Indian people
must help themselves. It is us. We have to do it. But we are not
going to be able to help itI cannot help her, I cannot help him,
unless I am strong myself, you see? This is the era I am talking
about. We are getting some strong people, now, starting to come
into leadership positions, and hopefully things will work out

That is what I mean. I hope I have answered your question.
Chairman MILLER. You have. I think perhaps this Ls the place to

stop this afternoon. Hopefully what this committee is about, is how
to call upon those strengths, and how do we get resources to the
leaders, and tools to them, so that they can go to . rk. We have
spent a fair amount of time, now, with a number of people who, to
me, are just incredibly talented in what they t.o, especially in their
insights and their understandings of the families and the children
that they are dealing with. And in some cases, the real benefit is they
are so familiar with their own communities.

I have people who work in programs in my district, and they
really do not know any of the family histories. But here, people do.
They have special insight& My concern is to develop a policy that
gives that person the tools necessary, to go out and to help that
community. I think that some of the suggestions you have made
are very important for us, and suggestions that others have made.

We have just run into so many ironic situations, and if they were
not so tragic, they would be funny, where federal decisions have
been made, or state decisions have been made that are just so con-
trary to the well-being of those individuals. The notion that new
HUD housing which was constructed on the Navajo reservation,
where we went yesterday, could not be made available to a 10-
member family because it only had 3 bedrooms, forcing them to
stay in their 1 bedroom house, was beyond any reasoning abilities.

This whole inquiry by this select committee hopefully is a begin-
ning. I am fortunate, and honored that I also sit on the Interior
Committee. And so I hope that we have some ability, not only to
write our report and our assessment of what is happening, but we
also have the ability to follow through. 0.mgressman Levin sits on
the DanIdlig Comm23ee, and is very much involved in the housing
issues in this country. And so, we hope with the various talents on
the select committee we will be receptive to the suggestions you
have made here, and suggestions you will, I hope feel free to make
in the future. I also sit on an Education Committee, and I spent a
lot of time in Indian schools the last couple of days. And again, the
logic of some of the decisions that were made did not seem at all
appropriate to this population. I would hope that we could see if we
cannot strengthen those Federal resources that are available.

Thank you very much for your time and your help. With that,
the commitee will stand adjourned, until tomorrow, when we will
continue this inquiry in New Mexico.

(Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the committee was acijourned.)
(Material submitted for inclusion in the record followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF Potty SHARP, HUMAN SERVICE COORDINATOR, INTER TRIBAL
COUNCIL OF ARIZONA, INC.

paCzosotMa ON AAIUN* 1121010

There ar. five broad cultural traditions that include tbe

tribal groups in Arizona today. Anthropologists refer to thse

cultural groupings as Yuman, Pisan, Pueblo, Shoshonean, and

Apachean. In addition, the Yaqui Indians tied oppression in

northern Mexico by.settling in Arizona during the historic rs.

Arizona tribal traditions encompass a wide,range of linguistic.

subsistence, social and cultural diversity. Tribal groups

maintain their indentities and, to varying degrees, their

cultural traditions and languages.

Consistent with the federal Indian removal policies of the

post civil war era, the federal government began relocating

tribal grouPs to reservations in the mid 11100's. Through Acts of

Congress and Executive orders continuing into the 101e's 21I

Indian reservations wore created in Arizona. The tribal

governments which exercise jurisdiction over these reservations

Wei

Ak Chin Tribe
Camp verde-yavapai Apache

Indian Community
Cocopah Tribe
Colorado River Indian Tribe
Ft. Mojave Tribe
Gila River Indian Community
Havasupal Tribe
Hopi Tribe
Hualapai Tribe
gaibab-Paiute Tribe
Ft. McDowell Mohave-Apache
Indian Community
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Havajo Tribe&
Papago Tribe
Pascua Yaqui Tribe
guecban Tribe
Salt River Pims-Maricopa

Indian Community
San Carlos Apache Tribe
Tonto Apach Indian
Community

White Mountain Apache Tribe
vavapai-frescott Indian
Community
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Meservatioq Lands

.The reservations account for 26.6$ of the total land base in

Arizona and are located in all areas of the state, as shown in

Figure 111.1.

4.:

Pigure 111.1

Indian Reservations Located in Arizona*

Zselal-notte

* Source: Inter Tribal Council of Arizona, Inc.
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Tribal lands vary in size from the sore than nine million

acres of the Navajo reservation (excluding Navajo lands in New

Mexico and Utah) to the 5 acre TOnto-Payson Community.

Altogether, the 26 resrvations account for 19,139,196 acres.

Reservation topographies range from the timbered forests of the

rt. Apache reservation to the dry Sonoran deserts of the Pam*.

The Rualapai, pt. Mohave, Colorado River, and Guechan tribes

reside on lands along the Colorado River. while the villages of

the Hopi are located on arid, rocky mesas in northeastern

Arizona.

All of the reservation communities, maintain rural

characteristics with sparse populations, scattered homesites, and

primarily agricultural Land use, although some clustered housing

is generally located near tribal service centers. Por the most

part, the reservations are geographically isolated from major

Arizona metropolitan service areas, but this also varies. At one

extreme, a person traveling to the Ravasupai reservation must

orive 2 1/2 hours from Flagstaff, and walk or ride by horse to

the bottom of the Grand Canyon, some eight miles down the steep

canyon sides. Welted flight service is avallSble.) At the

other extreme, the' Salt River Naricopa-Pima Indian Community

borders Phoenix. Ali of the reservations share the rural

problems of lack of access to metropolitan services, such as

transportation and employment.

Reservation Populations

The populations of the reservations differ considerably, from

76 Indian residents.in the Yavapai-Prescott community to 92,574
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Indians who

reservation.

populations,

acreages.

5/

reside on the Ar120114 portion of the Navajo

Table 111.1 illustrates the size of the reservation

as wail as the tribal groupings and reservation

Table 111.1

Pspulation, Tribal GrOU In a and
Reservation Wailes A brizo laW

RESERVATION TRIBAL GROUPS INDIAN POPULATION ACREAGE

Ak-ChIn Papago -Pima 414 21.840
Camp Verde Yaw:psi-Apache 519 635
Cocopah Cocopah 869 1,772
Colorado River Mohave -Chemehuevi 2,096 225.995

Hopi -Navajo
Port Apache Apache 8.141 1,644,972
Port McDowell Yavapai 387 24.680
Fort Mojave Mojave 202 22,820
Fort Yuma Ouechan 1,950 ** 2,061
Gila River Pima -Marlcope 9,784 372,000
Ravasupal Havasupai 426 188,677
Hopi Hopi 8,755 1,681.626
Rualapai Rualapal 1,083 992,462
Kalbabwpaiute Paiute 190 126,431
Navajo Navajo 92,574 9,101.516
Papago Papago 17,651 2,855,948
POSCUa Yaqui POSCUO Yaqui 769 202

Salt River Plaa-Maricopa 4,085 49,293
San Carlos Apache 6,695 1,827,366
Tonto Apache Tonto Apache 103 85

Ilavapal-Prescott Yavapai 76 1.409

156,768 19,119,190

Ralf of the reservations have Indian populations of less than

1,000 persons, and 46% of the reservation Indian population is

under 16 years of ago. The total Indian population residing on

* Sources: *Indian Service Population and Labor Force
Estimates.* Bureau of Indian Affairs. January, 1983.

Tribal Resource Directory. Arizona Commiasion on Indian
rard-rs.-191177-

** Includes California residents.
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Arizona reservations is approximately 156.768. This represents

the largest reservation Indian population in the United States

and accounts for approximately 21; of the reservation Indian

population nationwide.

Socioeconomic conditions vary from reservation to reservation,

as tribes experience differing stages of economic development.

In general, the major reservation employers are tribal and

federal governments. Bight tribes operate farming enterprises,

seven have business and economic development departments, and

five manage recreation enterprises. Other tribal businesses

include industrial parks, trading companies, agricultural

leasing, and foresting activities.

According to Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) labor force

statistics. the unemployment rate for Indians residing on

reservations in the Phoenix BIA area vas 29$ in January, 1983.

Unemployment figures ranged from 17$ on the Papago reservation to

004 on the Oualapal reservation. Of those persons in the labor

force, um were.earning less than 87,000 per year. Population

and employment statistics suggest that there would be a high

demand for supportive human service activity on Arizona

reservations.

TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS

Legally and historically Indian tribes are considered by the

United States government to be separate sovereign nations. This

government to government relationship with each tribe has been

documented in the United States Constitution and through numerous

treaties and court decisions. Each reservation In Arizona is

; -16 11/1Mtal.*
.
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governed by an elected tribal council with * chairman, president,

or governor wbo serves es presiding officer. The powers and

duties of the tribal councils are prescribed by tribal

constitutions, except two Arizona tribes have articles of

association, and the Navajo governmental authority is based on

its treaty with the U.s. government.

Indian tribal governments exercise jurisdiction, as any

governsent would, within the boundaries of their reservations.

Jurisdiction includes the powers to create and enforce laws and

regulations, to regulate commerce, to tax, and to control the

conduct of tribal members through criminal .and civil codes

enforced by tribal courts.

TSe State of Arizona has no jurisdiction over activities

occucing on Indian lands. According to the Arizona Constitution,

the State is prevented forever from exercising jurisdiction on

reservations as long as the tribes have title to their lands.

Article XX, fourth, of the Atizona Constitution reader

The people inhabiting this state do agree and declare
that they forever disclaim all right and title to the
unappropriated and unscented public land lying within
the boundaries thereof and to all lands lying within
said boundaries owned or held by an Indian or Indian
tribes, the right or title to which shall have bean
acquired through or from the United States or *bY
prior sovereignty, and that, until the title of such
Indian or Indian tribes shall have been extinguished,
the same shall be, and remain, subject to the
disposition and under the absolute jurisdiction and
control of the Congress of the United States.

Tribal governments are responsible to provide for the social

and economic well-being of tribal members, as well as to maintain

the tribal lend base and be self-governing. one of the most

, 41
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chellenging problems tribal governsents confront in providing

public services to tribal members is securing funds from the

federal system for financing public services, particularly la the

area of human services, tribes have been excluded from direct

access to federal funds.*

MS MERGENCE OP TRIBALLY-OPERATED SERVICES

prior to the mid 1969's, most public services for tribal

members were planned and operated by the BIA and Indian Health

Service (MS). Other basic public services such as Aid to

families of Dependent Children (AFDC) were'planned by the State

of Arizona.

In the late 1969's through programs sponsored by the Office of

Economic Opportunity, many tribes began to organize their

governmental administrative departments. The ennctment of the

Indian Self-Dete.mination Act of 1975, P.L. 93-638, further

encouraged the develoPment of tribal governsent-operated

services. P.L. 93-638 gives tribes the right to contract for DIA

and IRS funds to provide their own public services.

Since the passage of P.L. 93-638 in 1975, tribal government

functions have expanded rapidly. Tribal governments now perform

many a the same functions as do counties, cities and states.

Because tribes are not subsidiary to any other governments, they

are best ,:lescribed as general purpose governments.

**Human Services* means, for example, the establishment of child
care standards; the licensing and rsgulation of facilities for
the dependent child and the aged; the enforcement of civil codes;
and the other services the government provides to enhance the
social well-being of the public. Tha state has no jurisdiction
to provide these services on Arizona Indian reservations without
agreements.

12
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Today all tribal governments in Arizona provide public

services for tribal members. Services for the elderly are

available on every reservation. Other tribally-managed public

services include housing authorities, courts:, police departments,

employment programs, educational services, planning and zoning

departments, natural resources, and public Works. These

--services have been deveitoed through a complex ixture of funding

sources, which include P.L. 93-638 contract funds, Housing and

Urben Development funds, General Revenue, Sharing funds, and

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act funds.

prepared bys Inter Tribal Council of ArizonA
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December 19, 1985

Select Committee on Children, Youth
and Families

Room 38$
Rouse Annex #2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Attention: .11.1 Kagan

the lemeerree
RO.Ire 103
anal:mammas, Uma *KW

(.01)1184141

la Reply: Education

Dear Rs. Rogan:

I was happy to learn from you about the Select Comitteets tour of our
reservar'^n. Em.11.-med please find the followingt Comprehensive Education
Plan; Education Divisice Brochures (10); Reservation Profile and information
cancernin the Four-Warlds Development Project, University of Lethbridge,
All.lete, Canada. As you can see, we have been implementing the basic
concepts of the Four Worlds Development Project into our various programs.

There is one more important issue / failed io share with you during our
telephone conversation. Four major tribal enterprises have failed and
are no longer in operation. These businesses were the result of the EDA
era of the letter 1960ts. Without considering the educational and social
development of our people, our tribe joined with other tribes in establishing
industrial parks and resorts, and we have crone to regret it. It is ay
belief tbat our tribe, like so many other tribes, were victims of "putting
the cart before the horse."

In essence, we did not do our planning and it was assumed that our people
were adequately trained and possesr,d an adequate understanding of commerce,
principles a business and the management capabilities required in the
operation of these rather high Managerent intensive businesses. We also
started oat at the top with big businesses rather than meting out small
by encouraging small private enterprises. The consequences of these failed
businesses has been devestating and it bas had a molar impact upon the
social and economic stability of the tribe and individual house holds in
general.

Presently, tribal leadervldp is very apprehensive concerning future
investment initietives whether they be large or small. Consequently,
education division prc,rams have been aimed at re..training the young adult
popu/ation and prepare them to begin operating small businesses and
prospective employment opportunities in the local area. This re-education
is further justified by the failures of the local public school system as
substantiated and evidenced in the Educatbm Plan.
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hope you find this information helpful to the Committee in preparing
for your visit to our reservation. If you desire further information
or clarification, please do not hesitate to call upon me.

Enclosures

Forrest S. Cuch
Education Division Head

BE4 TirRYAVAN404
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Uint0h, angirMile, Grand and Wasatch Counties, Utah

Ote Tribe

Tribal Headguarterst Fort nuchesne, Utah

Telephone: 801-7224141

Land Status--
TribaIlr-ovnoi Land:
Government Lsnd:
Allotted Land:

October, 1983

Federal Reservation

PopalatIonz 1969 1,611
1979 1,653
1981 1,726

Total Area: 1,021,445.82 acres

1.006,902.29 acres
1.46 acres

14,S42,07 acres

In addition to the land it owns, the tribe has subsurface rights on
429,000 acres in 1966, but additional acres have been succeeded
beck to the tribe since this time.

Historf

The Uintah Valley for many years before the coming of the white pan
had beon hunting grounds for various bands *tut* Indians who would
come to the ilatin to hunt and live for certain lengths of time, and
then being nomadic, they would move to other parts of Utah and
Colorado territories. The first visit of the white man to the
Basin was in 1776 when a party led by two Catholic priests, Dominguez
and Escalante. passed through it. CMher early trappers and explorers
visitor the valley in the early 1800's and a trading post vas
established in the vicinity of Whizerocks in about 1832. Early
Mormon pioneers also visited the area before thn establishment of
the Reservation.

/he Uintah Indian ReserVation was established by an Executive Order
of President Lincoln on October 3, 1861, and was confirmed by the
Acts of 1861; NO S. IS*4. May 27, 1902; and others. This Executive
Order set apart the entire valley of the Uintah River within Utah
Territory, extending on both sides of the River to the first range
of contiguous aountoins on each side, as the Ulntah Indian Reservation.
The original area contiLmed approximately 2,287,474 acres.

An Act of June 15. 1800. provided for the removal of the White River
Band of Indians from Colorado to the Uintah Reservation in utah end
allotments of land ts them in severalty.
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It. messoontien was established for the UncompahgreenISP46-
..

MINE 01.1011ane in Illah in lieu of lend previously designated for
thee OS Grind River in Colorado by Executive Order of President
Arthariell.famuary So 1882. ?his area embraced a tract of lend to
the southeast of the Uintah Reservation lying east of Green River
in theThrritory of Utah, and Seme 429,636 acres were set aside
as the exterior to the Uintah and Corey Reservation on March 11, 1948
(the Hill Creek Extension).

Culture

The lite language is a member of the ft* Aztecan language family.
Ancesozrs of today's Vies inhabited forested 'contain slopes filled
with game and productive streams. A shelter of brush, reeds and
grasses lashed to poles bent in a conical shape was the twice!
Wising. Each band member was an active contributor to the common
welfare. Cooperative sharing was the essence of survival: The
annual game drives in the fall were communal in nature. The Ute
became experienced horsemen after horses were introduced by the
Spaniards.

Government

A committee, known as the Uintah and Corey Tribal Business Committee.
is the governing body of the Ute Tribe. The Business Committee
consists of six members, two elected from each of three bands
(Uinta, Uncompahgre, and Whiteriver), and the Business Comnittee
elects its own officers. In 1937 and 1938, the Uintah and Gorey
Reservation Utes adopted the Wheeler-Howard Indian Reorganization
Act of 1934, wrote a Constitution and By-Laws, and became a
Federally Chartered Corporation on August 10, 1938, when their
corporate charter was ratified.

Population Profile

1969
1981

1970
1980
1969

1.611
1,726
1,734
I,8SS

5,900

Tribal Enrollment

Indian Resident ..

Mon-Indian Resident

Unemployment 1979 411
1980 47.S%

Underemployment 1970 24.6%

Median Family Income 1974 54,189

Labor force 1970 722

Employnent 1970 461 387 persons

Earn Over $10,000 1974 4.9%

Indians Below Poverty Level 1970 61.3%

-2-
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Education

En 1970, the median years of education completed by Ute tribal
members wee 10. ApproxinatelY Sll or 56t of the adult Indians
on the reSavatkon de not possess a high School diploma.

At the thee of this writing, there are r total of 742 Indian students
(ages 3-18). Approximately 100 Indian pre-school students (ages 3-4)
attend the tribe's Read Start Program. The school age students
(ages 6-18) attend schools in two school districts, newly; Uintah
County School District and Duchesne County School District. The
Nowak School District serves a total enrollment of 5,017 students,
of which appcoximately 499 or .09% are Indian students predominantly
from the Uintah and Ouray ROSMation. The Duchesno County School
District serves a total enrolleent of approximately 3,608 students,
of which 93 or 2.6% are Indian students.

A majority of Indian students attend the Todd Elementary (297) and
shallows Junior High (1$4), both in the Uintah County School
District. The Indian students attend high school et Union High
Schosl (10$), which is in the Duchesne County School District. Other
schools which most Ute students attend are Hyton Elementary (16),
Neole Elementary (10) and the Roosevelt Junior High (28) all of which
are in the Duchesne County School District.

In general, the ute Indian students are two (1.8) years behind their
lion-/ndian peers in average &cadmic achievement at the ninth grade
level. Arecent study conducted by the Duchesne County School
District indicated that the Hon-Indian students from the Uintah
County School District were one year behind the Hon-Indian students
from the Ouchesne County School District in average academic achievement
This means that the Indian students from the Uintah County School
District are aetually three years behind the Non-Indian students
from the DucLesne County School District whoa they enter the high
school (Union) in the Duchess)* District.

Indian student attendance averages approximately 87% for grades
t to 9 end 67% for grades 10-12.

Over the past ten year period (1979-1980), the drop-out rate for
Indian high school students has ranged between 12% to 61%, an
average of 36.St. Approximately SO or SS% of the secondary Indian
students attend off-reservation government operated boarding schools.
The primary reason for their attendance at these schools is that
they cannot compete academically and socially in the public high
schools.

-3-
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Weenies feantimmed)

01i 30 Indian students are in college and approximately
studnite are in post secondary vocational training programs.

Ilsetribe has contracted with the Brigham Young University to
provide am en-site training program for 82 students: 16 are being
trained as certified teachers (elementary and secondary) and 16
are taking college preparatory and general education courses.

Utah State University has an extention program near the reservation.
One area vocational school is also near the reservation. Approximately
78 Indian students enroll in courses annually in both of these schools.

Educational Concerns As Articulated By Tribal Leaders

The responsibility for the education cf Ute children is viewed on
a SO/SO basis, Set psrent responsibility and SO% school responsibility.
In general, there are inadequacies on the part of both the parents
and the schools. There are may Ute parents who do not consider
it their responsibility to educate their children and offer vary
little support in this process. On the other hand, the schools are
not Raking adequate provision for Indian parent participation in
the operation of the schools. This is verified by the fact that
there is no Indian representative, pest nor present, on the school
bosrds in the area.

A comprehensive needs assessnent conducted in 1978 indicates that
over a twenty (20) year period, there hes not been a significant
improvement in the average academic achievement levels of Ute
children. Owing this time, the fluency level of the Ute language
has been lost among the school age children.

In general, aey or all improvements in the educational advancement
of the Ute people have occurred as a result of the effOrts of the
Ute Indim Tribe. The Ute Tribe is currently pursuing a policy
of local control of programs serving Ute children, including
categorical funds provided by the Federal Goverment. The top priority
programs as viewed b7 the Ute Tribe are the Johnson 044.110
Supplemental Program and the Continuing Education (Higher Education
Grant Progran), both o which are funded under the Deparment o;
Interior - Bureau of InJian Affairs. The JON Prwee hes been
contracted from the BIA since 1978. Weal control of Ois prograa
hms greatly enhanced services to Indian children.

The Ute libe favors continaed parcicipstion in the public school
system. HOW0yOr, the tribe Lelieves that the sehool systen must
become nom responsive to the nzeds of the ft* children. Presently.
the Public school systole ce not devolving the leadership potential
of Ute children. If this trend continues, the Ute Tribe intends
to assume this respoealisltity by operating is own school system.

-4-
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Ttibal Boman',

111011141 Magian Tribe derives most of its annual in:Me from oil
11101parsammos. The Ute Tribe has initiated business enterprises
tag lopploeset their annual intone. Nowever, two of these enterprises
Mee cooed operation. They are the Ot Tannery and Ute Fabrication
Pleat (000ftiture). The remaining enterpriaes consist Of the
followiegl Ute Tribal Water System; Bottle Mellow Resort; Cattle
Enterprise; Ute lanes Bowling AIley and the Ute Laboratory.

Tribal Concerns

Two major isitues presently facing the Ute Indian Tribe are
unemployment (47.8%) and tribal enterprise management problems.
Deficiencies in education achieveeent and training are viewed
as the primary contributOrs to this situation.

Geographical/Climate

The uintah sad Ouray Reservation is located in northeastern Utah.
Neat of the reservation lies in a natural "bowl" known as the
Uintah Basin. Fort Duchesne, 150 miles east Of Salt Lake City,
is the nain headquarters of the Ute Indian 'tribe and Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

The Uinta:: Mountains to the north of the reservation are the only
ajor neuntain range in she United States that rmn east and west.
This mountain range has peaks reachire well above 13,000 feet above
sea level, while the elevation in the Uinta:6 Lula drops to 4,200
feet above sea level.

The area is arid like much of Utah, averaging only 7.8 inches of
precipitation annually. The tesperature varies seasonally iron
a high 90 degrees to a low of 0 degrees.

There are three major rivers in the reservation area and all have
numerous tributaries flowing hire them, Mese are the Green River
which flows into the Colorado River: the White River, which enters
the Green River from the east near the small town Of Ouray; and the
Duehesne River, which enters the Green River from the west also
near Ouray.

With the reservation spread over mach* large area in such vary.Ag
terrain, many different landscapes are found from forested mountains,
rolling plains and Valleys, grassy beachlands and plateaus, to
barren catiyons and banchlands, and sethi-desert regions.

- 5 -
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Transportation

Iille~imm Fa tiviversed by U.S. Highway 40 which rums east
ani vest Mel "Mid's a major communication link for the toms
of Port Duchesne and Roosevelt. Other .oads on the reservation
are generally of poor quality resulting in difficult transportation
over sigeificant distences.

Commercial airline and bus transportstion services are available
in the Uintah Ilasim6 but, unfortunately, the area does not haws
any railroad facilities. Continental Bus Service is availtble
going east and mit from the reservation, and Frontier Airlines
provides service at Vernal to Denver, Colorado, and Salt Lake City,
Utah.

Other Services/Pacilities

Housing conditions of the Ote Indian people have been dramatically
improved since 1944 when ft Housing Authority was established and
the first Natual-Help Project, through the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, was initiated. As of June 30, 1974, a
total of 1611 new hoses have been constructed. The status report
showed 368 Indian housing units on the reservation - 313 in
standard condition, $S in substandard and needing replacement,
and 20 additional units needed for new families.

The Indian Health Service, a division of the U.S. Public Health
Service, provides health care to the Ute Indians through a uedical
and dental clinic in Roosevelt and contract medical care through
the Duchesne COunty Hospital in Roosevelt and other facilities.
Accidents are the leading cause of deaths among the Indian population
whereas heart and cancer problems lead in the Hon-Indian population.
In general, Indians die earlier and from different causes than their
tion.Iedian neighbors. Drug abuse is minimal among the Ute people,
tut as on many Indian reservations, alcoholism is a serious problem
and the tribe has had an alcoholism rehabilitation program operating
for several years.

In 1978, construction of a new tribai and BIA administrative office
building was completed. This building, constructed with funds
under a grant from the Economic Development Administration,
presently houses both tribal and BIA offices.

The Indian Health Service ho installed a sewer system for basic
sanitary facilities. Gas Is supplied by the Mountain Fuel Company.
Three companies supply electricity to various parts of the
reservation, the/400n Lake Electric Association, the Utah Power and
Light Company and the llintgh Posier and Light COnpany,

-6-
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Ceremonies,

Tha annual S. Dante of the Ute Indian Tribe is held in April
or My. The Sun Dance, an annual religious ceremony takes place
two times a year, one in July and one in August.

Recreation

Annual 4th of July Pow Wow, hunting and fishing are primary
recreation interests. Fort Duchesne, an old army post, has
interest to many tourists.

Ute Tribal Business Committee

Floyd **sock. Tribal Chairman (801) 7224141

Prink Arrowchis, Vice-Chairman

Leon Perank, Member

Stewart Pike, Member

Raley Secakuku, Member

Lester Chapoose, Member

Education Division

Forrest S. Cuch, Education Division Head (801) 722-5141

-7-
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UTE INDIAN TRIBE

EDUCATION
DWISION

a

"Re people are our most valuable tribal resource."

An administrative division of the Ute Indian Tribe.
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Times have changed since the dosing of the Whiterocks Boarding School 1 n 1951.
Fond memories of the old school c,ntinue to delight manyof thosewhoattended the
schooL

Most Ute students now attend local public schools. The transition from Indian
boarding schools to public ochools have been adifficult one. Initially. many Ute people
have thougLi that the public schools must bear the responsibility kir educating Ute
children. This attitude has changed.

The Ute people have found it necessary to become more involved In the development
ofprogramsand sch,rol operations. Many parents are discovering that the y. too, have
a large responsibility in this process. Many Ute parents have also come to realize the
importance of survival skills in the dominant Anglo culture. It is vital that Uteyouth
possess a strong ide ntity and a growing setteonfidenee I n order for them to meet the
challenges of the future. It is this new approach to educating Ute people that will
correct the fan ures of tbe past and promote the growth and development aour people
for years to come.
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UTE TRIBE EDUCATION DIVISION

The Ute Tribe Education Division was originally
established in 1951 to facilitate the transfer of
Ute Indian students from the Uintah Boarding
Gchool at Whiterocks. Utah to local public
schools. The Ute Education Division has steadily
evolved and expanded toward providing more educational services to its members.
including non-members who are eligible for federally funded Indian education pro-
grams. In recent years, the Ute Education Division has emphasized adult education.
vocational training. teacher training. curriculum development, bilingual education.
and other supplemental education programs available from federal grant funds and
other sources.

The Ute Tribe Education Division consists of the following educational programs:

Adult Basic Education
Adult Vocational Training
Early Chlldhood
Higher Education
Off-Reservation Boarding Schools
Ute language Department
Ute Vocational Education Project

All of the above programs are featured in the following pages of this brochure.

Forfurther Information contact:

Mr. Forrest S. Cuch. Education Division Head
Ute Tribe Education Division
P.O. Box 190
Fort Duchesnc, Utah 84026
Phone: 722-5141. ca. 375
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The Education Division has set forth the follow-
ing goals and objectives:

PHILOSOPHY
The Ute Tribe Education Division has been
established to create a holistic atmosphere of
educational opportunities that are individually
appropriate and assist the individual to realize
their maximum learning potential In maintain-
ingdignityand self-worth throughout theirtives.
Through education, each h;dividual will learn
skillswhich will ensure their right; to survival as
Indian people: to exercise freewill: to make choic-
es: and to initiate and sustain self-sufficiency.
Education will enable them to make individual
choices for the presetvation of one's harmony
and balance in theindian and non-Indianwoed.

MISSION STATEMENT
The Education Division exists to present educr-
tional alternatives to the Ute tribal members of
all ages. We believe that it is possible for each
individual to maximize their potential while being productive contribute xi to tribal
tradition and customs. The development of people through guidance. career oppor-
tunities and support services will enable tribal members to understand. appreciate
and excell in business. industry or a career of their choice. The protection and
development of all Ute peopleand the preservation of all natural resourceswill be our
ultimate mission.

GOALS
Ute people will be self-confident. self-sufficient and assertive individuals leading
nappy and successful lives.
The Ute language and culture will become a functional and integrated part of
every-day life with its usefulness re-established.
Ute parents will become more involved with their children's educational develop-
ment which will help them to achieve to their potential.
tne tribal members will become better educated and more qualified, through
specialized/technical knowledge, to compete in the world of technology.
Ute peoplewill be better informed concerningtribal and national issues in order to
make choices that are appropriate and in the best interest of the tribe.
Unemployment will be reduced by Ute people obtaining necessary skills and abili-
ties to protect and preserve natural resources. and not allowing the exploitation of
resources to occur.
Through unity and a stronger tribal government. the Ute Tribe will grow and
prosper and social problems will be minimized,

r
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UTE TRIBE ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

The Ute Tdbe Adult Basic Education Program has
been funded by the U.S. Office of Education, Title N.
Part C of the Indian Education Act and by the Ute
Indian Tribe. The primary obje..-tive of this program Is
to provide basic skills development lead ing to success-
ful high school completion or fulfillment of (lED
(General Education Development) requirements.

The Ute Tdbe ABE Program offers the following

Education Resource Center consists of a library. texts. research and reference
materials, study areas. classrooms, and other educational facilities.

Basic Skills Studies includes English 1 and H: Mathland il. Science. Writing, and
Social Studies.

GED and High School Completion Pre-GED workbooks. approved high school
courses in all subjects/courses required for graduation and approved by load high
schools.

Refresher Courses - Courses primarily designed for tribal employees and other
intemited individuals

Make-Up Credit - For secondary students lacki ng credit and high school dropouts.
including those who have been referred by the Tdbal Courts.

Driver's Education - A Utah State approved training for adults to fulfill state
drivers training requirements.

Eligibility varies according to the criteria of the funding source.
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Forfurther Information.
contact:

Ms. Jean C. Noble. Director
Ute Tdbe ABE Program
P.O. Box 146
Fort Duchesne. Utah 84026
Phone: 722-5141. ext. 371

or 722-5051
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ADULT VOCATIONALTRAINING
The Adult VocationalTrainhigProgramof the Bureau
of Indian Affairs was authorized under Public Law
959 enacted August 3. 1956 to help adult Indians to
obtain reasonable and satisfactory employment. It
wasoriginally referred toasthe "Relocation Program."
In 1984 the Ute Indian Tribe contracted the operation
of the AVPProgram from the Bureau ofln dianAffairs.
The program has been modified to emphasize train-
ing In skill areas in which local employment oppor-
tunities are available. MI trainirg under theAVT Pro-
gram is limitel to 24 months with exception of the
nurses training which is limited to 36 months. The
Ute Tribe Ayr Program offers the following services:

Financial assistance to attend approved vocational
training programa in the local area. Mi ving stipend
is authorized to certain individuals who meet the
lower Income criteria established for this program.
Financial astilstance to attend approved vocational training program& ir.cluding
accredited junior colleges within the state of Utah.
Enrollment in 131A Post High Schools: Haskell Junior College, Lawrence, Kansas:
IAIA (Institute of American Indian Arts) Santa Fe. New Mexico: SIP! (Southwest
Indian Polytechnical InstituteLAlbuquerque. New Mexico: and United Tribes Edu-
cation Center. Bismark, North Dakota.
Career counseling. testing and guidance.
Employment counseling. preemployment workshops and training, referral or
placement and followup counseling.

Eligibility: Applicants must be one fourth ormore degree Indian blood as recognized
orverified by the Smetary of nterio r or representative of the Secretary. MI ap plicants
are required to apply for financial aid.
Under the Ute Tribe AVPProgram. tribal fu ndsare alsoappropnated to provide career
development opportunities for members of the ute Tribe to enroll In approved voca-

tional or college course instruction in the
local area. This program is strongly recom-
mended for tribal employees who ate mem-
bers of the Ute Indian Tribe and desire to
up-grade their car-r status.
Forfurther tnfomiatton. contact:
Mrs. Loya Cesspooch. Director
Adult Vocational Training Program
P.O. Box 190
Fort Duchesne, Utah 84026
Phone: 722-5151. Ext. 254.

or 722-2822
0
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Project Head Start

EARLY CHILDHOOD

The Ute Indian Tribe Project Head Start. perhaps one of the oldest programs in
mcistence.was initiated In 1961 as a tribally funded pre-school programit is said that
the UteTribe Pre-School Program was used as a model in the development of what Is
now Head Start. Consequently. since 1966. the the Tribe Head Start has operated
with funding provided by the department of Health and Human Services IHHS).
Administration for Children.Youth and families (ACYF) American Indian Programs
Branch. The Ute Tribe operates eight centers, seven half-day programs and one full
day center.

Head Start has five primary objectives thae
must be reflected upon in the delivery of corn.
prehensive developmental services. The pro-
gram's main objective is. first, to promote the
parent's influence upon t he child and en-
hance the parent's role as t he prime educator
of their child: second. to improve a child's
health and physical abilities:third. to encour-
age a child's self-confidence. curiosity, self-
discipline. and cultural identity: fourth to en.
hance a child's mental processes and skills:
and fifth. to increase t he ability of a child and
h is/her family to relate to each other and those aroundthem in a loving and support-
ing manner.

Comprehensive developmental services are provided forpre-school children. ages 2-6.
of al/ families (Indian and non-indiani Hying on or near the Uintah and Ouray
Reservation. Eligibility is based on income levels as &Wrinkled yearly by the Admin-
istration for children. Yout h and Famtlies.

ZA111

EPA,
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For further informeutort. Contact:

Mr. Charles (-lay. Director
Ute Tribe Project Head Start
P.O. Box 265
Fort Duchesne, Utah 8402£
Phone. 722.4506
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Higher Education Department

GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

The administration of tribal grants and sCholarships was one of the central respon-
sibilities of the education department when it was established in 1951. When the.
education division was established in 1976, the Higher Education Department was
granted independent status as a distinct department under the diviskat In 1978.the
Higher Education Department contracted the operation of the Higher Education
Grant Program (Continuing Education) from the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The

4 Higher Education Department presently administers both BIA and tribal higher
education grants and scholarships.

The Ute Tribe Higher Education Department offers four programs to assist Ute
students pursuing a higher emu:anon:

ON-SITE GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM:

Under this program, new or first year college stu de nts can receive 48 credit hours per
year ofgeneral education requirements by attend i ng courses conduc ted in the Tribal
Education Building by the faculty from the Utah State University - Roosevelt Exten-
sion Cent= The pupose of this program is to prepare college students for full-time
on-campus coil* training.

. ELIGIBILITY:

Students must be a member or have one parent enrolled in the Ute Indian Tribe.

.. ......._ ...- _ , .
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BIA HIGHER EDUCATION GRANT PROGRAM:

This program provides supplemental grants to full-time students attending an
accredited college or university. Bureau of Int Ian Affairs Higher Education Grants
fidfills a portion of the student's educations; a sts to at tend a college of their choice.
Students receiving these grants are required to establish fim metal need for financial
aid separately from the PELL and on-campus aid at each institution.

ELIGIBILITY:

Students must be IA or more degree Indian blood as recognized by the Secretary of
Interior.

UTE TRIBE HIGHER EDUCATION GRANT PROGRAM:

This program provides a supplemental grant to full-time students attending an
accredited college or university. It is commonly used to supplement the BIA Higher
Education Grant and other financial aid programs offered to Indian college st udents.

ELIGIBILITY:

Students must be enrolled members of the Ute Indian Tribe

UTE TRIBAL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM:

The Lite Indian Tdbe presently provide; scholarship awards for full-time college
students who can maintain a 3.0 grade point average while canying 12 credit hours
or more per quarter or semester. The scholarship Is based on academic achievement
while attending an accredited college or university.

ELIGIBILITY:

Students must be enrolled members of the Ute Indian Tribe

The Tribal Scholarship Officer administers all of the above programs In consultation
with the Tribal Scholarship Committee Members of the Scholarsh ip Committee are:
JoAnn Myore. Lillian Reed, Ifivian Powaukee Carieen Kuril) and Floyd iiyasket. All
lite siuden ts sponsored unCor the program are encouraged to meet with the
Scholarship Officer and Scholarship Committee often.

Forfurther information. contact

Ms. Eldora Perank
Tribal Scholarship Officer
Vie Tribe Education Division
P.O. Box 190
Fort Duchesne. Utah 8402E
Phone: 722-2052 or 722-3141. ext. 294

Le,
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Off-Reservation Boarding Schools Department

From September 1974, until March
1982. the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
through a RL 93-638 Commu nity
Education Contract, provided fund-
ing for the program of support Beryl-
ces for Ute st uden ts who, with paren-
tal consent, chose the alternative of
off-reservation boarding sch ools.
After the BIA discontinued funding,
the Ute Tribe appropriated monies
for program operation.

"Support Services" are made up of a wide variety of activit ies,liason and personal in
nature: application processing arranging transportation; daily monitoring of st u
dent's academic and personal problems/progress; over-the-phone and on-site coun-
seling involving parents in the educational process of their children and coordinat-
ing services an d infonnation with u;herUtetalbaLBlA, IHS.Cou nty and State offices
who work with or; youth.

Students are enrolled in the boarding schools of Sherman. Phoenix Chemawa. and
Theodore Roosevelt. Students were also enrolled at Intermountain u ntil the closure
at the end of 1983-84. Academic remediation and opportunties for participation are
available at all the schools. An average of all '-$12BS students report cards indicate a
"C" level of perfonnance. Many become involved in campus activities holding dorm.
Chas or dub offices; some play on inter-mural or school team sports.

The factors of low achievement in the public school system and family or social
complications that some stulents experience combine to make the alternative of
attending off-reservation boarding schools viable and needed. This is evidenced by
the fact that more Ute students (92) have graduated from boarding schools in the last
ten years. more than from public high school.

Fbr more Information. contact

Ms. Cynthia Akins. Director
Off-Reservation Boarding Schools
Ute Wribe Education Division
P.O. Box 190
Port Duchesne, Utah 84026
Phone: 722-5141. ext. 376

4.
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Ute
Northern trte Mbe
Langtiage t ke

The Ute Language Department was

par

ince 1976 to

tment

established in
Oetober 1983. This department Is the t)uk ofa
series 01-projects Initiated s foster and
Preserve the Ute Language and Ute eutturat tradi-
tions- The orirnar, Intent of this department Is to
strengthen sell. t and ident14: arnong Ute

general.
huttan youth anct the Ute Indian esnununity in
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The Ute Tribal Businedia Committee adopted a Ute t 3nguage Policy n April, 1984. it is
believed that the Northern Ute Tribe is the first American Indian Tribe toadopt such
a policy within the continental United States.

The the 1....-Iguage Policy governs the operation of the Ute Language Department. It
authorizes the establish men t ofa Ute Language, Culture and Tradi tions Com mittee.
The purpose of this cormittee is to serve as the primary planning. screening and
review board for all issues pertaining to the Ute language. Ute history. Ute cultural
and related activities on the Uintah and Ours Reservation. The Ute Language
Department and Committee works closely with tae Wykoopah Bilingual Education
Project. Tribal Museum and other cultural/educational programs serving the Ute
peoPle.

The Ute Laaguage Department is presentlyworking to expand Ute language instruc-
tion into the Ute communities. Ute Language Department personnel also provide
instruction in traditional Ute skills and practices such as tanning hicies.basketmak-
ing, dance costume making, beadwork, food preparation and other traditional skills.
The Language Department develops instructional materials and visual aids. They
also utilize curriculum materials developed previously by the tribe, and materials
developed by other Indian tribes, and
other Indian bilingual/bicultural pro-
jects. Ute Language personnel develop I
and participate in training programs
in bIlingual/bicultural education. ),

ELIGIBILITY:

This varies according to the funding
source and program eligibility criteria
as specified.

Forfurther information contact:

Mrs. Colleen Redfoot.
Ute Language Coordinator
Ute Tribe Education Division
P.O. Box 190
Fort Duchesne, Utah 84026
Phone: 7225I4I.ext. 210

R 8



Ute Vocational
Education Project

The Ute Tdbe has been successful in obtai n ing a three-year
grant under the U& Department of Education - Office of
Indian Vocational Ed ucation to operate a vocatio nal educa-
tion project during the period February 1. 1984 toTanualy
31 1987. The center is located in the former Ute Ftbrica-
tion Plant and has been renovated into classrooms and
shop areas. The prl mary goal of thts project is to re-educate
and provide skills training enabling the Ute people to

benefit from the industrial growth tn the Uintah Basin. The ultimate goal ts to break
the cycle of failure tn education among the Ute people and to provide alternatives
which will lead to improved quality of life for Indian people.

PHILOSOPHY
The Ute Tribe Vocational Training Program is a unique educational endeavor that
utilizes a holisttc. non-traditional approach to learning. emphasizing self-worth and
appreciation of cultural values as a basis for developing the whole person. Survival
skills in mathematics. language arts and reading are emphasized. while developing
comp.:tence in manipulative skills areas.

CURRICULUM

The curriculum under the project dMded into two main categories: Pre-vocational
or basic skills and vocational or manipulative skills. The pre-vocational classes
include math, reading. language arts, etc. while
the vocattonal area includes automotive, weld-
ing. computer programming and word process-
ing. building trades and heating and air condi-
tioning. Evening dasaesareconducted for emplo-
yeesdeskingtoupgradetheir skills.Theseareas
are further segmented into three additional cate-
gories: beginning. intermediate i advanced.
St udents are given pre-tests to :mine apti-
tude and competency in various skills. At this
point. individual needs are addressed and the
students taught at their level. Survival skills are
stressed as a level of competency tn the baste
skills arca and job entry skills stressed In the 1-N,

manipulative area. Utilization of basic skills in
the manipulative area provides addttional rein-
forcement of the information because students

.44

can immediately apply it.

R
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A very integral part of the project is career advisement. Students receive career
counseling and testing along with emotional and support counseling. On-the-job
work experiences are provided to allow students the opportunity of experiencing
first-hand different work stations. Job placement and follow-up counseling are also
provided.

zummun
Ii Any individual who is a member of a tribe. band. or other organized group of
Indians. including those tribes, bands or groups terminaied since 1940 and those
recognized by the State in which they reside, or a descendent in the first or second
degree. ofany such member: or 2) considered by the Secretary of the Inte nor to be an
Indian for any purpose: or 31 an Eskimo or Aleut or other Alaskan Native.

For further information. contact:

Mr. Jon Hansen. Director
Ute Vocational Education Project
P.O. Box 430
Fort Duchesne. Utah 84026
Phone: 722-2355 or 722-5141. ext. 207
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THE NAVAJO NATION
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EDUCATION OT NATAIO CNILDREN

A SUMO.= to Medums of tbs HOOn Select COnantin
on Childreo. Tooth and Teuilies

Ptepstsd by: Navajo Division of Education
'tarp Nolen Creamet. Executive Ditectox

January 8, 1985

lbe Navajo Nattm places a west soptoels on ths iaportfince

elocatiox for our childria. Iftbatko be bon identified as da metier
me priority of theimna %term Z. fdaration is a priority Nome we
realise that only dw . abaci% our you% pawls cat ne born m solve
my of our other pi:oblate. Car waxed= and political clevaisqmsit win
depald oa the skills *blob these "mg people brims to their Atilt
profeselme and octupatkes. IN preservation of az cab= nog the
perpetuation of our lassuep bee to wet to depend, to st incosodoc
degree, on dos apprupriatenue of tbe education which asr yomg pnopla
meetion.

Utile major strides have been wade in sore semis in *mire de
quality of our doilibm'e education, the over-all picture remine
disheartening. On etanderdized tests of attilamme, tor damn madam
to test cut et fax balm the natant average, aid balm the tested
*dilemma level* for other aismity tamps. Ibis is mos in the atate
Odic ethrole arid in tN 81A funded setae es well.

A report of tbe Arizona lap--adat of MIN Inetnictioa in Jim of
1984 &owed Navajo speaking Maims scoring beim da 30tb pareentlla in

p mediae set stonderdigal actlieveire arta at every grade lavel. The scone
for groom are cceperable. The scores fur mit, *bile ecandiat better,

1.

ta
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are still unecceptably below grade level. Addemement tests tdumby Yoe

11Wmito public school stadents also show kariam Indict studato,

include a lergeamber of our Nevajoaudents, testinget fat hawses&

beal...Scores in the MA schools serving the Nevebolkttion for 1983 showed

our children testing out at a 7.6 grade equivalency fa the total battery

of the CIIIS at 12th grads. Partiadarly noticeable in the MA scores is

the ggeat lack of progress tkrashout high school. The grade equivalency

for 12th 'rade is only half a grade above the grade equivalency for 10th

grade.

We no longer respond to these awes by blast% the &Man or the

culture or their parents. We have seen in successful schools en the

reservation that our children can learn effectively in cpprOpriatt

settings. We lave seen this at the tramway controlled contract schools

at Pock Point and the Navajo Vinton Academy. * have sem this at the

prinery school in the Ganedo POblic School District. We have seen this in

wow of the private mission schools located on rema-mtiork We have other

individualeamples of effective schools in the pOblic sector. lbeptchlem

is that, overall, our schools are simply 40t effative enough in teaching

our aildren. * feet lat things mei to be improved.

As I ea'sure you realize, our publically funded schools are either

heavily or entirely dependent upon federal funding. Even our state public

sthools depend upon Twat Aid funds for a =dor portion of their

maintenance and operation money. "motor* our schools are very each at

ritk in the clamed:budget mating eavirauent in Washington We lhed hoped

that our children's education mild be considered an essential service

uhidouould not be sublect to the Ormon-Paddsmn legislation. This did not

occur. Ihis UNCIS that the sup- plemental programs vhich are directed

toward our children and the pro- grams utich fund their basic educationsl

program &smell are going to be cut further unless Congress recognizes the

central inportawe of these proggvms.

Our educaticral pregame have been being cut or fimman for the pest

/Nana yeirs. Me mutt is that there is very Iiittle available to try

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.
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hew approaches. Nare and gore of less tmd less in education appropriations
has want gore and more of the use old thing in the claurcaa. lie cb TWA

believe that our educatiat system am maintain their programa:tic integrity
mder additions' budget cuts. %a km* that they are mat like:, to izprove
under these circumstances.

Vs tope that you viU consider in your ammittee the critical state of
edmation in the Nava& Nation and intrcduce legislation which will protect
educaticaal hiding %mat which our sthools rely from the nut lewd of
budget cuttits. this would include the Impact Aid program, BM education
funding at all levels. suPPIsmantsl Programa such as Chatter I, Title VII
and supplammal program directed at Indian students such as Title IV and
the Johnson O'Malley Brogan. Itk are very creamed that the basic
educaticnal tattling programa viU be cut back and fiat the supplemental
programs will be cut oil& even erre or elindnated in the nut two or three
years unless there is clear larguege protecting these program.

Another area of concern which I wish to address to you is the issue of
eduLation in t' a lamina and culture of our pecple, and the role of air
Navajo lavas* in phlically faded school education. Mere was a dam
when tribal history and auttcm and patterns of leadership were paseed
dom within The clan exclusively. There was a tine whet the Laraptage vas
simply there, the seam of canversation for all Navajos. At that time
there watt no need to look to the schtmls to preserve Navajo language and
perpetuate Navajo culture. Thom titres are no longer with us. Our

children live in two worlds. Their grandparents art mostly Navajo speaidng.
The old people strongly maintain the culture. limy three their parents
speak mixtures of Navajo and English which are not tna to either lingoage.
The children themselves often care to school spealdng Navajo. But over the
period thst they are in school they lose fluency in Nsvajo. They cb not
necessarily beams competent in English. In fact, reading and grower
scores suggest that over time our childoan end up less than cometent in
both language,.

t)
' 9 4
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Theftejobletion Is IHE paace %here our language and culture suet be

preserved if they are to survive anywhere. We do tot have a country of

origination the treational lower is scrim and the culture lived. as

do the descendents of European loadgrante. Ihts IS our country of origin

as a distinct people. it is wexamely important to us that the Navajo

Leleptae, Phvajo history, traditions, civics and culture be part of the

formal nimatfro of our thildren. lids is not occurring in most schools.

G. history. if touched upon at all. Is usually limped into a "tribes of

4. the Sogdian:" mit. O. treditions are often misrepresented if they are

mentioned *tall. Our children &not get any vomit% in tribal civics.

Ihe impose is the most po3rly .addressed. With one ow two

excepticns, such as Rock Point Casemity Schcol, Navajo, if it is used at

all, is used to "cogalhi' English-languoge subject setter in the prhsery

radon to students who do not speak adequate English. As moo as these

students anion fluent in English, theNavajo is disoontinued. Noeffort

Leask to develop ompeternyinthmelo for our children. limajoeducatien

policy calls for the development of tudents who are ccopetent in bcth

lanIPSOPs. Onthenhole, no efforts are beingsade in the public schcels

or DIA Wanda to ch this. dean, budget cuts, leek of worm are often

given as the excuse for failure to address the Navajo lansuage in schcel.

/Ind certainly edemas are even acre reluctant then they woubl otherwise be

to address ibmajo coopetency %ten they are looking at the coxing cycle of

finding cuts.

We are conoerned that at the maned level thine is little

understanding of our language needs. Mese needs are not just for

bilingual education to bridge them to English Vemeednetive language

instruction at all grade levels to develop caretency in both languages.

Cur children sun te able to converse with their elderly relatives, with

their parents. They mat be able to uaderstand the political dialogue of

their tetion. They wet help us to develop tbe lreqpIage in its 'mimeo

fora. it is only just that the schools Will& ealcate our children help to

amet thistued.



At the national level there appears to be a growing disenchantment

with bilingual education, particularly hy the Secretary of &location. At

the same tine there is a growing interest in introducing foreign languages

into the elementary grides vhen it is admitted that children learn them

best. We would, ask that the preservation of tribal langoeges be recognized

as a critical language meed, cregarable to the reed to develop students Ado

understand critical foreign languages such as Preach, German, Russian, and

the like. Ve would aik that provision be node in all federal !swage

programs far tribal tangier*. We would also ask that developnantal

bilingual euidCati011 program be favorklunder Title VII and that incentives

be givet to pUblic schcals and DIA schools to enccurage tribal language

instruction.

TWo other areas of edecational concern vill be touched on briefly.

One of these is vocational education. lh have a great meed for a skilled

vorkforc4 v3 build our tribal economy. lh sant lodk to the public:ally

funded, vocational education programs to seet met of this need. Cur young

people need to be prepared by the ens they leave high school to either

seek eacAnymentwith scree level of vocational training already in place, to

qualify far post-secondaryvoratiovalprogrmss, ar wetter college. Ihere

is no future far a tribal Intim vtose workforce is andempessentially of

unskilled workers. Again, ve are concerned that the oxsing budget cuts

overturn some of the initiatives um being node in vocational

education. He are concerned enat the Carl Perkins Vocational Education

Act will be grendedby appropriatim.

The Navajo Nation has an extreanly hiYa tewswitorment rate, our 31%

according to official figures, far higher if the lowternunasployed who

no longer contribute to these steistice are considered. One of the

reasons far this teinqdannsmit rate is the &sum of businva and industry

on reservatica. itamitrilmAtizz; factor to the laic of irosstry is the need

far a skilled workforce. If our young; people axe to be able to continue to

live here, to continue to R Navajo, they mat hive opportazaity. Say mast

be able to look ahead V3 a life awaiting, building their Navajo Nation,

supporting elair families HERZ.

MIRO 'AMMO



This nowt happen without econcmic developemt. Md economic

developer:et carrot happen without vocatinnel educatian programs to develop

a skilled workforce that will attract industry and develcp business

opportunities.

The final concern we wiah to present to you is tha need for schools

and comodiles to address the problem of substance abuse amoscur young

people. The tbmajo Nation has a great problembdth abuse of drugs and

alccbol and chemical . dependency among our rot. Drugs and alcohol

contribute to a Web accident rate, with deaths and injuries to our

teenagers and rum adults at 7 tines the nations]. average. Our young nen

age 14 and aver have a higher death rate than the rest of the American male

population in that age group.

We need programs in cur sChocas of education and counselling to bolP

deal with this pralms. We need recreationl alternatives for our young

people width stress drug-free experiences. We need therapeutic

alternatives fOr those youngpeople already addicted to alcohol and drugs.

ftderal incentives are needed in all of these areas to encourage the

development of locally-based and achool basedprograss. Possibly the ideas

of developing state and tribal civilian conservation corps program far

young people would also help in this regard.

These are sore nf the issues whidh we wiih to bring to your attention

reganihrgthe educational needs of the Navajo thtion. We realize that this

is a time of restraint amibudget cutting inWashington. We are concerned,

however, that if educational prognms which serve our child= are cut

further, me will suffer in the long rm from the consequences of poor

educational quality. Education is the foundation of our future. Mat
faxidation sust be strong. Otherwise, Aurelio:we try tobuildupon it will

not stand. We ark your support far building a strong foundatice for our

future.

59-803 0 - 86 - 4
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DISCUSSION PAPER

on

INDIAN HOUSING NEEDS AND ASSISTANCE PROCRANS

for the

HOUSE DEMOCRATIC TASK FORCE

October 198S

Navajo Housing Services Deportment

Division of Community Oevelopment

The Navajo Tribe
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I. INIRODutlION

this pew p is beslt Inforsetion Oe the DDDDDDD housing

situstion In the United Stotts nd ekes re t ions on Preys Is
whith the I sssss 1 g s bent could better ssist che violet's tribes in
isproving their housing conditions. Pertieuler Phseis Pieced 00
the Nevjo situstion sssss tht Is whet es knov best. Sons isportent
ehenges Of foci's end direttion ere soggeited for federel logien
housing provens; thes could grestly 10prove the gov

PerforneNee while helping the tribes to chieve g sssss r self-rllenes
es well.

2,w NOUSINC Hubs

2,1 NAIIONAt

logien noosing needs hove &uttered verying degrees of nsOl.tt for
Reny ssssss s, he shy sssss estions still show @tent INPeoe sssss
lo eonglciens, This is net jest $ result Of inedequete funding,
though Chet Is obvtootly en Inportent feetor. NOw prep*. ooney
Is spent is else of tiveiel isportence,

In* 190 ihosu f Ind len Weirs Inventory revesled the
following dets on housing DfIlds In it's %winos tree iregionel)
Off.ees. These will be updsted by the 190$ Survey, results f
shith should be sesileble snoN.

1981 INOIAN NOU1INC OECPS

NEW UNIIS REPAIRS

AREA MAL NEEDED WM. NEEDED

Es sssss 1,116 799
billings 1,216 66S
Aberseen 2,6$6 t,ICC

Portlend 2,709 t,441
Ninnespolle 2167$ 1155t
sssss rice 1366 1,573
Pho.aix 5,7t6 676
Alb sssssss e 3,766 2,I9u
Noskogee 7,61t 2,316
6 ss tu,416 5,555
Juneso 5,07 1,960

EillIR ----LIEU II 221

/sone* SOA *novel Survey

11
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Iho roforeno. oelition is tit* socollod "stondord house NN'
4.fleos whothor ropOirs r* noodol er now him** must b. built.
Also inolulod ie tho *Now Hogue totols r* foellies without
housing of thoir wn.

Net* shot* oe. ell* ditto 00000 s im housing noods in tho votious
rogions, both for Of. 16000.6 no ropolts/to ions. Thos.
rofloct ',Morons*. is Ingion pogulosion (sw.li.t rob ions

fton boos bottor vsroll sedition.), post prows. psrforsono.,
populotion rowth, lotoriorotion of misting housing stook onl
thor footors.

2.2 NAVAJO

DIA Novojo Aro* hnusing rocOrds int:loot* tho following :lot. too

1904:

I 10.000 I

IN sVP. CONON.

..maae

0..*00 NONUS IN
SONsVANDAND CONDITION

I12.000 OF 1WESC

NE= NENOvAlION
6000 OECD
NEPAACINO

.7000 rum..
hiss masons

In vivid impost to those noods *re NVOINNA ond DIAINIF moot
"productive in tit* Novojo Aro*:

1100=1.1mg.

1405

KUNNHA 1I MOMS CONK..

400

....=1110

SOO

NAINIP MP MUMS REHM= IONS

to
1 01
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Puitin$ those needs sod WM.* of new housin$ together ives
the follooing stark eimporisim in thS Novjo Gee*:

13 000

POMPOM illIthATOO MUD PCs MO NOM&
[1 1

8000= ADD1110MAL MO WAWA MENIDID (1104 TSAR
ISUC TO POPIAAT3ON WIOWITI WO OCTORIOMitTMON 4,

or =INTIM HOLIDIND SMOCK
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3.w CX1S1olle FEDERAL PROGRAMS

Two federel Ogeoeies supply Indien howeint. Moir prove,* ere
briefly discussed Wool

" /ATMS
IP. DOperteent of Millog lad Urben Development hos ***** ted
through veriows Indien Domaine Authorities (in this ease
hovejo Mousino Authority) to build two typos of subsidy
hOullago Lop Root end Nuswel Delp. Low Neat iS rent.)
subsidy prove. whereby now Hoyle fealty or Wt.* units
ore built end then rented to Qualifying families et

subsidised rentel .etes.

Mutual Melg itho other proven) builds now single family
house for owelifyino loonies oho perches. them at heavily
subsidised payment rotes. Ooth proOrews ore intended for
low oaf very low income families.

Approved MOD blueing units ere grouped into .1400100s
projects of iu to Su units gloomily in growth centers r
eta.. established Hies. Designs ere by contract alth
outside orehitlets (Indian whore possiblet. ere besed Os
Nation.] NUD Malmo. Property Stendords. end ate hoevily
Anglo.inflomemed es ivo style. plan concepts end building
ateriele. Construction fs by copetitive uif to
contracting liras (eoein ladle. sphere possible).

ConstructiOn cost I. now tonging between Stuomm end
tluw.www per unit on completed *

ANALYSIS AND COMMENT

NUD/NNA profit.* grew out of the 130w's Inner Cities
prooroo.. .00 to this day ere tom la uch the some eaner.
Most of the eritioiss 'Mich hove keen levelled ot MOO *poly
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equally to its Indian hauling programs. Oesight mutt
meet rigid IMO Minimum Property Standards (tar ore relevant
to urban areas then rurel end often remote ret o ions).
Admini ion it through multl-tiered and *ell eteffed
bureauerecY that sidet contiderekle test Iced to indien
progreme. Oe top of this, slate reguletiOnsi do not ellen
use f netive meteritlt ledobe, eandstone blotk, *tn.)
expensive processed building eteriele must be *hipped Onto
res ione. This pattern effectively precludes soy

significant long range ie development benefit frem HUD
programs On most re tttttt ions. it else puts the tribes 10
the position of ettending t. rether minor sidmini iv*

details while ell nejor policy and program deefeione ere
ode by HUD officials who ere quite remote f ion

situations. ?hit Poet not ttttt rage eth in the Ivey of
tribal initletive or responsibility.

N UONNA would hove to shift te a block greet concept tO
Wom core freedom in hooting design end tOn ttttt tion. This
probably ke opposes) by the various HUD indien Mousing
Authorities mho might fear toeing some of their existing
prerogeives.

Approved housing designs ere seldom 41 resulting in

higher then tttttt ery costs. tnergreffieleaqy le often
sedly lacking; gain due to rigid MOO reeuletions which do
eot ellom pattise sober and other energy ttt ing design
techniques.

Fedetelly subsidised housing programs ere hove been

criticised es being ttttttttt 4 Wickwire es for es cost
ineeecivet ere eeeeeeee 4. A% it is. there is little or no

e ive to keep eee ions eeeee down or quality up.
it it often easier, in the usual 0 e e situation, to

do the reverse end then esk for wore funding.

Almilerly, there is little incentive for the buyers to

maintein their houses, or even elte pay eeeee on time loony
tribel courts will not enforce the code on eviction for
non-payeent, waking NUO's job es collection *gent such
more difficult).

The OVA MOO " eeeee *equity" program, which did provide:

incentives to do good work end make payments, mos
discontinued for ressone thet remain obscure. Some form Of
this program, coupled with en outright great to buy building

natarials mould rake lot more sense. The ge cost of
Indian housing is contiderebly greeter then the sivorege for

other government heu%ing programs. These it no rational
reason or excuse for this since abundant lebor end native
gilding me eeeee lt ere usually evafloble.

it should be mphasised the'. criticising the Individuel

d

easry out directives lion ebove, often MUD sehington
inf%" Rouging Authorities misses the point. They only

li
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offitials. It is loportant to logos on overall gots hot*.
In tho font r* of Havel tostreict N so sigh to eopply
bttr housing for s many legion lomillos et possiblo, or
r* so vontont to supOly ehponeivo (nd fton leogfroptioto)
%Ousts for fool llo so stab to us* fogotallyf$
housing prodettion s tool to bulig vonomit gevolopmont
on toservatiOne or satth allontly shilo the vast ajority of
fogoral funft grain off to outald gsign material ang
ttttt ruction fires. Once goale are eleor it is possibla to
llotato rasponsibilitis for Oa vOriOul ,44,6 of tho
boogies pietera. As long so goals remain enelor, or ars
solf.tontragietory. that* Is no rasson to spoet housing
conditions to looter*.

3.: SIA/HIP

les gum', ee legion Affairs operstas Its Mousing

%mato tt Propos on most legion Rasrvottons. IIIP allot*
four typos of housing sslotance to qualifying los lath*
fasilios. Cotogory A loost e ttttt ), for eorgancy or soar
sergonty topoirs to very substongard or giloplgat.0 Hausas,
(3 lieltog to Mom 2 Cotogory 0 (nost most hozoon),
for repairs/roof:ovations to bring hoesos to stangrd
rendition, is lisitog to $20,000 grants. Cotogory C flops
grants up to SSuou to ssist twain.% eho hove quolifiod for
*staid* fleontleo (eortgogo loses) in ohing raalaIrad oaah
dean pay . Cotegory 0 ow* up to $45,uuu for buildInN
new houles for b ttttt t nd othor smorgency ta.

Applivonts oust qualify as to inhooe limitations nd oust he
cortillag es to priority. HIP is intongoa to he a

.eateriele-only grant program *tell tons ttttt ton labor

supplied by thor source*.

Allonoble toprits aro motor f judgomant by eribol HIP
officials. Cosh eau is gifforent end tolls for ttttt hot

different pproach.

whet* new houses are built, designs 4f. healthily Anglo,
gtopl, end basit In concept Ceemistandardited) nd
relatively low cost. Hotoriels for 3 bedroom house cost
*bout SitISouus total Construction cost is usuelly
S3u-35,uou.

ANALYSIS AND COHHCH1

Hefty f the ebove toments also pply to OIA/HIP, thouph
generally to o lorsor extent (due to tho tom, lb ttttt of
01A *potations sag reguletionsi. lb* SIA program provides a
such groorot toner of housing isprovenant ssrvives end

options, ng thus von address broodor port of givers*
Indlon hooting neogs. As oterialsonly program it

oncoureges individual or tribal "motellIng" In tho tore of

.r 4 fti 1 ti Aert 1 ,:..est #). .1
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construction labor. Regulations allow the use of adobe end
Other native eaterials which can be obtained on nose

tions st little Or no cost. Construction costs ere
considerably lower for 01A bOuei1 ging bout $l$,uuu
per 1 bedroom house for building teriel. Though DIA/NIO
contains the usual matt of b ** tic fiord's, rodoloflon*,
dministrators, tc. ft ppetra to be emembt more
decentralised theft HUD. This Is certinly healthy trend
which should be encouraged.

Due to the variety in types ef ssistnce provided,
re ***** bit cost limitations per recipient Project, nd lower
project overhd costs (no rchitect fees tc.) OIA/NIP is

ble to provide some sort of ssistanc to relatively
lerge number of Indians vn though its ***** / budDst is fff
less then NUN's indien liouting Proven.

poen che Hub nd SIA programs llen room for the inevitable
buses. Due to the lerge es ***** of money ihvolved, MUD
proorams continue to be plagued by lleged kickback schemes.
Payment collection petf ***** ce continues to be mediocre in
mehy cses, especially where eviction/cored ****** most be
run through tribal courts which ',ill not enforce them. HIP
buses include mislesdiog information on pplications,
terial theft (and resale) nd projects that drag on for
years or re completed. Poor or nonexistent
maintennce is lso c ***** problem.

6.0 ISSUES

Though there ere inevitble problems nd buses with existing federl
housing programs for Indins, these are not sufficient reason to
eliminte them nd strt up en entirely new Operation. 00th program$
have 00000 plished m.ch improvement.

It may, On the other bend, sake sense to somehow combine both *slating
progress under the sem* toney to eliminate Some overhead nd
edminiitretive dupliction. MUD would be good candidte fOr this
were it not for tht gency's long-stending fend pp ly d oo di
reputation for w Inest, inefficiency, dministrative complexity
and overly restrictive trilding standards.

SW, heosieg progrme offer more options nd ilos, more locl
flenihility nd variation in implementtion, through they too could
certainly profit from imp N *** ther is lingering
doubt s to how long Din should remain permanent "caretaker"
institution to Indian tribes since so cony of them ve taking over
their own ffeire end becoming accountabl for ajor community
development progress.

Cho following discussion of pecific issues related to housing
dvelopment contin additionl suggestions:

1n5
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4.1 RESP3161111LitY

As long as adeini aaaaa ion and regulation is Provided by
eontroligod governgiont Opentibli (Washington) thoro is littio
foOSoft to oxpogt faction tribos to do ore than carry oot

dorto-floY oloofot1006. No fool isagotorm rosponothitIty tor
housing imp aa t 0**0 Ito Wiwi. This also proeludos most
1 Ivos for initiativo ond ttttt ivity ib bottor ottooding to
those noods.

Stook grant style ollogatiens mad* to Om various tribos (hood
on Sofa Indos of folOtiff nood). with Us* understanding that !hoz
rotbor tbon tbo iodaral g ttt ld non bo foal:4034610 for
satisfying thole pooploe noods, mould do * lot to eloon up this
situation ond rodlreet tho focus te oboe* Om ultImato
rosPonsibility should 11*--tbo tribos thossoloes. This eogeopt
bog *Doody workod moil for CODE projects on t Min, and
results in for )ess administvative ambiguity nd comPlasity.
D Motion hog fosuitof in p.m.r roomy than sots*
peel*** ttttt at toost portly Doeause of poster tribol p 1

inv.ivoment.

4.2 Ots01 AND RESOURCES

More til not just ono housing probtom. ?nor* ore es many
diff housing problems as thong Oro Peopl*. Ond ding

this divevolty of roggds Is extremely efueiot to devoloOing
morkablo sotutions.

Equally important to sotoing housing problems is so und t ding
of sit tit* variouo rose ttttt which ten bo utilliod to tOprOof
housing conditions. Too piton go t progress off son as
U.* only roaoureg avallablo to addroso housing noode. Thar* erg
ony otbor r 00000 bleb could easily bo usd to groat borsofit.
Thogo ears boot bo idontlflod by Indian tribes studying thessolvos
sod %Mir situation earofully and objectivoly.

Nor* idoral funding souid obviously bo of great benoilt, but
that funding should be di ttttt d t 0 ImProving tong gen tribal
cesPonfibility ond gopohility.

t.$ ECONOMIC DEVELOPMEWT

If has boon polntod out tor yforS tbot iodorolly-boilt bousos
u sually vs* dosigng fros outstdo arehi ttttt . building atorials
from outsido fabrieoters and foOfIllor*, sod ofo "On ff.Moont/2
built mIth outside ttttt ruction Wier. IA* :-!.t offoet of all

this is olmost no long rang* *operable devoloPment bonollto for
Om tribe oftd its psogio, warty oil the soboy fogolved for
housing programs is quietly opont off Om It ttttt Mien. bolero ft
ten eiveuloto within the It tiob to Produce the molt kroma
(and dosp ttttt ly neodod) multi011or offoet.

tEST.cop
1,- d 8
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Ot is loportant to bar that soroly hiring iodises tor

e on ion labor is mit le gevelopmoot. invostmont .
rothor then eeeee option spending is tho rool isseo.

nr aro bundont locally volloblo oebstitutos fOr any
e 66666 tly used building aterials. Nos, substftutos often
raguiro little If ay pr000ssing nd ftoo porforo bottor theft
thoir mponsivo p ****** od parts ospaeiolly in I ion

sltuotions. Soso of those hativo building atorfal. cost next tO
nothing sod eon bo developed locally ond oil needed ell over tho

ion.

ISA DEPENDENCY

Closely rolotod to the bistro is the oaf feet thot Jo ony
emsos *elating housing progrms lso pr000to continued dependence
on the federal g and Om b:liof that it ls the only
hop* for 1 in living conditions. This is not a hoolthy
trend. It can rob Indian pooplo of their own toltiotive and
ability end eon slowly lull then into the attitude that they aro
n ot responsibla for their litres and °lot nsppeos io Ches. A
change in focus of federal Indian housing programs could papaaly
inprovo this psychologietl *side offoet.x

11.$ LOCAL PARlICIPAllOn

Closely related to tho decision/ ttttt al issue is that of

Indl.iduxi 5o4 easiounity partieipotion. A bssie rule of Poison
n tt tate* thet if so..enn puts little efforw into asking or
purchasing thing ho uses. thot Using will probobly not oon
vory ouch to him. Proof of this is everywhere5 ond it esplains
o by so ouch expensive govornoont subsidy housing quickly becomes
rue down and dilapidsted.

In vivid eo oo to this sorry but is the
ttttt lgihgly good esobition of @why hoses end %ties ot

least portly built of WA ior by the 000rs Cheese:yes' Neviell
put their own effort and/or one), ihto their houses they sro not
bout to swell that Inv* tttttt go down the /rein. lhis

ph pions why NIA has lately boon selling its subsidy
housing ond oportment projects back to tenant and h0000wners
groups oh possible.

4.6 DECEN1RO1.IZATION

AsSsive egistrelly run housing progress otton do not bark out
very wall. ur r* generelly inefficient at building
housos for othor peogle lhe "pivot*. tity" toads to tosolt

ix excessive cost. delays. Oml.fstrative rod tope sod lock of
long tors pctsonel conmittamOt. those progress tend to be too
largo to be run effectively and efficiently.

A len° i ity) test* of Sapusing de.slopOont mos to work
bast. it is isr *osier to involvo p.0pla ot Shot seals than at
regional or nation° seal. ghat. pa ttttt 1 idontifieetion with a
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reject coo Ge sally be lat. tech last sees teals to hems
Goes of Its moo ilea OG t hem their hams should be leases/
sod beat, sof tt foss ere eery tepo ttttt if lcel eople ore
te be aloe into the ttttttt tO 0 OGOIOVOI sad lee

Moot f the 19portat dittslias shoal be els st the lona
levet for this 9 trestle* releces 0 Sleets

cable follies to Gallo, sod ush re e ble t
It else leelles the eleta9 up r sees 1 by 1

of ttttt 1G. sod this sees aver tO Os my. 9as key sy be to
decearelles resigelalliz ae, ath docisioaoshion euthafty.

0., .$E(9 MOW

Sias Iodise 00000 settoas ere seashell, to poet peed OC I.
0000101$000t5 the cosh ut tato Novae, progress by the federsi
9 o 0409 be sloped es s 000000 reamas. Effort shoulf
be a d tonal salaam, the owell sad lope-tore benefits
mhiCh car be Wad 'ale 00000 float's. oo housloil previa
do apt 9 lly do this. Fidi,il sill. Iodise housio9
00000 to sees th dlrect subsidy opp 00000 rubor thee the
ameloposa copitel op Tens IG gad edible5 sloes
politica offiCtele ere oo v oo ly valor pressure tO produce Wok
sod ternolas results. 'het should aot5 hO o be alma OG 00
eseyee reelocele ron las 0000000000 saloon. Otosio5 to! oloosy
Is span Is avast to tone tors success5 swain, la the
tu 00000 ofo of fuodlo, at p 0000 .

$.tr CONCiUSPOSI

00000 is little r a to the 'menials f ladlin housing
00000 . Addieloael fearel help could be ioveluarts la Soproarno

ta aousio9 coaditials. Mom fedora 0000 should be

structured le st last se loporteat OG hOo ouch funding 1G oll
Soo@ very io p %Icy sup lapis/es 00000 so I 00000 as dletmered
hers. is hope la Os helpful to the leek force OG it p,ipir.s
its flail re 0000 eas.

1 1) 8
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THE NAVAJO NATtON
VoNOON, ROCA NAVAJO MATiON ARIIONA. 005(5

oto`).°43
EDWARD T. seem,

tONICA

°64A5

TO: Pius* Select Consittee AN Children. Thuds and Padlies

Mb Navajo Division of Dbocation
Hsu aka Cromer. Thecuttve Director
P.O. Draw 11
Windat Rock Aezoos 86515

SUBJECh Additions' Dots on &location Needs
of davajo Children and Youth

WEI Jawary 10. 1985

At your meeting with Navajo tribal officials in $10dow Roth on
January 8. the Navajo Division of Education presented setten and oral
testbana cancerning critical needs of our yews people. "be teatime
highlighted the need for logeuved achieve:ant levels, for ir.zegration ot
the rdbal Damage and culture into the aboationa1 promo, for
*roved %creational educational opportunities and for sdwol and coma-
nity based program of substance abase echoer-ion sad preventiat.
Oral testbretry also touched upon the prcblen with school dropcuts.

At chat time, the Division praised to provide addUlakal data on
des* issues for che ecemittea report That intonation ia the subject of
this tomoraubss.

1119 PT can AMU
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SOKOL DROP CUIS

Cur oral teathmmy touched won the prcblem of school dropouts.
The related prtblers of drop outs and truancy are extrerely scrims in
the Nevalo Nation. Eatimates of the umber of school age youth out of
school range as high as MO. In said= to these drop out figures,
scam school administrators estimate that as such as 251 of their elaren-
tory school may be truant at any one time. We are enclosing
an eccerpt a grant applicatica 'Aid% the Mvisits has sulasitted to
the U.S. Departeent of Health and Human Services describing in greater
detail the extent of tido problem.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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.cerpt from MSS Grant Application for Anti-Truancy Project

I. SramIENI OP Int Pt LEN -- Taia net, PO Me PROJECT

The related problems of student truancy and student drop outs

impact to an aggravated degree the education of the young people of

the Navajo ligation. Precise statistics ere difficult to come by, in

part because of the discontinuance of the student census maintained by

the Bureau of Indian Affairs until 19t6. However. such Oat* as do

xist and anecdotal reports from school personnel indicate a patters

of truancy and eventuel dropout from school smug the Navajo school

age children which tegins earlier and reaches larger proportions than

snob behavior in the American school-age popmlation generally.

Two studies by the &Mona! Ceater for Education Statistics

in 1980 and 1981 showed Americas Indian students in the sophonore

class (1980 study) end in the 14 -lt age range (1961 study) with the

highest drop out rate of any *theft group studied (29% and 23%

respectively for the two studies). la the Southwest. studies by the

Yew Nexico Department of Education have tomeleteetlY shown American

Indian students with the highest dropoue nee. of any group. The Sew

Nexico studies show that the peak drop out year for Americen Indies

students in Sew Mexico is 9th grade. For all other ethnic groups. the

peak year is 11t1i grade. These studies are corroborated by 1960 U.S.

Census data. which identified at least 4000 Yavafte between the ages

of 16 and 19 as not high school graduates and aot in school aeywhere.

Even these figures underestimate ths scope at the problem. Analyses

based upon componites from blA. public echoed. lndieniealth Service

and U.S. Census data indicate that as many es 9000 school-age WayeEos

may be cut of school. Finally. school attendance date compiled by the

Ilava40 Division of Education in 1962 arid 1965 show tr. each case a 10th

I
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/wade usel/seat between 188 ond ibb below thtOth grade torolladnt

for that year. Enrollment* for 10th grade and llth grad* also doclimed

t a stwep rote.

#uses for them' figures/6re cony and varied. Early

pregnancy had famdly formation eases pony students to leave school to

thederteke child care and family responsibilitios. Look of *cationic

acblevocenth lack of appropriate oducationel opportunities and

problems with occessibility of educational programs all contribute to

theme figures.

Ihe project which is tbe subject ol this application

oddness's& causative factor in the Navajo drop out rate which is

significant. pervasive end at present, very difficult to document.

Tbot s the problem cd school truancy, in pArticular trthauCy in the

pro bigh school years which is either cond000d or promoted by bbe

studeatts family. A. stated above accurate azurite on truancy are

difficult to COMO by. Stara 1076. Ruh 111A no longer maintalus a

studont census on each Navajo school-age child. Although oil of tbe
. .

publically-funded school systme in the Navajo Natioa depend on

stvdsat comat for substantially all cd their operating budget. student

count procedures involve either static count periods or composits ADA

tigureewhian do rat reflect truancypattorne across the school yeor.

Asoodotal svidenca of Oa =gottal. of the truancy problem

however. .is significant. la 19046 the Navoio Division of Education

coadocted over 30 hearings and workshops across tbe Navajo Nation

conoaraing comprebhasive educational policdes hoeing developed for

adoptime by tbe Navajo tilhal Catchall (Tho policies were adopted by

the Gaunt:41 la November of 1984). One of them policias dealt wdth

school attaadaaoa. la virtually every verkihop or bowleg. school

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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adneniStratura. tae.theiv end '4001 board membeis ideutiffed studdoi

'truency es ono el the wet significant problems they laded. a mejor

impedietnt to educationel leprovenent 10 their schools. One schoo;

superietendent stiasted that t any on tine. 25% of bit Ptieatiel

lenentary student body was ovt al school for non-excused reasons. In

may cases. he related. the period of truancy. oven in the elementary

grades. could range from two nontbs to more then a year. Those

figures have teen shared with adudmistrators from DIA. public and

contract schools irom other parts of the laveio nation. In most

cases. the adadnistrators have comsiderod the figures reasocable.

Efforts to deal with the problem of truancy *song hava4o

studeots ore currently iragtented. Ender the owe IlavaJo Education

Policies. iallure of a parent or guerdian to assure the attendance of

a wince child in school can be punished under the tribal criminal

code% The law calls for a coordinated effort of.local schools.

communities. law enforcement and Judicial agencies. tribal

governnental agencies end the Navel* Edvieion of Education to develop

programs to reduce truancy. . However. resources have not tees adequate

to stet/ the development of such a coordioated effort.

lleignificant problem ta caused by the sheer six* of the

WavaJo Nation. The Sava30 Nation encospasses au area of approximately

10.000.00 *creel, located in the litates of Arizona, Weer Mexico and

Utah. Much at this area /*traversed only by uainproved dirt roadie.

?be approximately 102.000 SevaJos Helots in the WasaJo tattoo are a

diverse and scattered popolstioa. as ta the ochool -*go populatioa, of

over 00.000 young people. l'Ive local mat of poverenent is the

Chapter. Mere are 105 Chapters. administered by looted chapter

officers &Ad an appolated chapter aosager. Th. devedo tattoo ie

1 31_
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divided edalaiztatively late to Agouties ty the bureau of ladtaa

Aifairam Ihmay tribal govuraneatal services are also administered

separately within each ageady.

ApproSimately two thirds Of all lievalto school students attend

public schools ta school districts cd tit* three states Of Arizona. kw

Nazis* or ateb. araewhet over 204I cd the remalader attend schools

npereted by the Bureau of Iadiaa Affairs. Ma reasiniag studeats

attend plA fueded contract schools or private similes schools.

Attendaace areas for thee* different kinds cd schools overlap one

&anther. So cestralfzed system ct recordkeeplag exists amps the

different birds cf schools or different school systems.

Xuch of the adult popalation speaks eavrao es the first or

tke only language. Amy older Invoice cannot easily read *nd write the

English languege. Home phones are uncommon la rural areas. Ike Wavajo

kinship *pairs results la a'aetworls of adults with responsibilities

for YOUng children. =bin It diffIcelt to dsZermine with wecision

che functional residence or focus of suardiaaship for . children.

Attitudes toward omPolsory attendance ere sized la easy

families and communities. ?bass attitudes are often colored by tb6

assative experiences cd parentsaad sraadpareats with %Ste education.

Eves where a positive attitude ezists la * community regarding the

Isportance of achool attendance. there is often a belief that such

matters ere personal to !be fealty end *Wald act be the subject of

goveranental 4:00ercive natio*.

A system' which dcsoouresem truancy maet take into accouat

!boss factors. It most have strong support !from tIe sgenoles od tba

central tribal governamtt. At the sass time. however. Its primary

locus of activity west be the 100411 COMMOUlt)4 '-'2.

IA;
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Ihe Navajo Nation is the largest of the Indian nations vithin the
North Mari= continent. lbe Navajo population is estimated at in
excess of 160,000. 'Do serve the educational needs of this population
there are a large amber of schools mowing to wry different juris-
dictions. There are 53 schools operated by the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, 69 Arizone lilac schools, 73 Nat Macico pialic schools, 17 Utah
public schools, 9 cammaity controlled contract schools and approxi-
mately 22 private mission *Awls. These schools serve almost 58,000
students (not including _presch)ol sodents). In addition, as stated
above, there is a significsnt percentage of the school ego population
out of school. The needs of these students are great. Their prcedse
is also great. With the right oppormities they can develop into
procbctive citizens of the Navajo Nation and of the United States. We
urge the Select Ccarelttee to consider the legislation and
proposed in our initial written testiarmy and eçport activ1:1=hich
tap our you% people's potential, support their lingi.stic and cultural
heritage, and provide the opportunities for swath strich they need.
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THE NAVAJO NATION
wooDOW MDCK.NAVAJO NAIWN MRIZOmes seem

PETERSON ZAN
.weemee mectie thole COU0:4

Geroge Met, Chelan= of
House Select Committee on
Chlldten, Youth, 4 Families
Room 383
House Annex 02
Worhingten, D.C. 20515

EDWARD T. BEGAY
wotorsloom,asvstc mess mum

Honorable George Millet:

isvusented eee testimonial stotements from the Division of Nevejo Child Development.
Concerns of tht Novo)* Notion regarding the Division of Novo* Child Devklopment
ore gresoor.d en constroinss. In alditton, recommendations and highlights .pf the
Division ore presented in surnmesive form.

The testimonial statements caves five constraints: Entailment Mettle for Head Start
children within the Nov* Notiax Tram:atelier's In regerds to the wear and tea of
Heed Stott buses on dirt toad; Fealities los those children Wino saved and those
who we not served, kbuse 8111 2218, os h effects cut Head Stett's Child Core Food
Program reimbursement; end Johnsce O'Malley dee:ease fot fiseol yeor 1984.

Please mord the testheonlet statements eS the constraints, do effect cut Novae
children - 3,984 who ate presently being served end than weltbIg to served -

Please feel free to coil upon the Executive Direetor of the Division of Navajo Child
Development. Or. Franklin R. Freeland ton be teethed et (al) 729-5360.

Sincerely,

DIVISION OF NAVAJO CHILD OEVEr.OPMENT

,

Executive Direetor

lEtt tOPY AVAILABLE
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NAVAJO Mine

Division of Health Inerevement Services

MORIN, YOUTH, Age FAMILIES

Testimony Prepared for the Nouse Select Comeittee on
Children. Youth, and Families

January 8, 1986

The following represent a partial list of high priority issues relating to
problems cvnfronted today by Navajo children, NavaJo youth, and Navajo
families. Other, more detailed, materials will be prepared and preseited for
comaittee review and consideration at a later date.

ISSUE 1: NUTRITION

DEFINITION. The residents of the Navajo Reservation do not have available
a cceuWrils ve, cobeSive system or ruitrnlon education and relate. outpatient
nutrition care services an are tbe?thexcTud fFOs tnef1tS accordeI
through tbe provision of such services.

The salutary effects of proper nutrition on the individual are enormous;
less illness, both minor and catastrophic, weight loss to maintenance and the
ability to bettor cope with stress are but a few. Nutrition-related health
problems among Indians can be correlated with lack of knowledge, low iNcone

aggravated by inflation, and poor tanitation, as well as inadequacy in
available food supplies, the latter which are frequently insufficient in
variety or.ommntitv. At greatest nutritional risk are infants, preschool
children, adolescents, pregnant and lactating women, the elderly and the
chronically ill. Nutrition-related health problems among the Navajos are
diabetes, obesity, hypertension, dental disease, deley04 development, anemia,
and cardiovascular disease.

PAILAALE RESOURCES. The ONIS Department of Food and Nutrition Services'
purpose is to assure the availability of a comprehensive, high quali4,
culturally-relevant and Cost-effective nutritional service delivery system
that will provide the Navajo people opportunities for :maximum involvement in
defining and meeting their own health needs. The department provides overall
administrative support for the WIC Programand Food Distribution Program.

The Women, Infants and Children Program (HO is a supplemental food and
nutrition education program. The najor goal of the program is to improve the
health and well-being of pregnant, itttating, and post vertu% women, infants

WAY AYAILABLU
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and children (under age five), identified as potential high risk groups. The
WC Program accompli:hes its goal by providing nutritious foods to supplement

the diet of partliApantz, accompanied by nutrition education and diet

counseling. Other services offered include the screening of clients to
determine nutritionally related health risks and referrals to other health and
social service agencies. Servios are provided to 15,000 clients monthly
through 18 major WIC clinics and 68 satellite clinics. An estimated 25% of
the nutritionally high risk wow% infants, and children are not served by the
program due to ineligibility.

The main objective of the Fond Distribution orogram Owl is to suonlement
low inane Navajo diets with food packages on a emnthly basis accompanied by
nutrieon education services provided to person enrolled in the program.
Nutrition education services include presentations on nutrition related
subjects, food demonstrations and home visits. In 1044, the -program served
approximately 288,000 clients (24,000 monthly) in Arizona, New "exico and
Utah. There are seven receiving warehouses along with a truck distribution
network placed strategically through the reservation.

UNMET NEEDS/RECOMMENDED ACTIONS. The existing nutrition pretrial serve a
limited population or persons (women, infents, children, and those with an
income under a certain level); there are no nutrition education services
available for those persons who are not enrolled in any food mnd nutrition
program, specifically adolescents and the elderly.

Nutrition education programs are in general, fragmented and

uncoordinated. A need for nutrition counseling exists for all segments of the

population. Increased nutrition education is needed in prenatal and early

infancy periods, addressirg topics such as optimal weight gain during

pregnancy and early infancy. A need for sere therapeutic nutrition
information for people with chronic diseases exists.

The Navajo Nation Deparbient of Food and NutritionServices proposes the
establishment of a comprehensive, cohesive and systemized program for the--
provision of culturally-relevant nutrition education and related outpatient
nutrition care services for all residents of the Nava.% Reservation.
Expendfig nutrition education services to those miters of the population not
provided for would consist of an increased service population of 35,000. In

order to deliver adequate services, the cost estimete would be about 5550,000.

/he emphasis of the program would be olgeed on those members of the tartlet
population not otheroise provided for by other nutrition intervention
programs, including males, school-aged children, adolescents, tile elderly and
the infirm.

Nutrition ed::ation is 4 critical factor in the promotion of health and
prevention of diseases. Nutrition education services should be available to
all individuals and families, regardless of socioeconomic status. Nutrition

MOP/ AVAftARft
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education should be an integral part of personal (including preventive) tealth
care, especially in areas such as cardiovascular disease, cancer, obesity.
dental disease, delayed development, and anemia. Nutrition education should
have specific behavioral objectives geared to high incidence health problems.
Nutrition education should be included as a part of ell nutrition service
programs, structured and implemented through an approach which assesses needs,

states objectives, determines content, selects aporopriate techniques and
evaluates progress. For nutrition health education to be effective, lie
concepts used must be adapted to meet educational, economic, social and

cultural situations of groups of people served.

The individual and vacietal benefits of a comorehensive, cohesive system
of nutrition education and related outpatient nutrition care services would in
the long run far exceed the costs involved with implementing such a prooram.

ISSUE 2: ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE, AND mENTAL HEWN

DEFINITION. Navtjo people experience the depredations of alcohol and drua
abuii7iiribital health prOblems in a magnitude far greater than the national
impolatfen.

The Behavioral Health Department is charged with delivery *f behavioral
-- health-services on the Navajo Reservation. it deals with Youth, Children, and

Families on issues primarily relating to alcohol and substance abuse.

The Department has been given directives from the Navajo Tribal Council

to: (1) develop a system for primary prevention, early intervention, and
treatment, incorporating parental and family involvement for NaVaJO Youth;

(2) to offer substance abuse education to schools in or adiacent to the
Reservation and; (3) to involve communities and families in preventing
alcoholism aa m. substalut abuse.

AVAILABLE RESOURCES. These include the following program services:

Alcohol Services
in the Spring of 1985, the Chinle Tido Trails Residential Treatment

Facility was opened to provide alcohol residential treatment services to
male youth between the oges of 11 through 111. The facility has a caoacify
of up to 24 residents; however, due to budget and rtaffing constraints,
only 12 beds are being utilized. There are plans to inclu4e residential
beds for 12 females pending budget expansion. Currently, this is the only
adolescent alcohol treatment facility on Reservation.

Within the 5 BIA Agencies, the Alcohol Program staff has provided
minimal consultation and educat'on type services throughout the school
year. Summer recreational activities are facilitated by the various field
programs.
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The emphasis of total family involvement in the treatment process is
part of the program's requirement for inpatient and outpatient clientele.
There tends to be a slow acceptance of this treatment approach by the
immediate and extended featly members of the client. This service has
provided the counseling staff an opportunity to reach out to the children
%to are at high risk.

The transition of providing treatment services from the middle-aged
male alcoholic to the younger population is part of the service adtrix for
FY 1986. In the past, the program has been respOnsive to the community
concerns of the visible alcohol abusers and alcoholics rather than the
at-risk population. As this transition takes place the Chaoter
Communities as well as the Tribal Government will have to address key
policy development issues directing program services towards preventing
substance abuse problems at an early stage without taking away from those
individuals in need of treatment services.

(he program provided direct services to the following age group for eT
84-85 (ACTUAL REGISTERED CLIENTS):

AGE 5-11 AGE 12 ACE 13-14
Tem-711-1

Kale 1 Hale I Hale

AGE 15-17- - AGE 18 TDTAL

emr911-13 Tim717 4 eTcri1'e 18

Hale 26 Hale 16 Kale 45

(hue Abuse Services
n addition, the Behavioral Health Departent has a prngram in Tuba

City which provides counseling to youth involving the use of family
counseling and working with local schools for the preventio5 of inhalant

, and substance abuse among Navajo youth. The prograe has been pridarilyi-.4
--working with youttrin the age range-of 8 toll), primarily males who have"-
been referred by the school system. With a staff of 2 foe the fiscal
year, the program provided 841 direct services to a total of ral

clients. A total of 668 consultation 4nd education session and 390
prevention sessions were provided during the same period. In addition,
81 in-patient days were provided by the Navajo Area Indian Health
Service hospital to clients referred (iv the prooram.

Mental Health Services
in this area, the Department is extremely limited in services to

youth and has almost no contact with children. Services to children are
presently provided ty the GAINS Mental Health Branch nd any behavior
problems contacted by the Tribal Mental Health Staff are referred to
HAIRS-MB, which also has a limited staff in this area. The Tribal
Mental Health staff are not trained to provide services to children.

BEST COPY MUNI 12p



The Gonad, Personal growth and Counselng Center, a subcontractor
with the BIM, Das the east contact bith youth of any of the Mental
Health programs with 4% percent of the registered clients being under
the age of 16 in FY 1986 and 28% percent for FY 1905.

The Tribal Mental Health Program does provide family counseling
primarily to clients in the FJUA area. For FY 1985, it provided 360
contact units in family theraphy.

UNMET NEEDS/RECOMIENDED ACTIONS. These include the following:

1. Better coordination of services which would address the current
dispersion of service delivery.

Recommendation: Development of a Tribal Office which would oversee
all available services to youth, children, and fandlies and ensure
no duplication and coordination of services.

2, The Tuba City Adolescent Substance Abuse Program has demonstrated a
successful pilot prOect on the Navajo Reservation which has gained
local, state, and national recognition.

Recommendation: This project should be duplicated throughout the
Navajo Reservation agencies in- dealing with- substance abuse
problems: The cufreiftlftiya's Is -funded.at a level of $86,0o0 from
various sources, approximately 66% of the total need. An
anticipated cost for the otPer 4 agencies to develop a similiar
program would involve an approximate 1130,000 per agency or a VItal
cost of $520,000. The cost would have run much higher, but, with
regulated laws required of school districts in which they must
provide prevention activities, the networking has been effective in
terms of costs.

3. Mental Health services to Youth and Children need to be addressed.
Currently MAIMS provides a travelling child diagnostic team which
provides services at onl:. 3 locations on the Peservation.

Recommendation: This mode of service does not address the VItal
needs on the Reservation. A team is needed in each aoency. The
Tribal Mental Health Program receives verbal reports of child sexual
abuse. Again, the staff is not trained to this area and cases are
referred to the legal authorities and Indian Health Service.
Basically, mental health staff nneds to be trained to deal with
children and clinical problems sucn as Chronic Mental Illness and
Other clinical problems in order to provide services in these amts.

IV-2PEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ISSUE 3: CORIUNICABLE AND CHRONIC DISEASE

DEFINITION. Nalrosselhihratesecommunicable
and c r-Toillr-driease ro. nsm c en resourcesor

provide sUitable Arevent ve an rapeu c care.

AVAILAILE RESDURCE. OH15 operates programs in the following high
priorit, areas:

Coenunity Health nutreach and Tuberculosis Control:
The tommudity Health Representative Program provides General and Mame

Health Care Services to all Navajo clients including families, children,

end youth. General health care services provided include emergency first
aid care, emergency transportation, monitoring or OW stens (i.e.,
blood pressure, pulse, molpiration, and temperature), education on the
various types of diseases (:ymptoms, treatment, etc.), interpretation
translation, and referrals to other non-health related resources (i.e.,
Division of Social Welfare. Navajo Rousing Authority, slava.% aging
Services Department, etc.).

None Health Care Services include permmal care for chronically ill
or disabled individuals which include wound diming, bathing, shalsOooing
of hair, finger and toe nail care: under supervision of Community Health

'-' Nurses. 13as-insist -Home Health --clients' with 'prescribed exercises...4
-self-medication, and prosthetic'devices. If prescribed-by the CNN, the."
CHR will assist Home Health clierts with light housekeeping such as
changing bed linen, changing patient's clothes and laundering, food
preparation, and assistance with eating.

13,043 individual Navajos were served in December, 1985, with 1,206
in attendance at 262 educationel presentations offered. These figures
include youth, children, and families.

Nome Health Care

--lbria-aijrNome Health Agency is a Certified Hone Health Agency
that meets toe federal 'Conditions of Participatioh' under Title
XVIII of the Social Security Act. Me program Provides skilled
n ursing and at least one other dditional therapeutic service, for
example, home health aide service.

Home Health care encompasses the skilled services of a registered
n urse aod/or a home health ide who provide care to indiviauals in
their homes. lhe purpose is to promote, maintain, or restore health,
and to minimize the effect of illness and disability.

122
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During the past year, the Navajo None Wealth Agency provided
services to approximately 180 Navajo clients per month in six service
units, of which a total of seven were children (16 years and under).
The majority of clients are over 65 years of age.

Social Nggiene:
ine lavajo Social Hygiene Program provides services to all Navajo

population elements, including children, youth, and families.

The Program adheres to standards for Venereal Disease Contryl
utich were developed by the National Centers for Disease Control, and
are used nationwide.

Four operational strategies are involve4 in promo activities:

1. Epidemiology: Contact tracing, and patient interview.
2. Survemance: Monitoring laboratories and treatment facilities

V-11WTnonew or suspected infections and alerting medical and
pare-medical personnel to the necessity for reporting positive
findings.

3. Screenin : Ensuring widespread routine testing for Venereal
:ease especially among the young and other high-risk groups).

4. Education: Orienting medical, civic, and educational groups to
-1WWW-.'liseaselprobleptp;advleing students-andwther groups46T---
VD symptoms, seguelae, treatment. M.4
Durin Fiscal Year 1985, there were hour (4) reported cases among

"4491fift6T1114, Includes childrtn.2-13 years of ageLand.164ases during
Fiscal Year 1984.

Primary Health Care
.1be Navajo Tfibal Sanders Conmunity Clinic, in addition to

providing outpetient medicar-and dental services to it's general
population, has created a special program for the youth population;
An Adolescent Teen Clinic (ATC) is offered once a week which is
clinic-based to promote family cohesiveness and to provide an outlet
for the area youth and children.

The purpose of the ATC is to target services to the teenaoe high
risk population. The service poulation for the area is esttnated at
1,248 youth. The goals of the ATC is to reduce the rate of teenane
pregnancy and the problems associated. In addition, the A1C strives
to reduce the rate of teenage suicide. Services grovided include the
general medical/dental services, individual and family counseling on
planned parenthood, crisis intervention, and alcohol/substance abuse
educatton and consultation. The average number of teenaged youth
served through the ATC is 6-8 students Per week.

EigkCry. ARAM



Emergency_ Medical Services:
Tne IMergency Medtcal Service Program provides services to all

individuals within the boundaries of the Navajo Reservation. The
majority of Emergency Care provided are to the Navajo people, which
includes, infants, youth, and their families.

Since there is a high morbidity rate ON the Reservation, there is
an increasing number of requests for Emergency care. Nest clinics
and Hospitals are the designated station for the Tribal albulances.

During the calendar year for 1985, the number of Pediatrics
patients receiving service totalled 410. This number indicates only
traumatic injuries and medical-related emergencies.

The FXS Training Department, along with all Service Units, gives
orientation and in-service (CPR classes and multi-media) tO all ages
within and near the Navajo Reservation, as well as ore-school and
elementary school personnel throughout the reservation.

ommET NEED/RECONNENDEn ACTION. These include the folloednol

1. A stable funding basi is required for the OR Program, slated for
extenction again by the Reagan Administratice.

A significant-let-of unmet nerds-for the specific.populations of the
family, children, and youth, are non-health related, such as
employment, housing, scholarships for education, child-cave centers,
and recreational activities.

3. Other unmet needs identified include in-home physical therapy,
occupational therapy, and speech therapy on a intermittent basis. A
need.has also been identified for additional trained social workers
-to'cover the large areas encompassed by each service-unit.

4. Unmet needs include additional funding for more intensive education
programs, and possibly, sore screening.

s. primary care unmet needs include: 1) funding for ore-natal care for
adult women; 2) Funding for the Teen Clinic to be moved to the
Sanders Valley High School; 3) A Youth Counselor.

ISSUE 4: ELDERLY

DEFINITION. Navajo elderly, the core of the family, suffer from serious
healthoid7rIcal problems which require urgent attention.

174
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Families beget offsprings. Soon a Nation is born. The Nation, through
it's government must support the sustenance of life in order for it to become
a self=reliant state. However, if the familial units of the nation suffer due
to economy, accelerated social ovements and changes, foreign threat, and
domestic neglect of government to its inhabitants, them the family component
suffers.

The Navejo territory is a sovereign Indian Nation coprised of families
inhabiting a land base of 26,000 square miles. Families look to Tribal
government for survival and guidance, for development and survival.
ReciOrocally, the Navajo government manodzes it's inhabitants to to an
invaluable reseurce to sovereignity and survival. Thus, within the boondarY
of the Navajo Nation, varying age groups interact. One specific interaction
between goverment and people and elements within social networks is
*generated sermicess provided by the llavejo government. The organization
sponsored by It's noverment for its elderly population is the Arline Services
Department. The elders are part of the Nava.% family. The family nurtures
the Navajo Nation.

The present living Navajo elders are detcendants of families from
preceding generations. Families today are descendants from elderly born at
the advent of the twentieth century. This particular generation of *await)
elders receive services from the Navajo Nation Aging Services Department, an
entity sponsored by the Navejo government.

The Navajo Aging Services Department recognizes the Nava% elders to be
an integral part of the faedly unit. Tberefore, problems experienced by
elders permeate throughout the entire familial structure. -In the past NavaJo
elders have provided strength to the fandly, but social changes have sericmsly
weakened their influences. Instead they suffer from neglect end isolation.

AYAILABLE.RESOINCES. The Navajo Aging Services Department has the legal
and moral respownirity to ensure thatthe elders of the NavaJo Nation
receive vital resources and play a kty role in the maintenance of family
units, and that these services and benefits shall be provided in a manner that
preserves and restores their dignity, self respect, and become a useful
instrument to tha survival of the Metron.

Following are tYPeS of Services administered by the Navajo Aging Services
Department to ameliorate conditions of the elders:

Elderly Nome Care
Provides residential and adult custxlial care to clientis) who are

physically aged impaired, due to infirvdty. Services were provided to 60
elderly in FY 1906. Care encompassed protection, sunorvision and
services which includes: Persc.al Care Assistance, Transportation,
Consumer Education, Laundry, Counstlin:I., Information end Advocacy.

Muni
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Senior Citizen Center Program
Tne Thrgest Aging Services Program serving 41 chapter communities

Oelivered 22,300 congregate meals and home delivered meals to'homebound
lderly. Ilm program ensures that elderly dietary needs are met,
increased, ond also maintains social interaction, recreational
activities, consumer education, elderly transportation to medical
centers, shopping areas, and social service agencies. 140,00 units of
transportation, health and social service activities wore *livered. A
total of 7,335 Eiderlywere served for FY1985,

Foster Srandparent Program
Provided part-time volunteer service opportunities for 259 low-income

elderly persons, and 777 children and other elderly with special or
exceptional needs in health, education, welfare, in-hcise, and related
settings. Work activities included: personal care, socialization, support
and assistance in child learning situations or therapy, social contact
and inbugmlion with other children, and teaching of the Navajo language
and culture.

Senior Companion Program
Provided in-hone caretaker services to 400 medically certified *high

risk° elderly FY 1985. Senior Companions wort directly with elderly
clients in their homes to achieve/maintain independent living, and avoid
institutional.placemmit._The um/cairn* includes assisting clients ia
personal care, food preparation, basic physical therapy, light house
keeping, and emergency escort services for shopping, clinic and hospital.

Indian Development District of Arizona (Ina)
Proviad out-reach serviccs to ZUu clients, through 17 IDOA Elderly

Employment Service Program workers for FY 1985. Services provided are
similar to the Senior Companion Program. The II)DA program is currentTy
developing a reimbursement system to fuse and execute the Arizona
Sueelemental Payment Program involving a reisbursement Plan for
housekeeping services to elderly.

UNNET NEEDURECONNENDED ACTIONS. The folIcering elderly services are
cOusidereduunet needs:

1. Eligibility restrictions - programs measure eligibility on income
rather than needs.

2. veteran benefits for World War I and U.

3. Housinsalinterization/weatherization/lack of electricity, water, and
in-door plumbina.

BEST COPY MAKABLE 19V.
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4. Abuse and neglect/lact of legal codes to protect elders and legal aid.

S. Availability and accessibility of prosthetic- devices, day care
centers.

6. Nursing homes/lack of Navajo speaking gerontologist.

Ihe following list of needs are being ode available, but on a limited
nd diminutive basis:

1. Availability and accessibility of elderly oriented services.

2. Health/nutrition/comer education.

3. Education/employment.

4. folunteeriem/COmpanionship/Foster Grandparents.

S. Transportation.

6. Intergenerational interaction.

7. NaVajO-HOpi Relocation Act: Impact and aftermath affects on Navtio
. erixeldee j. residtng_On relocation lands: '11

A 'small smolt of the elderly population is currently being served by
the Navajo Nation Aging Services Department which is contingent on monetary
.accessibtlity. A private study was conducted to determine the annual cost of
meeting the needs of an estioted 18,000 elderly. It would cost $10,000,000
to comprehensively serve the entire Navajo elderly population.
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Program Description

Velfare Deterring
Juvenile Delinquenoy

WINe

DIVISION OF YOUTH DEVOOPMENT AND SERVICES

Program Overview

Success

The Police Family Liaison is available
at police stations throughout the
reservation. There is 24-hour service
to ensure juvenile is provided service

Employment/Education Have employment opportunities of at
least four (04) weeks employment for
career motivated youth. Employment is
within their ducational goals. This
is funded by tribal doilars.

Recreation Have Recreation COordinators available
at the five (OS) agencies to develop
rezreational activites for youth.
(DYDS staff stress very significantly
tbat recreation is a deterant.tOwarda
juvenile delinquency).

t .

I :1, 0

- No Juvenile Justice System
- No Juvenile Detention Centers
- Difficult roads resulting in

rapid vehicle deterioration.

- Have budget to serve only 4%
of youth Lnemployment.
(EMploymeAt is an expensive
program;

- Difficult to get federal
funding for youth employment.

- Inadequate number of recreational
centers located within the
reservation.

- Difficult to get federal funding
for recreation programs.

4
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Testimonial Statements

Division of Navajo Child Development

The Navajo Nation

Prevnt to

House Select Committee an Children, Youth and Families

Re: Head Start Programs

by

Dr. Franklin R. Freeland, and Others

Division of Navajo Child Development

P. 0. Drawer 260

Fart Defiance, Arizona 86504

January 08, 1986
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INTRODUCTION

The Navajo Nation extends into the rural areas of Arizona, New Mexico and

Utah, and covers nine counties within those stotes. The Navajo Notion, enclosing

25,000 square mites, is involved in three Jurisdictional areas: federal, suite, and

county. The Navajo Notion has an area that Is larger than several stales. West

Virginia Is about the some size as the Navajo Nation. The human population density is

about six (4) people per square mile, a greater density than Nevada, but for below the

average of about sixty people per square mile for the entire United Start./

The Vivision of Navajo Child Development, under thc ouwice of the Navajo

Notion, hod one major objectives: to increase the level and improve the quality of

early childhood services ta Head Starr children. The major objective le fulfilled by

640 full time en.eloyee with 99.99 percent Indian skiff. A total of 3,751 children

between the ages of three and compulsory school age who meet federal Head Starr

criteria received early childhood education and related support services. The children

represent 3,400 families throughout ihe Navajo Nation. The total cost per child is

calculated at $2,424.

The overage doily attendance was maintained at eighty-five (85) percent or

higher fcr the majority of the school months - i.e. August. to May. Even during the

winter months when inclement weather resulted in Impossable roods, the averope daily

attendance fettedonly slightly below eighty-five (85) percent, during school year

1984-85 - i.e. Fiscal Year 1985.

Far school year 1985-84 - i.e. Fiscal Year 1984, the Division of Navajo Child

Development has projected n funding enrollment of 3,784 children. From the

American Indian Programs Branch of the Administration for Children, Youth and

1 33 KR c
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Families, a total of 3,298 children will be funded; and from the Navajo Notion's

general fund, 486 children will be funded. Pending the openirg of additional

Center-Based Programs, forty-three (43) enrollment slots will be funded. See Table I.

fze Service Unit and projected enrollment pet funding sources:

TeMe 1.

Center-eased Home-Bosed
Service Unit AWE NN MPS NN Total

Chink:, AZ 325 0 299 46 670

Crownpoint, NM 698 0 42 60 800

Fort Defiance, AZ SIO 35 187 45 777

Shiprock, NM 403 96 78 65 642

Tuba City, AZ 461 74 130 45 730

Alamo, NM 35 0 0 0 35

Cononcito, NM 40 0 0 0 40

Ramoh, NM 93 0 0 0 93

Expansion AO 0 0 0 40

Total 2,605 205 736 281 3,827

MPS x American Indian Programs Branch, ACYF, 1-11-15

NN 2 Navajo Notion

The DivIsion of Navajo Child Development will modify the the number of

enrollment slots assigned to each service unit os needed. No change will be made to

reduce the total number of slots below 3,784 children. Per federal regulations. 45

CFR 1305.5, no less than ten (10) percent of the total number of enrollment slots Moll

be available for handicapped children - e.g. 383 slots in out case.

:. k7 `. A i
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The Divbion of Navajo Child Development submitted a grant application for

Fiscal Year 1986, to the American Indian Programs Branch within the Administration

for Children. Youth and Families, HHS. See Table 2. for a Budget Summary:

Table 2.

Grant Program, Function
or ActivItY Federal Non-Federal Total

PA 22 - Head Start $7,842,503 $1,960,626 $9,803,129

PA 26 - Handicapped 320,332 80,083 400/15

PA 20 - Training/Technical

Assistance & CDA 115,000 28,750 143 750

Totals 58,277,1335 52,069,459 $10 347 294

The Navajo Notion has a negotiated Indirect Rate a 14.54 percent. However,

the Navajo Nation waived the Indirect Rate of 14.54 percent and assessed at on

Indirect Rate for five (5) percent, which equals to $370,889.

Nava lo Nation Profile:

As indicated by the 1980 C.nsus, living condition ore substandard, for below

:be National standard. See Table 3., for sumary of Income Profile in 1979 for the

Navajo Notion:2

Table 3-

Census Carergory
Reservation Notional
Estimate Estimate Variance

Per Capita income $2,414 $7,298 $4,884
Medium Hosehold Income 8,342 16,841 8,499
Medium Family Income 9,079 19,917 10,838
Medium Family Income for Families with

Female Head of Household 6 No
Husband Preesent 5,831 9,960 4,129

Page 3
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The medium number of rooms in an Indian-occupied housing units was 4.42

person per unit. The medium number rooms in the some kind of housing unit was 73

rooms per unit.

The number of Indion-occupled housing units which were over crowded ond lack

complete plumbing for exclusive use was 9,107 or 41.2 percent of the total Indion

occupied housing visits on the Navajo Notion. Since overcrowded units and incomplete

plumbing mets the federal definition for substandard housing, only 12,992 or se.e

percent of the indion-occupted housing units were accepted far eccuPetion.

In addition, only 14,442 or 74.4 percent of the Indian household had one or

more vehicles avalloble to them; and 5,457 household or 25.4 percent hod no source of

ansportotion readily ovoilable and hod m depend on the Navojo publk transportation

(sus) system or hitchhiking.

The effect of these substandard or poverty condition Is tor-reoching and

compounded by rural conditions, posing some major coasts aints in the implementation of

the Head Start program. These constraints oree explained under the title of

Constraints.

CONSTRAINTS

Presented in this section ore constraints affecting the Heed Start Program of

the Novo Jo Tribe_ Other than the constraints, the Division of Navajo Child

Development will also present highlights of accomplishments.

Palle 4
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Enrollment Criteria:

There are children who do not meet the income ctiterio but ate in serious

need of Head Start services or early childhood servkes. Although their families are

categorized as high Incorna families and thus Ineligible for services, the lives of these

children are similar to those from low income familia:. Working adults often provide

financial support to members of the extended family, partkulatly elderly parents;

employment with high income is often temporary; and adults often must commute more

than a hundred m:les daily on the unimproved roads, resulting in high transportation

cost, which offsets any income beyond the poverty level.

According to the statistics provided by the Indian Health Send 4et.3 there ere

opproximately 8,934 children on the Navajo Nation who moy need Head Start services,

because (7) they live in poverty condition; (2) there are no other pre-school programs in

the communities; or (3) the communities are isolated, located in a medically

underserved areas and in o health manpower shortage area. Althevgh the read Start

Act provides some leeway for a Head Start progtom located in arsos with rhese

chorateristics, by permitting the program to establish the eritetio for , tigibility, the

Navojo Nation and the Head Start Program have not talcen this action.

ytonsporotion:

in spite of continual efforts to provide safe buses for all 100 centers operated

by the Nouojo Notion, unimproved toad conditions cause a rapid deterioration of buses.

inclement weather worsens the situation ond is often responsible for vehicle damage.

Of 8,099 miles of roads avoiloble to the Navajo Head Start program, only 1,683 miles

ot 19 percent is paved; 462 miles or four 14) percent is gravelled, leaving 6,754 miles or

76 percent of dirt roads.

Poge 5
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Since the Navajo ot'ors has a population density of less than seven persons

per square miles, the average Head Start bus often travels more than 150 miles daily

over dirt roods. It Ls estimated by school systems on the Navajo Nation, due to these

prevailing conditions, that the average life of a buse used primarily an dirt roods is

approximately one-thltd (1/3) tf one used on paved roads.

The average life of a Head Start bus is two years as opposed to five years,

primarily because it is not designed for driving on the toe of terrain found on the

Navajo Nation. Fiber glass mate d other bus ports do not withstand excessive

vibrations from rough roads or usage on muddy or sandy roands.

Another problem facing the Novajo Head Start program is the lack of adequate

facilities to operate center-based programs, resulting in a high relicmce on the

home-based program.

At present, more than 50 percent of all local Head Start programs are

home-based, accounting for 38 percent of the Head Start enrollment. A few

communities even operate as many as three home-based programs due to lack of

adequate facilities. The communities lack the financial means to construct buildings

(there is often little if any economic development) and depend on public funds to

provide any construction.

The lack of facilities which fully meet local environmental standards prevent

services to mot, t.114:ren, or threaten the continuation of centered-based programs to

children now enrolled in the progrom. The cost of maintaining Of repairing existing

En COPY AVAILABLE
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centers and constructing new centers Ls to prohibitive for the Navajo Notion to

undertake alone. The Navajo did earmark a minimum amount of Capital

improvement funds for renovation of Head Stott centers during Fiscal Year 1985.

Earmarked for Head Start Centers wns $250,000. This Fiscal Year, the Navajo Nation

earmarked $541,184, far Head Start Centers.

The efforts of local communities and the Navajo Nation must be complemented

by the Federal Government to adequately address the facility problem existing on the

Navajo Nation. These are approximately 5,127 children who are not being served (i.e.

8,954 OHS) - 3,827 (Table 1.).

House Bill 2218:

The Arizona Legislature passed H.B. 2218 this past summer in response to

Congressional mandate found in Public Low 98-473 (98 Stat. 2195). The mandate

requires all states receiving Social Service Block Grant ro develop and implement and

conduct criminal background checks of Title XX funded Day Core staff and

employees. The language in P.L. 98-473 (98 Stat. 2195) states:

Any state receiving an allotment under such title from the funds made
available as a result af subsection (a) shall have in effect, not later th,
September 30, 1985 (1) procedures, established by state law or regulation, to
provide for employment history and background checks, and 00 provision ef state
low, enacted in accordance with the provision of public low 92-544 (86 Stat. 115)
requiring nationwide criminal record check for all operators, staff or employees .
at prospective operators, staff or employees of child care facilities....

House Bill 2218's lelgitage Ls interp.cted by the Arizona Depot -nent of Education

to include tribally operated Head Stott centers and non-Titie XX Child Cate

Programs located on the Navajo Notion.

On July 09, 1985, the State Department of Education sent out a memorandum

requesting that all chiid care providers and employees submit fingerprints and work

history to the State Deportment of Education (SDE) before the programs can receive

r eimbursements.

Page 7
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It is well settled that state laws do not apply to Indian Reservations. The feet that

Social Service Bloch Grants for various tribes are channeled through the state does

nat automatically make state laws appileable to the reservations.

Although the PJ,.. 98-473 mandate does not apply to Head Start programs, the

Nov* Nation will voluntorliy adopt such procedures for the safely of its children.

Such procedures will be developed and implemented by the Navajo government

pursuant to Navajo law.

It is therefore the position of the Navajo Nation that H.B. 2218 does not apply to

the Navajo Nation Child Care Centers and programs on the Navajo Nation particularly

where procedures pursuant to P.L. 48-473 are being developed by the Navajo Nation

and will be in compliance with the federal mandate. In light of this, the State of

Arizona cart nor withhold Lt.S.D.A. Child Care Food Program reimbursements

channeled through the State to the Child Care Centers and programs on the Navajo

Nation.

Effected ate 1,400 eligible head start children and a reimbursement cost of

approximately S230,000.

Johnson O'Malley:

The Division of Navojo Child Development subeontraets for supplemental funding

under the Johnson O'Malley Program. AlI 3,827 eligible Heed Start children are

eligible for supplemental funding under the Johnson O'Malley (JOM) Program.

The JOM Program supplements the Division of Navajo Child Development in the

head stort`r interdisciplinary progrom to foster development and remedy problems as

exoessed in a broad range of services such as health, nutrition, and special education.

It is our understanding that the JOM program may be decrease by 44 percent.

The 46 pereent decrease applies only to those JOM programs contraeled by 167 tribes

and 72 Indian organizations. The tribes and Indian organizotions affected serve 70
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percent (123,118) of the 177,157 Indian Students,

The effect of a 46 percent decrease on the Navajo Notion wotid cause programs

such os the head start to lose supplemental services in the health ccmponent,

nutrition component, and special education component. The supplementnl services con

not be absorbed by heed start. Therefore, we ore opposed to a 44 percent decrease

or any degrease in the .10t4 program that hos effectively serve Indian students.

Recommendations:

I. Allow the Navajo Notion and its Head Start Program to establish the criteria

for eligibility or hove the Income guideline waived for the Navajo Notion;

2. Provide a funding factor or additional funds for the replacement of buses on

an ongoing basis;

3. Supplement the Navajo Notion's capital improvement funds ar o percent of

50:50 or 80:20 (federal shore: tribel shore); or fund trilsal projects at 100 iiercent.

4. Inform rhe State of Arizona that P.L. 98-473 (98 Stat2195) addresses Socall

Service Block Grant and not Head Stott Programs. This does not mean the

Novirjo Nation will net comply with the mondote af P.L. 98-473 (98 Stat. 2195,

bur tckes the position H.B. 2218 of the Stcte of Arizono sloes no apply to the

Navajo Notion.

5. Restore the funding level of the JOM Program to the some level of funding

with no dem nes.

Page 9
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DIVISION OP NAVAJO CHILD DEVELOPMENT
THE NAVAJO NATION

1985 Highlight s

The Division of Navajo Child Development psovides Head Start services in

132 local communities on the Navajo Reservation which includes ports of Arizona,

New MeAco and Utah. Serving communities often situated in remote and rural areas

presents major program constraintsthe absence of paved reeds, community buildings

to hsuse Head Start octivities, electricity, modem plumbing, grocery stores, vehicle

service stationor these ore available on a very limited scale. In spite of these

constraints, dedicated odministratoss, parents, staff, ond tribal officials worked
togethes this past year to accomplish some plans. These are presented below as 1985

highlights.

1. A compsehenslve needs assessment was conducted by a private

organization to identify program needs es well es strengths. The

results will be used to develop plans for the next three years.

2. A Plan of Operation was cpproved for the Division by the Advisory
Committee of the Navajo Tribal Council. It replaces the 1981
Memorandum of Agreement which provided a plan for transferring the

Navajo Head Start Program from the former Office of Navajo
Economic Opportunity to the Navajo Tribal Council.

3. The by-lows fos the Central Parent Policy Council were revised
to conform with the Plan of Operation and Head Start guidelines.

4. Enroilment of eligible children exceeded funded slots, and the overage

doily attendance wos maintained at about 85 percent or higher
throughout Fiscal Year 1985.

5. Meetings were held with mojor Head Stost grantees (including Las

Angeles, Chicago, Eastern Migrant Programs, Puerto Rico,

MAP-Missisippl and New York) to discuss program trends, issues, and

improvements.

4. A task force completed handbooks for six components (i.e., education,

special educotion, racial services, parent involvement, health and
nutrition), based co the Head Start Program Performance Standards.

Brief and simplified, the handbooks provide easier reading and

comprehension for the Head S tort staff.

Pogo 10
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7. A uniform school calendar wos adopted to improve program operation

as well as management.

8. Capitol improvement Projects were approved for the Division by the
Budget and Finance Committee of the Navajo Tribal Council.

Utilizing o budget of $250,000, funds were allocoted throughout the

reservotion to complete unfinished construction of new Head Start
centers and renovote existing buildings.

9. $811,691 of odditionol federal Head Stott funds were received in Fiscal

Year 1985. The umount represents $349,843 of cost of living
adjustments, $400,000 of one-time program improvement funds, and

$61,848 of program expansion funds.

10. $541,184 of capital improvement project funds were appropriated by

the Navajo Tribal Council fot Fiscol Year 1986 to improve. construm

or purchase Head Stott focillties. The availability of these funds will

make it possible to provide center-base services to some Navajo
communities fat the first time and to achieve greater compliance with

local building health ond sofety codes.

11. The Head Start Personnel Policy Maim: was revised.

12. The Navajo Nation's pay scale was adopted to provide mare
comparable pay fa Head Start employees.

13. The Central Parent Policy Council approved a policy requiring Head

Start teachers to be certified as Child Development Associates at
least. More thon 100 staff art now enrolled in the credential program.

14. A career development committee was re-estoblished. It is responsible

for developing guidelines for employee development, promotion salary

increment, etc.

15. 25 Head Stott staff participated la rho Child Development 4ssociates

(CDA) Advisor Twining ot New Mexico State University. Successful

completion of the training Program will enable the participants to
serve os advisors to interns enrolled in the ODA program.

16. 419 employees participated in basic skill assessment to determine
Individual needs and develop career development plans.

17. Head Start staff was Introduced to a new approach in the utilization
of cognitive teaching concepts in the classroom. The approach Is

based on the premise that if teoching methodology Is tailored to the
culturoi background ond special needs of Navajo children, their true

abilities and potentials will become evident.
Page 11
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18. The Shiprock Agency is participating in a project sponsored by the
notional Head Start office which assesses the cognitive and social
skills of children three to fly* years oid in Hecd Start to assist
teachers in planning instructional activities.

Pogo 12
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DIVISION OF NAVAJO CHILD DEVELOPMENT

ME NAVAJO NATION

EMOLLMENT REPORT

November 1985

Service Unit Funded Actual EaM EsM
Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment I Enrollment2

I. Alamo 35 35 35 0

2. Cononctio 40 40 40 0

3. Chink 690 740 726 .36
4. Crownpoint 800 810 795 - 5
5. Fort Defiance 777 833 BD .42

6. Pinehili/Romah 93 Ft 87 - 6
7. Rehoboth 20 20 20 0

8. Shlprocic 642 658 443 * 1

9. Tuba City 730 757 721 - 9
TOTAL: 1.827 3,9843 3,8864 459

1

2

3

4

End of the Month Enrollment s Actual Enrollment - Dropouts

End of the Month Variance a Funded Slots - EoM Enrollment

3,984 children were provided Head Stott services, using 112 center-base ond 95 home-base
Programs in 132 communities.

98 children left local programs. More than SO percent moved I. e different community
or outside the reservation due M the pzents' employment or continuing education. 13
children transferred to another ONO:, progrove.
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ISSUE PAPER TOR CONGRESSMAN cram MILLERa

CHAIRMAN OF SENATE SELECT CCOMITTEE OH CHILDREN. YOUTH AND FAMILIES

The Navajo Nation is the largtet Indian tribe to the United Stat... end its lend

base covers OptoxinatelY 25.000 square miles. The land is about the sane size ss tbe

State of Nest Virginia. The Navajo Reservation spans into three states. namely:

Arizona; New Mexico; and Utah. Additionally, the Navajo Reservation spans into three

legion

VIII Office headquartared in Denver. Colorado: and 3) Region IR OffIca headquartered

In Sam Francisco. California.

The Navajo Tribal Division of Social Menu,a la responsible fwr delivering

services to Navajo fannies and Individuals vho are living "on ot near" the Navajo

Reservation and where mandated by statues. /be following grants and contracts are

adninistared by the Division of Social Welfare: I) P.L. 93-638 Social Services

Contract; 2) Social Services Block Grant (Title EX) -Arizona: 3) Social Servicaa Block

Grant (Title XX) -New Mexico; 4) Low Into** BOW Energy Atsistanca Program: 5) U.S.

Department of Agriculzure -Child DaY Caret 6) Indian Child Welfare ACt entat (P.L.

AS -Ng): 7) Community Services Block Grans; 8) Title 1V -8 Child Welfare Servitca Grant

(P.L. 96-272): and 9) Navajo Tribal genaral funds. Finally. the Divialon provide.

services to an average of 31.032 parsons Per month.

ISSUE NO. I

iha Navajo Reservation apans into three States and three fedaral regiona. This

situation requires the Navajo Tribe to vork with ;brie *tate government.. thrae

federal ragionaI offices. and the heresy of Indian Affair.. Each governmental entity

mill generally have a pacticular sot of raquirenenta. and this places butden on tha

Navajo Tribe to adhara to different seta of federal and atare rulaa and reolations.

The situation alto bring. about conflicting jutiedittiona and rasponehllities among
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tbe seven governmental entities. Additiosally. the Navajo Tribe contracts ditactly

vith the NHS-Office of Duman Devalopmont Services in Wasbington. D.C. lor Drom locos*

D. Satre aaslataata Progres.

Ths comPliaocc with different sets of rules anj taSuletieta blasts the

development and dsludettation of sots comPrebensiva social servIcs. progres. The

cbjactivs is to provide social services in a BMW that is mote cost effective,

fla4itla, and :elevens to the neada of the Navajo peop'a.

Recemmeodetion

The Division of Social Welfare recommends that the tbrea state governments. :ha

:Ursa federal regional offices. DMS-ONDS. and the DIA work with tke Navajo Tribe And

streamline the fiscal and ptogron repo:tins taquitesents. The sight governmental

entitisa ten also assist the Navajo Tribe to explore the feasibility of direct funding

or designatioo of single ittOty.

ISMS OD. 2

The Navsjo Tribal Division of Social Welfare took altar stop in October 1961

When it contracted for the forget Dureau of Indian Affairs sotial service.. program'.

The Division of Social Welfare assumed the responsibilities lot the planning. proStam

development Lod administration of the form: DIA social serrices prostam pursuant to

the Indies Self-Dttersination Act (1.1.. 93-630.

The fending frou the ILA hos remained steady. however. the threat el funding

:eduction constantly facsa :be Navajo patios. With the present funding level. the

Division of Social Welfare la ebla to serve 26.034 parsons pet mooth and majority of

these ate families with chlIdteu. The Navajo Nation is cettaioll striving for mote

cosprabenalva service delivery system ie.. children. Youth and fatalist: however. the

Navsjo Tribes acceptance to adoinistat the forms: DIA program dosa not aeon that rho

i0
ALA no longer has any responsibility. The federal dove:moues primary objective

should be re mike sure the adee..c. iondinga era provided to ail La isO tribas that

2
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adololter the formt DIA social services proarm.

lecomendstion

The Division of Social Welfare recommend. that Senate Select Committee on

Children. Youth end Tamllies support sod protect all Indian progrsaa particularly

those program whict service Indigo children. Youth end families.

ISSUE WO. 1

Tbs P.L. 93-638 social services contract Include sin major tomponmts lamely; 1)

Genetal Assistance; 2) Tribal Work ExPetience Progreo; 3) Child Welfare Assistance; 4)

Adult International Cote; 5) Miscellaneous Assistance; and 6) Foully sod Commimity

Servic. With the exteption of the Family and CommunIty Services Component, funds in

the other fim components benefit the client* directly and the funds ets suppose to be

nide vailable based 4704 the level of need.

The Peony end Commicy Services Component dole not benefit thc tlient directly

e nd the funds 'Wet this comonent am to py fat staff selerles, travel costs. office

@ Paces, end other adalnistrative suppott coste. These fwds ate classificd as "banded

moles" by the aaa. end this seem conrsiote are placed oo these funds. Because of

the conattaintse the Division of Social welfare cannot int eeeee nor te.budgct these

funds according co che need.

ihe DIA's bending of the funds whlth ste uscd co administer the P.1. 93-638

social service Cont'Oct is toncsro to the Wavalo Tribe. While the Division of

Sotial Welfare *taus* to met the daily needs of the clientele, the mans and level

of resPons. am ctually controlled by the iederal governoent through its "bcnded

monies". Additionally, the level of nooltoring activities, supervision. end other

sdolniscrative support ctivities and cost ere dictated by the mount a funds in the

Tautly end Community Services.

3
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Recommendstion

the Division of social ()Wets recommends that the Senate Select Committee oa

Children. Youth snd Families. MS. snd the DIA work with the Navajo Tribe design s

better management end accountability system which Promotes the pluming sod

administration of programs and vhith reflects the unique needs of the ladies people.

Ibe SIA's ptactics of dictating teettictioaa on certain funds, such es "bonded

conies", does not pronote the shilosophY of Indian self-detetaination.

ISSUE NO. 4

Ike Navajo Nation is a tbtiving and progressive Dation. Ihe population numbers

tO approximately l6$.597 with the majority Doing under 21 years of age.

Traditionally. the Navajo PeoPle maiotsinsd and practiced their own cultural beliefs

and practices. The system of close foully and community netvotka contributed a grass

deal to the esre end eoeialisstion of the young, and such UstOOtki Mere also rOOOtittOO

for problem solving and amPport system. The traditions/ Pteetices wog the Navajo

people are still evident. PartitularlY among the people who reside in resets arms of

the Navajo Reservation.

The Division of Simla Netfare teeelvea aeverel state and federal grants or

contracts for the purpose of providing child velfare services. social services,

genetal assistance, etc. Ihe state and federal funding. sre optesasty and welcomed.

however. ths adherent. and tomPliencs with different sets of rules end regulations

often eopflitts with the prevailing valves and prectices of the Navajo people.

It is the polity Of the Division of Social Welfate to provide social servietS

which ere consistent with ptofeasional social mak ethics sod Nevjo cultural valves.

yjnelly. it ie ths Division's policy to ensure that any contract Ot grant support and

promote Tribal comPeteneY and tespousibility in the pleasing. program development. and

responsibility in the planning. ptogram development. and administration Af social

services proSres.

4
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Recotmendation

The DIVWOR of Social Welfare recommends thee the Senate Select Committee on

Children, Touch and Families advocate for programs co encourage and tespecc Native

American values and practices. Secondly, che Division tecommends that NIS help the

Navajo Tribe in identification and acquisition of ttsining /unds; the Division

envisions PrePatatien ef social votc.craining naterisls that incorPotates 0E11C/tonal

values and practices.

ISM HO. 5

In 1984. the Office of Inspector general under the V.S. Departeene of the

Intetior performed an audit On the Navajo Ttibe's P.L. 93-638 soial services

concract. The audie cePorte cited 42 f concern. The audit report is useful

for the improvemenc of the social services progtem, however, the Navajo Tribe feels

;bac eh* audic was used as a cool to impose on the Division of Social Welfare to

establish and implemenc the whole gamet of social work scandards and procedutes. lc

is 41 concern because when the BEA adminietet the social services progtam prior to

1981, soma of che deficiencies end expectations cited in the audit repose vere not ef

the fedetal governmenc'e concerns.

Nonetheless. the Navajo Tribe and Navajo Atea 81A Office have taken the Ole Audit

Repocc setiouely and we prepsced a torteeciou sccion co address every deficiency ciced

im the report. The Navajo Madan is indeed committed to providing adequate and

quality services co ic's people and it will also continue Co strive toward maintaining

And proceceing all funding sources.

Recommendacion

The Division of Social Welfare tecommends thee the 8IA and DNIS not ocilice the

deficiencies aced in the 016 Audit Report as reasons for reducing federal funding to

the Navajo Tribe. The ILA and DRS staff instead should make every cffoce co eosin

the Division of Social Velfate further develop a better and more cooPrehensive
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social services program.

11901 NO. 6

The Navajo Trite ptesently contracts with the States of Arirone and New Marko

for Social Services Sloth Grants (Title XX). The Title XX fuoding frOS Arirons have

temained &rawly, however the level of funding ftom New Mexico has decreased over the

years.

ma steady finding In Arizona la attributed to the stste's method of "Indian

Set-Aside Funds" which magpies a tartein Percentage of the Title 21 Allocation for

rho Indian tribes. Additionally. the erste allocates a nininwn hese *mown of 17.500

to every ledian tribe regerdless of service population. The funding in Nov /halt*

unfortunere'S S. regressive. Siete 1975. the Navajo Tribe has received funding

teductiots with no real justifications. The Navajo Tribe has unsuccessfully ptoteated

rho fundiog tuts. end at the present. Ore Title XI funding from New Mexico is at its

lowest.

In January 1961. Pteeldant Ronald Reagan released a statenent on lndien policy

wherein be proposed that Indies; tribes ba eligible for direct funding under Social

Semites Sloth Greer (Title XX). The direct fusding la ideal. however the fundleg

forsula gnat be equitable and adequate. If Ors allocation la made strictly on

population. the aloe/mien nav not bp adequate; therefore...it requires extensive

tessera end planning to bting forth the =let equitable fondles forsuls for the Iodise

people

Retennendetion

The Division of Sosiel Vaisya tetommends that the DRS -WEDS follow up on

Prealdeot Ressen's statement on direct funding to Indian tribes. If direct funding is

feasible, then the NES-ODDS involve the Ladies tribes sod orgenirsrion In ire

determination of "Indian Set-AsIde Funds" ot the determination of an equitable funding

formula.

6
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JSSUE WO. 7

Thu InVan Child Welfare Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-608) was signed into law by

President JianY Carrst on November 8. 1978. The intent of the law was to prevent

unuarranted removal of Indian children iron Their families. Since 1978, 20 statea

from Throughout the country have repotted and referred a Total of 65C child welfare

times which involved Navajo Children. Of the 650 Cases referred. 952 of the cases

eeee alcohol reined and 852 of the Navalo Children were Tenoned from their homes aa4

plated in non-Iadian homes until rbe Navajo Tribe intervened.

As The intent of The law is beginning to bs realitud, the ICVA grant allotation

is regressing at The national level. The national allocations vere as follows; 1)

$9.7 million was allotated in FY1983 ; 2) $8.7 million vas allocated in 871984; and 3)

$8.8 mi/liou vss allocated In Flq985; and 4) $8.7 million was allocated for PT 1986.

Further, The Navajo Tribe vas doled funding This past year. Consequently. an

administrative appeal vas filed and a complaint hes also been filed in the United

Stares District Court of Arizona to legally resolved the Navajo Tribe'a concern about

ICVA funding.

Necoanandarlom

The Division of Social Welfare reconnends that The U.S. Congress give ita

tomplere support and assistance to the Indian tribes and Indian organizations by

making aufficient funding allocations. Secondly. The Division of Social Welfare

reconneads Thar the Durum of IcAlta Affairs is-evaluate the 1CWA funding formula.

The present formula dosa nor take account The total serve Population and it does apt

considec the high cost rates associated vith Indian child velfare servicea in rural

communities, e.g. legal services. *ransportation cocts, fOster care, day care, arc.

ISSUE NO.

The Division of Social Welfare inherited the prgOtac automatic data Protessing

system from the 81A when it coartected for the former DIA social servIcea program.

7
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Taa eYatea has its limitation becusse It priaarily co/lecra and proc ***** data for

aervicea provided under the.P.6. 93-63g contract.

The aurosatic data Processing ayatea suet be expanded to include data for other

granra and contracts vhich ere adminisrared by tbe Division. Ths ladk of a

comprehensive matagemant inioraation aystsa put. heavy burden oa the Division

because often the daracanttbetmda avalisbla on C mossnes noting and tba reliability

and validity of the data collected is wftan disputad.

latomaandation

The Division of Social lislfare taco=anda char tha DIA, DERS and the Senate

Select Coami.traa on Children. Youth and and %allies assist tha Navajo Tribe In the

idantifitariva nd acquisition of fends vhicb is necessary te plan and develop a

tomprehtusive nattagensat information system.

ISSUE NO. 9

The Division of Social Welfare prrsently operates thtee child day care center.

vhich ate located at Shiproch. New Nulty, Fort %fiance. Arizona. snd Cblnle.

Arizona. Wen the child day cats cantata are at full capacity, the testers can

accommodate 350 children which is .0161 of all Childres who arc %Wean the AO. cf

0-4 yea% old! Accordlog to Navajo Arta Indian Health Service ststistica forfT 1985.

the total number of child.en batsman Oa agea of 0-4 years old.la 21.560. Thrrefors.

It cap be said that the Navajo Tribe la seek in providing adequate child dey tert for

children.

getommendatioa

The Division of Social Welfare %commands that The DEMS-ORPS proof.% technical

aaaaatette In identifying end obtaining appropriate funds for the expatexoo of child

day cart centers on the NavaJo Nation. Secondly. the Divialon of Social Welfare

recoamends that the %eats Select Committee on Children. Youth and Fannies *Ake ever),

effort to lama% %tulles for child daY cars and mote such funds available to Indian
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commit i es .

ISSUE NO. 10

the Division of Social Wolfer. presently operates five group homes for

adjudicated youth. At fail capacity. each group home can accommodete elm reeidents

Mich i a small Percentage of the Navajo Youth needing ova helP1 Actording ro the

gsvajo Aree India. gimlet Service statistic. for Ft1985. the total number of thildren

who are between the ages of 10-19 years old is 42.097. two years ego, the leavjao
,s

tribal Division oi public Safety reported tiler 1.760 juveniles were orreeted end

majoriry of these juveniles needed social more laterventione. Therefore. It tin be

sold that rho Navajo Tribe needs group home and trenemar programs for rbe yourh.

RecomandatIon:

the Division of Sotfal Velfare retommends rhor rhe DDES-011DS Provide technical

assieranca in identifyiag and obtaining appropriate funds for the exponsion of group

bases for dialogue= youth Oh the Navajo Nation. Secondly, the Division of Social

Velfera recommends char the Senire Select Committee on Children. tourh end /Mille.

sake every effort to increem funding for servites ts dellnqueot yourb and ask. such

funds available to Indian temmunirleo.

9
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%aye the Children.

NMINOMELD GERM

usiommilICKazems
mometestrm.

December 1945
Ifeat'Ahi (Hello)

Greetings from the beautify country of our great Navajo Nation.
I would like be thank you for your continued generosity aed support.
Many of you have waited patiently for word fromus.

Save the Children has been busy helping volunteers construct a
better future for our people. I would lake to share with you the
activities of several communities during the past year.

Kaibeto, AZ and %erten', and Pinedale, NM have
been busily constructing simple buildings to
get small laundromats going. Next year, Kinn-
chee, AZ will join the popular laundromat veir
tures.

Sometime ago, several Navajo women began weaving
the world's largest Navajo rug. They hoped
to sell the rug and with the proceeds construct
a much needed health clinic. Since then, they
have been unable to sell the rug since they
Lack mar*eting skills. The community of Chil-
chinbeto, AZ approached Save the Children to
help with funds to tell the rug which is now
considered a priceless seem. wee. Also the
people of Cottonwood community helped the elders
make traditional crafts for sale.

volunteers in Crownpoint and Iyanbito, NM and
Tuelani and blue Gap, AZ cootinurd work on pre-
school projects. The Chinle and Crownpoint
volunteers worked on construction projects.
Chinle renovated an old building, while Crown-
point volunteers fondraisod for a new building.
The volunteers from the other communities pur-
chased needed supplies and equipment for their
preschools.

Volunteers in Tuba City, At are !wading a
canntry with the New Dawn Project sponsored
by the Navajo Tribe. Save the Children funds
also purchased seeds for children to grow seed-
lings in the greenhouse.

Volunteers in Slagetoh, Narlini, Steamboat.
and Pinon, AZ have been at work on either recreataon
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or project-I-Tor yOuth. Steamboat is renovating
a donated building which required plumbing
repairs. Pinon is working on an outdoor
baseball field, while parents of Nazlini
are planning a model playground with the
assistance of school playground designers.

. Klagetoh volunteers run an after-school drep-in
center where children voluntarily learn to
read and write in the Navajo and Spanish
languages. They also built a basketball court
and are planning a concessionaire kitchen
and a small crafts center.

Volunteers funded a small 'Learn by Doing'
Project for mentally/physically disabled
youth who were trained to manage vending
machines for income. Trees were planted
by the handicapped for the pleasure of the
disabled patients at the Chinle Nursing Home.

Educational kits were planned, warehoused,
and distributed to 650 children and youth
isolated in remote areas of the reservation.
Kits included books, solar calculators, games,
puzzles, sewing notions, and fabric for the
older girls, and tool kits for the older
boys. Employees of the Navajo Tribe's community
development programs assisted with kit delivery.

This year, the Navajo Indian Nation Field Office moved from the
remote community of Ganado to Window Rock, AZ. The purpose of
the move was for Save the Children to be more accessible to the
Navajo communities who are in the NM portion of the reservation.
In addition, we are now closer to banks, garages, and other neces-
sary businesses.

In the coming months, we will explore solar applications and con-
struction for family day care providers; help the communities
work on laundromats to utilize solar hot water heater systems;
look at ways to be more supportive of the traditional crafts;
help communities prepare business plans, and so forth. We are
also doing all we can to enhance the work of our 75 community
volunteeis. All of the above are samples of our efforts to help
the communities move toward self-sufficiency, so that the children
in these communities can have a better future.

Again, thank you for your support from all of us at the field
office and our SAVE THE CHILDREN target communities.

AH GO NE, (Farewell)

eloria J. Emerson, Director
Na ajo Field Office
Saw- the Children Federation

5 8
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:NAVAJO SCF PHILOSOPHY

Belief in the people.

Belief in Navaio communities.

Belief in tilose traditional values and ethos which are
humanitarian and which emphasize self-reliance and in-
genuity in solving local problems.

Belief in a vision that the Navajo society can become
economically independent: that the people can become
self-sufficient and provide a quality life for themselves
and their children while helping their community
members.



, GOAL
To foster self-help community
development on the Navajo
Reservation through on-going
programs at the field and target-
community level.
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KLAGETON

I. INTRODUCTION

A. LOCation/Physical Description

The Community of Klagetoh is totaled within a small basin which stories west

from a large wash. It also includes a Porto- of the mountainous Plateau that

forms the basin. In location it is approximately 18 miles south of Ganado, Arizona

and 24 miles north of Chambers, Arizona on state route 63. The chapter is charac-

terized 010 intersPerses of grass-lands, sagebrush, pinyon-luniPer trees and rolling

hills. A perrenia spring is located within 4 miles of the present ChaPter house.

It has b4ert used to Obtain water since the fest inhabitants came to the area

Klagetoh can be Characterized as a part of two geckigical and geographical

subdivisions, the Painted Desert and the Steepe area Of the Defiance Uplift. The

extreme south western Onion of the chapter is considered the Painted Desert area.

This dry and terraced plain gives a °badlands" aPPearance with hills and occasional

exposed cliffs of multi-colors The rest of the chapter is a stePPe zone AS it S03043

oftward 10 the Defiance uplift, a geological formation characterized topographically by

forrests and roilins hills The elevation varies slightly as one travels from east 10

west across the chapter, from 5000 in the lower elevation to nearly 630o at the higher

areas

uvolooy

Wage ton is primarily a bed of sedimentary rock with a few regions of volcanic

activity The PrnouctiOn of water is effected b., the age of rocks in an area ar1

v. l i; 2
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that is the reason for their discussion here. Rocks in Klaget0h are from the Triassic.

Jurrassoy and Tertiary Ages. Triassic being the Oldest. Fuel in all Probability

could not be produced and Commerical ly develOPed from the rocks found here .

however, construction materials are a possibility for development. Thrre are rocks

present which would provide good bingding arid aggregate materials. In addition,

most of the rocks from the Triassic Age. An alluvium plain is also present, which

is a relatively new geologic octurente, yet most water which fills wells and Can be

obtained with windmills is found in aquifers from this plain.

soils

As stated above the soils present in Klagetoh are good binders. They are a

mixture of clays and sands. This makes them especially textured and a variable

degree pririosity

Hydrology

The water bearing potential of the rocks represent in the Klacrtoh chapter

is good. According to a geohydologit study done in 1956, the Klagetoh area is

sufficiently supplies with water for some time to come. There are many windmills

in the area which have been Converted to.purepwells and a perrenial spring

well depth ranges from 100 to 800 feet, with an average well depth of about

400 to 450 feet.

EWriaie

Summer temperatures are warm in Kiagetoh, with temperatures around 9

not uncommon Winter temPeraleres drop below freezing for most of the winter

with an average of about 25°. Total average annual temperature being about

TO° Average annuai rantall about 2-3". Average annual snowfall around 2-7"

and a prevailing wind of about 10-2$ miles per hour,
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Ve A/Station

myth of the vegetation in Klagetoh has been noted for its wildlife.

Wildlife

Hunting was among some of the most ttractive features of the area. Witer

availability makes the abundance Of vIldlife proliferate. ;malt mammal game, birds

(eSpecially doves) end some of the larger mammals Ss deer, turkey and scene of

the nocturne: mammals exist.

Permits are required for hunting in the area and there is a hunting unit

within the ChaPter.

Fishing Is also available at Boggy Lake, some distance to the west of the

chaptow a.nd anOther unidentifies lake within ihe mountains 10 the east. Otrowits

are required to fish.

D. History/Background

The Navajo word for Klagetth is Leeyi1to (Water in the Ground). This refers

to the amPle water sources in the area. inhabitation dates back to the 12th cen-

tury Prior to 1864, NM'S', inhabitation was scant and on an intermittent basis

There are historical accounts Of Dine from Canyon de Chet ly seeking refuge from

COnstint Ute attacks in the Klagetoh area. Still, only two families permanently

ow/Pies Klagetoh during these years During the fort Sumner perood, one of

those families hid in the mountains during the day and obtained food from the

cornfields on the valley at night (Collier 39.49)

Alter the LOng walk. Naval* reoCCOPatiOn of Klagetoh was slow Several

factors contributed to this slo% reOCCuPetten tort Defiance had become the major

ration-dostribt.tion center as a result of the closing of Fort Fauntleroy (wongate).

4
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As such many families took residency in and around the Fort Defiance. On% of the

families phiCh had lived in Klagetoh area prior to Fort Sumner returned to their

home on an intermittent basis during those years. They lived 20 miles north 01

Fort Defiance and maintained cornfields in Klagetish during the summers In 1890.

this family returned to Klegetoh for permanent residency.

Klagetoh was an attractive race to settle. There was wild food Plants, a

spring with water good for human consumption and bountiful game to hunt. Des-

pite all these qualities, Navajos were disuaded from Permanent Settlement of

Klagetoh. in Significant numbers due to the restrictions placid upon the area by

Anglo cattle corPorations that used the area for grazing of livestock. These cor-

portions had a central headquaters in a place called Tannersprings a few miles

southwest of the center of the Klagetoh community.and used the area now know

or as Klageteh for grazing of stock.

Navajos finally began to settle Permanent in the area with the establishment

of the Trading Post. The families that have settled in Klagetoh over The year

represent many clans, but during the time of the first trading post the major

clan families were the Ts Pnaajinli (Black Streaks of Wood), HOna'ghaanir (The Ones

Who Walks Around), and eventually Kinlicheeni (Red House People).

Heal Hoggener began that first stOre and traded with both the Navajos and

provided supplies tO the Anglo working livestock in the area. The post Since

that time has had many interesting owners. Some worked well with the Havaios

living m the area and Promoted their weaving and silver work. There weren't

many equipment or suPPliJs in the area for making hie easier and most often

tasked were accomPlished the "hare way. Residents recalled times when wood was

obtained by wagon or dragged one log at a time by horse. These elderly view

the pock-Up collection of wood and water as a "convenience in comparison.

i, 1
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Traders who brought modern convenience and means of accomplishing daily tasks

to the arta made good profit in Klagetoh.

After Navajos began to occupy thr area in numbers and as lt become a part

Of the extended Navajo reservation in the e'rly 1900, grezing areas become open

and were used. Residents tolo of grazing areas that were °like a dream to watch

the horses (wild) run on the flats. The cheep would be out there, tee along

side the horses. There would be with the reduction of herds and the beginnings

of the permit system changes occured in the number of livestock and the land had

begun to diminish in the number and quantity of dirrerent plants grasses.

Between the 1920's and 1930's the community experiences many changes. One

of those changes was the beginning of the Chapter house. A man named John Hunter

visited th; community and became a conzort to different respected leaders. Yellow

.policeman, and others travelled to families wittog the area notifying them of a new

way a discuss the concerns, pro...lems and learn Of news near Fort Defiance. Soon

tools and foreman were selected to begin construction on a building in which to hold

meetings for the Purpose of the community.

A BIA Boarding School was started at about the same time as the chapter system

gained momentum. The school was equiped with electric ty and hag a capacity to

educate at least SO students. Many of the older residents of the community remember

the first boarding school. The school was closed in the 1950's due to a severe water

shortage that effected Kiagetoh. The school buildings are now used for housing

by residents. It is substandard and hazardous as often clasircoms are used for
f

entire families.

Since those days the chapter has been involved with the Soil Conservation

Projects ario Demonstration area in Tanner springs and various other Campaigns

designed to improve the quality of life (Or residents A new chapter house was

vg.6
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constructed in t963, to make way for a highway Rt. 63, which intersected the

community of Gana*, to Chambers, Arizona and the Highway to California. A

health clinic and pre-school are the most recent additions to the community of

Klagetoh providing needed services and a small number of jobs for resit4ents

C. Chapter Organization/Administration

The first community representative to the Tribal Council was Yellow Policeman.

Other leaders since that time have served the needs of both the Klagetch and Wide

Ruins communities. Klagetoh became a certified chapter on February 1S, 19$6.

Dr. Annie Wauneks did much to Prvinste the health needs of both communities

and at present a chnic within proximity of both communities is named for her.

The following is a breakdown of Chapter Officials and Organization of

committees and boaros within the Klagetori Chapter.

The 1984, chapter officers include:

Council Delegate : Jimmie Nelson

Pres ident : Jack Benally

Vice President Irvin Hugh Lynch

Secretary/Treasure Amelia genally

D. Chapter popula.ion

The 1980 Census Identified 844 Indhisclueis res.dreg the emgetoto Cs:aPter.

The 198Z 8IA Tally of enrolled terdaicis indicated :.0.5:1 sad er. 1233 Navajo Re-

gistered Voters identified 747 individuals
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II. INFRASTRUCTURE

s

A. Eiectriety

This utility was first introduced to the chapter in 1930, with the establishment

of the Boarding School. After that time installation of electricity occured for the

hewing within the Boarding Sehool compound That eiectricity was Produced at

the school by use of a (gas operated) generator. When the school closed in 1959,

the generator was sold to the current ower (at that time) of the Klagetoh Trading

Post.. A resident of Klagetoh related the following, "It started off when the school

was dosed. That trader had a good thing going with the residents. (He) made

lase of the generator in a business manner. (He made) a deal with the residents

who wanted electricity extended into their homes He told them If they would

pay cash for the electricity or trade (desirable) goods with him, he would extend

electrltity into their harries. People would bring horses, sheep etc. to receive

that electricity. (RES: C.W.P.l.).

At present it is estimates about half of ths itlagetoh residents have electricity

and another 501, living in more remote areas are s.ithout the utility. Those without

are presented with the protskm of lack of cold storage for food products, and

less productive hours than their neighbors.

8. Water

water is not a maior problem for residents of Klagetols. water is available
t

however, most residents would rather have it within their homes. water must

be hauled by vehicles and most people travel an average of 2-3 miles to get "Ater

Once a week is the average frequency for obtaining water, this of cous-se depends

upon the number and capacity of containers used There are six pump wells in the

commuoltyerwa Perrernol-Wring. -Very Tett' windmills exist.
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Problems occur when pumps are broken or frozen or are deliberately broken

aild run.constantly. The area around wells become a problem in the snow or

during muddy weather. Water for livestoe. is obtained from dams that fill during

rainfall. Dry spells warrant hauling water in or running livestock gretter distances.

C. Sewage

There are several waste and water disposal lagoors within the chapter. One

services the chapter house, clinic and pre-School, while a larger two-celled lagoon

services 'IS homes within old BM school.compound. A third, services the Trans-

western Pipeline Gas Commpressor Station's residencies (2 homes and 1 trailer) and

a fourth is primarily used for industrial waste and oil and water drainage for the

Transweskern Pipeline Compressor Station.

Any additional construction or the addition of indcor plumbing homes will

reguife the installation of additional sewage disposal systems. The present systems

are maintained by several sourcei without coordination.

0. Gas

A Transwestern Pipeline Pumping and compressor station runs a miles east

of Highway 63. Most of the families in Klagetoh however, do not receive gas from

mis one. Many purchase butane bottled gas for cooking within their homes.

E. Roads

Roads within the area of Klagetoh are all dirt. Some are graded for school

bus traffic and accesibthly to cominunity facilities many roads are impassable

during the winter and rainy months. In the 50's and 60, the 13IA started projects

to upOarde the condition of unpaved roads within the community. Much on the way
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of improvements are still needed to provide optimal travel to the residents of

Itiagetohi.

F. Transportation

Transportation Is a problem for residents without personal vehicles. Many

people still "hitchiiikel to their destinations. Some system of commuter transit

is needed for residents travelling to areas of commercial development.

The only paved road within the community Is state route 63 which travels

north-south from Gonad° to Chwabers, Arizona through the chapter.

G. Communication

The most common method of receiving communication is by way of radio and

newspaper. Communications most often-ant by mail and OCcasionally by telephones.

Howe Ow, most families are without telephones and very few have television. There

is a telephone (Mtn. Bell) located at the chapter house, but many times it does

not work. The Navajo Times and Gallup indeoendent provide the Primary sources

of written news from outside of the community, whole tne radio stations of Mil

(Holbrook). Window Rock Station and the Gallup stations are the predominate

source of audio news and entertainment.

Communicating with others outside the community is even harder. Therefore.

trawl is relied upon as a means of also, obtaining information and socialization

with others. In emergencies the lack of communication with outside sources isi
extremely prohibiting

H Housing

Construction of housing in the chapter is on a personal basis. There are

houses..n use that have been converted from old class rOOMS in the dosed Boarding
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: School. Land has been wothdrawn for purposes of construction of housin in 1553,

62 and again 74. Howevzr, at presmt public housing or subsidized units are not

in existence.

Housing in the more remote areas is either log, substandard instaration boards

or cinderbioc::. Community residents have expressed concern over the hmning issue

at the It lagetoh chapter.

i. Community Facilities

Among the facilities within the Magetoh chapter for community use arr. the

chapter house, the clinic, the Pre-school and three church structures. In addition,

there is the trading Post which is used by the commurgty residents as //ell as a

warehoUse used for hay, grain, and vehilce storage.

There was general oPinion that some sort oi recreational facility is needed

for risidents wanting to engage In sport events as basketball, volleyball, etc.

HI. SOCIAL SERVICES

A. Health Care

CHR and IHS field nursing staff Provide health services to community people

in more remote areas of the chapter. The local clinic provides well-baby checks,

geriatric, and family Practitioner services. There are 4 doctors, one nurse and

clerical assistant at the clinic. The clinic averages 2000 outPatients visits a year

and 150 visits per month. Paramedic and emergency care is from the Sage Memorial

hospital in Geriado. The hospital there has 5 doctors, 15 nurses and about 5 salmi

para-professional nealth workers on slat' Most residents are within 20 miles

of some health facility
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Health care is an area the community in the past haii supported efforts in

developing and at present most heeds adequately served.

B. Public Safety and taw Enforcement

A need exist for public safety equipment and law enforcement in the community.

Fires are handly by the fire truck from Hide Ruins however, small vandalism and

burgairies are becoming mare CC fala011. People have expressed the desire to have

some protection within their own community.

Breaking and entry of private homes while owners are away and vandalism of

public facilities ere a problem. This problem ts compunded when there are no

telephone to receive assistance during Such times. The nearest Police substation

is in Ganaio, Arizona, about 20 miles away.

C. Education

A BIA Boarding School was constructed in Klagetoh in the 1930's. It serviced

the community until 1959, when serious water shortage forced its closure. Since

then a Pre-school was COnstructed In the days of MO and it provided students vital

the necessary start of their educaticnal careers. After, Pre-school many students

attend Wide Ruins day schooi for elementary. At the tome of junior and high school,

most students attend the Ganado Public school. Very few attend other Boarding

Schools or schools outside of the state for their high school years.

Prospects for employment after their education ts slim within the Kiagetoh

community. Some students attend technical or vaocational schools while others work

with the railroad.

The pre-school has 2 teachers anc, 2$ students, a bus driver, cook and small

administration to handle thMr paperwork.
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College and study at universities is pursued by a very malt minority of

Klagetoh. youth. Of those receiving degrees employment is often sought outside a

the community, in Window Rock, Fort Defiance or Ganado.

D. Other Social ASSistance Services

Services are received from the state of Arizona and the Navajo Tribe for

Kiagetah residents. The following is a breakdown of such services. It does not

represent a:mutually exclusive count. That is any one resident may receive these

services in one Or ferny compirlatiew

Welfare - 19

AFDC - 19

ssi t 39

SS 69

VA - 4

Disability - 16

Pension Plans - 4

Medicaid - SO

GA - 65

TOTAL - 421

E. Religion

There os a Cathohc Mission and Menonite Mission located within the chapter,

both provide services of social and religious nature to community residents within

their congregation or interested in converting vs their denominations Assistance

is also provided to, any resident on emergency 'ovations.

BEsiA4a.f, MAME%1 73 f. .
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IV. ECONOMIC STATUS

A. Economic Base

Traditionally, Klagetoh economy was transacted on a nen-cash basis. After

the ettablistunent of the trading post, much transaction of business with the traders

was an exchange of goods for services. Electricity was first brought to many

community members through this system of economic barter.

Additionally, silversmithing and craft work become a source of interne foe many

Navajos in Klagetoh. Sliver harnesses end riding gear were in demand from fel-

low Navajos as well as Spanish. Many families became noterized by the type of

craft or silversmithing they had as a specialty. Commissioned work became a re-

gular sourte of :omit for dhferent individuals.

In the early Ws the Navajo Arts & Crafts Enterprise was established and a

conceked effort began on the part of the government to locate potential markets

for craftwork and silver. Navajos from Klagetoh became commissioned producers
t

of a variety of art, craft and silversmithing work. However, since that time the

denten* for these types of work has drastically decreased. A need exist for the

establishment of an economic base withr the community either through commercial

development or the establishment of some institution to provide for the residents

of Klogetah's growing population.

S. Resource Utilization/Developmenti
Residents of Klagetoh feel their natural resources are the hunting and

potential grazing areas. The soil was also mentioned as being especially rich

and productIve. At pment there is ro utilisation ol the natural resources.

COnstruction materials could potentially be commercially developed as the

area is one of the most-abundant'in ibits'ivhich Piodu Ce iiiio-d ..saterials for con.

struction.
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C. Livestock 6 Agriculture

mull families in Klagetoh own sheep and horses. There is very little cattle

raised in the area. Many families who do own cattle grate them outside of the

chapter boundaries. Livestock grazing is regulated by pernilta and thee is a

committee representative from both the Wide Ruins and Klagetoh chapters present.

Lips, vaccinations and helth needs are community activities. Shearing and wool

productlin is done on a Per Sonal bails.

Farming is usually done by family units and is a much more personal activity.

There is a general area where most fields are located. However, these fields

are separted by fences which distingkish one families field from another. Some

People engage in hwas" farming but many of these fields are unprotected from

lovestock'which graze and have a potential to_perish of prcper fencing is not a-

vailable.

-

0, ..comalaccLalCiovelefamilt5. gorn(hrtitttet:SoVf- CA110164111"wt,

The Klagetoh Chapter has an interest in many different asPects of improving

the quality of life of its residents. Among those undertaken Propels and Pro-

posed are:

1. Community Electrification

This prolect is a pint venture with the Wide Ruins Chapter to bring elec-

tricity 10 60 families in the remote areas of the chapter. This would inCreas.:

the number of families with electricity on the COnuntwilty to about 60% and greatly

increase the number of Productive hours of residents and school children

2 Warehouse Services

This would require the rental of vehicle repair tout and tire, muffler, etc

equipment Attendants within the chapter would repair and install maintenance

120.11inla-mobockw-4Sshapter-residents.
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3. manpownr Training

Thip project in conjuncture with the rural electrification would train various

chapter residents In the basics to house wiring and installation of electricity. It
would allow many of the unemployed with incentive to develop a skill In a

able area.

D, Cooweidol Duitqw4.01-
C ComPmehefts444aaconemi411amoing-
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THE NAVAJO NATION
wiNerosv COCA NATAJO NATION rAnreonm ems

PETERSON ZAN
onowmc*Artuo ron*s. cow"

Hr. Raymond Hamilton
Assistant U.S. Attorney
District of New Mexico
P.O. Box 07
paququeeque, New 'Waco

Dear Kr. Hamilton:

87103

January 7, BBB

EDWARD T, DEGAY
.no OINANAKAWIAJO ITNAT TOWN

On January 11. 1985 plaintiffs offered a settlerent on th- Sanostee
Boarding School closure matter. That offer was subsequently rejected several
months later by the Department of the Interior. In rejecting the offer, the
letter from the Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs indicated that the
decision was 'based on the fact that it is simply economically unfeasible to
continue tO repair buildings that are located n this geologically unstable
site,' there is a good deal of question concerning just how uosuitable the
site vs though perhaps ever)one would agree that it is not a site that would
be chosen again for a new school to be built.

Mr. Charles W. Newlin, a soil mechanics engineer, after reviewing
the veridus swat mad Ite/VS.41: loVettigItions whith had already been
accooplished,

I see no immediate or pending foundation problems at the
site so long as site drainage is properly controlled.
foot of the settlements that could be expected hoe
already occurred. Settlements of the magnitudes reported
rit the Sanostte :thool, although troublesome, usually do
not indicate the need for foundation repairs, especially
In structures that have performed satisfactorily for IS
years. If the Infiltration f water into the foundation
is eliminated. I see no reason why structure and cosmetic
repairs could not be begun immediately.

The testiamny of David K. Newcomb, Civil Engineer for the 190, at
the hearing on the Notion for Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary
Injunction as reported in the Order by Judge Oaldock entered on July 12, Igga,
indicated that five buildings in the school complex were unsafe because of
structural defects and extensive differentia) settlement. The motions of the
plaintiff, Sanostee boarding School Board, were denied due to the risk

involved with keeping the school WA. There is a considerable difference of
opinion on the amount Of money which wOuld be necessary tO render these
facilities safe. Engineering exports hired by the Navajo Tribe have gone on

r

1 77 Otbinrtyrii.giAVULABLE.
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Letter to Raymond Hamilton
Anvary I, 1905

Page 2

ecrd that the buildings tan be succesSfully repaired without extensive work
on the foundations. The engineering experts of the Interior assert that
tremendous amounts of money would heed to be spent and that even this would
probably be to no avail or t best be a gamble.

lhe Bureau of Indian Affairs did make a decision, however, to
rfrsvate 00t building on campus and utilize it for a K-I school program. The
renovation is now complete and the school program is in operation. There art
at least two dditiona buildings on the camps which were MOt listed by Mr.
Newcomb as unsafe and which covld economically be utilized for school
activities. There is no disagreement to our knowledge that these buildings
could be economically repaired. These two buildings are identified as

economically repaired. These two buildings ere identified as economically
repaired. These two buildings are identified as Building r6.9. a classroom
building and 5636, tht instrim:ionel materials and center and mechanical room.
the repair estimate submitted by Amerind Construction Company in concert with
the A.V. Schwan A/WOWS engineering report indicate that the WO Cost for
renovation of these two buildings would be less than 5150.00.

I believe that another effort should be made to settle this matter
and bring it to a timely conclusion without extensive litioation Cost. in

light of the background given above, the following offer is made for and on
behalf of my clients.

I. The Bureau would agree to operate a K-a day school program

vtill:"B Suildirps 1-5(643 the remodeled k.t-hen. dining room,

1-2 (639) end 1-3 (636) beginning August. 1986.

2. The Bureau agrees to renovate Buildings 639 and 636.

3. The Bureau agrees to demolish Buildings 638 (administration) and
635 (maintenance).

I. the Swoop agrees to turn over the Navajo Tribe all builliwgs
not used for school prograMS. providing their use does not

conflict with the operation of the school program.

I hope that your Clients will find this offer acceptable. Please
call me if you need additional information or have questions. 1 expect tn
tear from you soon.

&Ivy
3,40,/ 4141.r 1este44/

?ô. litax
..Ses.fesire, flie.ifita 8744 f

Sincerely,

Tilt NAVAJO NA ION

Albert
Assn a t Attorney General
Dena nt of Justice
Post Office Orower 2010
Window Rock, Arifona 86515

(602) 871-6927
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January 20, 1986

George Miller, Chairman
U.S. Nouse of Rwesentatives
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families
385 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 205I5

Dear Mr. Miller:

Our Social Services Director talked with Ms. Marsha Mabee last
week about the committee's interest in the conditions and trends
affecting Native American children and their families in the
Southwest. I would like to submit some comments for your consid-
eration concerning the Ft. McDowell Indian Reservation near Phoe-
nix. Arizona.

The Pt. McDowell Reservation is fortunate in having the follow-
ing tribal enterprises operating on the reservation: a pre-school,
a bingo hall, a sand and gravel business, a nursery, and a fa-m-
ing operation. The reservation has a population of approximately
389 persons. Half of this population is under the age of twenty-
five, snd 193 are children ender the sge of sixteen.

In spite of the tribal enterprises in operation, there are a sign-
ificant number of families receiving Aid to Fannies with Depend-
ent Children and/or foodstamps. We are not able to provide exact
figures, because the Arizona Department of Economic Security (through
which these programs are administered) was unable to provide this.
Many of the families receiving this assistance at Ft. McDowell are
included le statistics for the nearby Salt River Fima-Marlcopa In-
dian Reservation. An average of eight families and/or individuals
has received General Assistance (through Bureau of Indian Affairs
fwada)aince the beginning of the current federal fiscal year.

The primary factors affecting children in this reservation are the
crowded housing situation, a high alcohol abuse inte, and inadequate
supervision of children by parents.... Eighty-five percent of the
current housing units on the reservation are classified es substand-
ard on the basis of overcrowded conditions. A proposal has been re-
cently submitted that would provide for the construction of 134 new
homes if funded.

e-
79 BUM,' MUNI.
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To address the inadequate supervision of children, the Social
Services Program has recently received funds through the Ad-
ministration for Children, Youth, and Families (October I985-Jume 1986).
The funds are being used to provide two, part time parent aides to
work im the community with parents and children in their homes. A
proposal will be submitted to the Bureau of Indian Affairs mext
month with the intent of continuing these parent aide services
after the ACTF funds expire.

NeXT month GED classes and classes to train persons for employment
in the bingo hall will begin. These classes should be helpful im
reducing the current unemployment level at Ft. McDowell.

To assist single-parent families and those women experiencing their
first pregnancies, the Social Services Program intends to have
ctasses ih parenting skills. These classes are included in the
Title Il proposal to be submitted next month.

Recently the Social Services Program obtained state funding (Juv-
enile Justice Ftrvention Act) for a small program in which elders
from the community make presentations of elements of the Itavapal
culture To children in elementary school. :t as tile intention of
this program to increase the self-Image of these children and thereby
reduce the rate of alcohol abuse when these ehildren reach adolesc-
ence. However, there is a r.al aced for alcoholism services for both
juveniles and adults in tbe community. The nearest Indian community
having en alcoholism program is the Salt Raver Pims-Maricope Reser-
vation. Ft. McDowell residents have been invited to participate.
However, the distance (20 miles) creates a significant problem for
people without cars. The public schools attended by the children
( in Phoenix suburbs of Fountain Hills end Mesa) do not have or-
ganized, preventive alcoholism programs.

I hope this letter will give the committee some useful information
regarding the Pt. McDowell Indian community. If you heed further
information, please feel free to contact no or our Social Services
Director, Cheryl Z. Holcomb, at (602) 990-099S.

,Sincerely, 7-7,

\-rjlAal&Z-- 67-444&
I/ Norman Austin

Council President

xc: Norman Austin
Social Services Fite

1$0
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January 7, 1986

George Miller
Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families
385 House Office Building
Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Miller,

One of the major issues of concel'n we have
seen is anemia, but through the foods and
education of the W.I.C. Program we are seeing much
improvement in the hemacrits of cur participants.

Some of our other majors concerns are obesity,
which we are trying to help educate people to control,
as the rate of diabetes on the Dintah and Ouray
Reservation is extremely high. We have a very good
diabetes and diabetes screening program here. Ve all
coordinate our efforts to assist and enhance one
another.

Snort interconceptual periods for our postnatal
women is another concern. Many of our participants
conceive within two (2) months of delivery. I feel
we really need a good family planning counselor.

The alcoholism rate here on the 060-Reservation
is very high with aproximately thirty seven (37)
deaths having been alcohol related in a one year
period.

The Drug E. Alcohol Program has geared their
prevention program to tha children aces eight (0)
and up to see if .r.-evention can be more successful
than previous programs.

The Community Health Programs visit the ill,
provide primary health cate and blood pressure
screening. They also provide transportation if
necessary for medical treatment.
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Social Services and Indian Chil.1 Nefare Act
provide counseling and placement if necessary.

We have an extremely good Recreation Program
here on the reservation. The Director and his staff
keep activities going after shoot hours and on all
weekends and holidays to provids physical and aerial
activities to help with development and assist in
prevention of substance abuse.

Because we have been able to receive Federal
and State funding we are able to assist the people
in better living standards. I want to express my
appreciation for both the funding and the concerns
that have been given that we might continue to
assist the people here. Thank you.

ere

i

o
,.

Jean p. Bluebird LPN
WIC Director
Ute Tribe WIC Program
Box 193
Ft. Duebesne, Utah 84026

..
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PARENTS ANONYMOUS
2509 East Fillmore Street

Phoenix, Arizona 85008

Office (602) 275.0555

Cnsis Line (BOO) 352.0628

January 21, 1986
-AN 27 1986

Rep. George Miller, Chairman
U.S. House of Representatives
Select Cbmmittee on Children. Youth and Families
385 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Miller,

I am writing to suomit testimony to your Committee regarding Native
American issues and the problems we face in Arizona.

Parents Anonymous of Arizona, a statewide child abuse prevention and
treatment program, has since July 1982 offered prevention services to
the urban Indian in Maricopa County. Native American staff and volunteers
have been able to provide two very effective prevention services to this
population - peer self-help support groups and parent-aide services.
Geared srecifically to meet the uniqua cultural needs of the Native
American, this program vas the first nationvide to provide prevention
and early intervention services to the off-reservation Indian. Too often
services are only offered Indian families after the abuse and/or neglect
has occurred. This program is different in that it reaches out to help
people hopefully prior to "reports" being made to the authorities.
See attached 1-page description.

Parents Anonymous is concerned over the lack of services to off-resorvat!on
Native Americans. Traditionally, the Indian community has been less vocal
and less visible a political force in Arizona as compared to other
minority populations. When funding allocations are made, it has been
our experience the agencies with the most pvlitical clout somehow seem
to come out better than those that are silent. Quality of service and
documented community need's seem to take a back sest to those that are
highly visible, politically active and vocal.

Our Native American program is such a case in point, from our perspective.
Whea requesting increased allocations for this program (a $14,000 increase)
from CODAMA Services, Inc. (who receives their funding from the Arizona
Department of Health Service), the on): Indian program providing prevention
and early intervention services in Maricopa Cbunty, we vere denied the
increase. When we questioned the allocation process, we ware nor, given
clear snewers. Even after carrying the grievance to the Departmen6 of
Heelth Sarvices, the response was vague. The response to Parents Anonymous

Clonal:aft Ate Tax Datiodtbk
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from the Director of the Department of lealth Services, Dr. Lloyd Novick,
was that child abuse services are a concern of the Department of Economic
Security, aed that we should seek additional funds from them.

It is a reality in Arizona, and I am sure nationwide, that clients "slip
between the cracks." I believe this even more strongly when it comes to
the Urban Indian population. Not only do entitles argae whether State
or Federal dollars should purchase st-vices. in Arizona, Indian families
are batted between State bureaucracie ! If you have a child abuse problem,

go to DES. If you are an alcoholic, go the DNS. What happens to small
culturaiy-specific programs like ours when the family experiences multiple
.problems-and have many needs, Which cannot be compartmentalized as easily
as Er. Novick wouId like to have us believe? This is a very real issue
for Indian people, and the fact that the Native American Program of Psrents
Anonymous is 'slipping between the cracks', is an example of this problem.
Programs, as well as people 'blip through the cracks," and no one
really seems to be able to change it or take responsibility for it
occuring.

If you or your committee have any advice for us on this issue, ue would
welcome the informa.ion.

I would also like to make the following recommendations to your committee
regarding the urban Indian in Arizona:

a. Increased outreach mental health servicqs

b. Transportation to treatment services.

c. Prevention/education programs that are culturally relevant
and based on actual need.

d. Family involvement in programs.

e. Treatment ser ices that are culturally relevant and
comprehensive.

f. Geographic accessibility to services.

g. Services that attack child abuse and neglect and ell aspects
of family violence.

I believe it is through prevention and early intervention services that
there can be hope for today's child, who will be tomorrow's parent. We
must help families learn healthier ways to function in this tomplex
society we are to break the cycle of child maltreatment and related
behanoral health problems, problems which have reached epidPmic pro
Portions in Arizona.

Sincerely,

eleze
Michele R. Keel
Executive Director

MRKtrdu

cc: Governor Bruce Babbitt
Arizona Coneresemen
Arizona Lesielators

1ff INTA Mingo '4
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PARENTS ANONYMOUS
2509 East Phlox, Street

Phoerux. Arians 85008

Office (602)2754555

Crisis Uno (NCO) 3520525

PARENTS ANONYMOUS' NATIVE AMERICAN PRCGRAM

Based on recent reports, over ONE4MLLION children are reportedly abused
and/or neglected each year in the United States, Last year in ARIZONA there
were epproximately 1,000 cases investigated each month. PARENTS ANONYMOUS
is a successful aPproech toward the preventioa of child abuse sod neglect.

%rents bonyaous is a self-help organization for parents vho either have
*bused and/or neglected their children in the past, or have the potential to do
so ser. This organization was founded by sn abusive parent in 1970 in California.
Since 1970, Parents Anosymo-s has crown from a few local chapters in California
to over 1300 chapters worldwide.

k national study ox the effectiveness of P.A. self-help groups hes shown
that parents wno participated in 4 group for lust one month showed a marked
decrease in verbal abusiveness, snd rarely vas there an instance of physical
abuse occurring again. When /erects become even more involved in the Parents
Anonymous program, they illicit increased self-esteem, as well se, an increased
ability to cope with the stresa of everyday life.

Croup participation helps zo broau the barrier of social isolation, which,
too often, Is the environment whic4 contributes to the occurrence of child
abuse and/or neglect incidents. Joiniag a P.A. group can afford the opportunity
for parents to make positive changes in their behavior, their parenting techni-
ques and their attitudes toward the overall care of thee ch.:dren.

In recognition of the p- hlems cenfronting the Netive American family
in Arizona, Parents Anomie is developed a Native American Program in
Maricopa County to assist f. IA their adjustment to the demands and
complexities of urban living. This self-help mroach acts to keep the
fondly in hammy gad together as a unit. The Parents Anonymous' Native Amer -
can Program offers selfAelp (totally anonymous) groups to Native American
parents in need of services. The P.A.N.A. groups meet weekly, and some of
the groups provide child care. There is no fee,for this service.

Also, exclusive to the P.A. Native American Program, is the service pro-
vided by our parent-aides. These parent -aides service those clients in need
of e supportive, friendly relaticnehip with another parent. The aides visit
families every week, providing them with vital information on existing resources,
supplying transportation sad, even, providing child-care in some situations.
The parent-aide works with the parent on a one-to-one basis, achieving the
positive relationship necessary to maintain the hareony needed for e happy
and stabile hose situation. All case records sre kept confidential. You
may request these services directly by ceiling the Native American Coordinator
at the number(*) listed above, or you may be referred to the program by some
other person and/or ormization. There is .cp.c for this service.

Ooneocos k rex Coductibio
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